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Explores the roots of relative local peace and cohesion in a 
country often marked by religious and social conflict

With globalization helping those who assert incompatible 
differences between their respective faiths, clashes of faith are 
increasingly common in different parts of the world. As a result, 
the study of religious conflict is also increasing.
 This book reverses that perspective by addressing a case of 
peaceful religious coexistence and social cohesion, namely in 
the South Indian town of Tranquebar (Tharangambadi) in 
Tamil Nadu. The birthplace of the Lutheran mission to India in 
1706, this former Danish colonial settlement is now a famous 
heritage site. Although badly hit by the 2004 tsunami and today 
numerically dominated by members of a Hindu fishermen’s 
caste, so far the town has managed to steer clear of the kind 
of religious conflicts too often found in a number of states in 
present-day India, including Tamil Nadu.
 An in-depth study based on post-tsunami field studies in 
2006 and 2007 and recently updated, the book examines 
the ways in which Hindus, Muslims and different Christian 
denominations interact in their day-to-day lives. Further, it 
demonstrates that the role played by religion – as far as social 
cohesion is concerned – is invariably tied up with several other 
factors (social stratification, economic development, educational 
institutions and such social communities as caste councils, etc.) 
and may serve as a basis for unity as well as division.
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Preface

I
n 2006 a number of institutions including the national lutheran 
evangelical Church of denmark, the Tamil evangelical lutheran 
Church, and Franckeschen stiftungen zu Halle, germany, 

celebrated the tercentenary of the arrival of lutheran missionaries 
in south Asia in 1706 on the shores of the south indian town of 
Tranquebar, as it has been called by the europeans since colonial 
times, or Tharangambadi, its original name which was officially taken 
up again in 1986. The jubilee sparked a large number of research ini-
tiatives, including the Tranquebar initiative of the danish national 
Museum, and the present text is an attempt to combine some of the 
results – published and unpublished – of the latter in a description of 
a small town located some 300 km south of Chennai in the state of 
Tamil nadu. 

Tranquebar is a south indian town characterized in the view of 
some by a striking degree of social cohesion, despite the highly com-
posite nature of its population in terms of religion, caste, education, 
occupation and wealth. Whereas the question of social cohesion and 
how to achieve it has come to play a significant part on the agenda of 
the media and legislation in the West relatively lately, it has played a 
conspicuous part in public and political debate for at least a century 
in other parts of the world, india being only one of many examples.

The purpose of the present publication is to offer food for thought 
from a non-western milieu rather than to present solutions to what 
may turn out to become one of the most vexing problems of the 
coming decades in the West and east alike. due to the historical oc-
casion of the project as well as the academic background and interest 
of the researchers involved, there is a special focus on the question of 
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x All Religions Merge in Tranquebar

education and religion and their interplay with a number of other so-
cial and cultural factors. The selection of voices presented is certainly 
subjective and thus makes no claim to be either exhaustive or repre-
sentative. The aim has been to achieve a high degree of breadth based 
on the collected material rather than to present a well-modulated 
presentation consonant with a neat theoretical scheme.

our own fieldwork in Tranquebar was funded by bikuben fonden 
and took place in 2006 and 2007. The research team was headed by 
peter b. Andersen, who made valuable comments and suggestions 
during the writing process and among other things organized much 
of the illustration of this volume. besides the author, the team also 
included Malene lykkebo and daniel Henschen as well as research 
assistant Ramiah Menaka and bharati, who both acted as interpreters 
in different sections of the field collections. out of the large group 
of researchers of the Tranquebar initiative chaired by esther Fihl 
and hosted by the danish national Museum we have had most col-
laboration with Frida Hastrup, Helle Jørgensen, Julie bønnelycke and 
Caroline lillelund, whose field collections were partly overlapping 
with our own, and who have graciously shared their collections with 
us as has karin knudsen of the Tranquebar Association. during our 
stay in Tranquebar and porayar we made a large number of friends 
whose hospitality, generosity and assistance proved invaluable for 
our research. We remain especially grateful to Victor stalin, Aditya 
Raj, p. Maria lazar, george Mansingh, Jayaseelan, Christian and 
esther samraj, the Harekrishnan family, Veronica Raphael and Julius 
Thuyamani.

Throughout the book we have tried to acknowledge the origin or 
our sources of information in print and in pictures, but thanks must 
also be extended to the population of Tranquebar at large for sharing 
their life and culture with us.

Copenhagen, 2012
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 1

Introduction

T
ravelling south from Chennai (formerly Madras) along the 
coast of the bay of bengal one passes a number of towns 
with famous Hindu temples, for instance Mahabalipuram, 

Chidambaram and Thirukadayur (Figure 0.2). occasionally the mina-
ret of a local mosque may be seen among the coconut palm trees and 
as one approaches the former French colony of puducherry (until 
2006 called pondicherry), churches and chapels start appearing in-
creasingly frequently. A person unfamiliar with indian history may in-
terpret this as a sign of peaceful religious coexistence, but what at first 
glance appears as a perfect idyll, may eventually turn out to be merely 
a temporary armistice between conflicting interests. indeed, although 
Muslims and Christians have been members of the population of the 
indian subcontinent for many centuries, still many Hindus consider 
their religions foreign, and tensions – occasionally turning into fierce 
conflicts – continue to colour the relations between Hindus, Muslims 
and Christians in all the indian states, the state of Tamil nadu being 
no exception. nevertheless, occasional pockets of a continuous har-
monious coexistence are to be found here and there, and the relatively 
small coastal town of Tranquebar (known as Tharangambadi) located 
in nagapattinam district some 300 km south of Chennai on the bay 
of bengal appears to be one such pocket (Figure 0.1). The aim of the 
present publication is to take a closer look at Tranquebar and the 
people living there, with a special focus on the roles played by reli-
gious institutions. However, in order to better appreciate the present 
situation of Tranquebar, a more general introduction to the history of 
Muslims and Christians in south india as well as to the history of the 
present state of Tamil nadu is first offered.
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2 All Religions Merge in Tranquebar

Figure 0.2: The Thirukadaiyur Temple in nagapattinam district, 8 km from 
Tranquebar, is a popular site for Hindus to celebrate their 60th, 70th and 80th 
birthdays. (photo: peter b. Andersen)

Christians in south india1

According to the tradition of the Thomas (or syrian) Christians of 
south india, the Apostle Thomas arrived in what is now the state of 
kerala during the second half of first century of the Common era (ce). 
He supposedly spent the rest of his life founding congregations on the 

1. unless otherwise noted this section is mainly based on Robert e. Frykenberg, 
Christianity in India. From Beginnings to the Present, oxford History of the 
Christian Church, oxford university press, 2008.
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 Introduction 3

West Coast (Malabar) as well as the east Coast (Coromandel) until he 
was finally martyred on st. Thomas Mount, on the outskirts of today’s 
Chennai (Madras until 1996). Today his alleged tomb is venerated at 
the basilica in Mylapore in Chennai (Figure 0.3). While unambiguous 
evidence of established Christian communities in india earlier than 
the third and fourth centuries has so far not been found, this neverthe-
less means that Christianity in india is much older than Christianity 
in northern europe, for instance. And indeed, the Thomas Christians 
represented only one of a number of versions of the Christian faith 
found around the eastern parts of the Mediterranean area around 400 
ce, others of which were soon introduced into south india. All of 
them, however, were probably predated by settlements of Jews arriving 
perhaps soon after the destruction of the second Temple in 70 ce.

The local results of interaction among the various Christian and 
Jewish communities as well as with their Hindu surroundings certainly 
justify the use of the term ‘indigenization’ to describe the gradual pro-
cess of versions of Christianity becoming embedded in south indian 
culture. Already prior to the waves of Christian refugees crossing the 

Figure 0.3: The effigy of st. Thomas with the spear that killed him exhibited next to 
his reliquary in san Thome basilica, Chennai. (photo: peter b. Andersen)
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4 All Religions Merge in Tranquebar

Arabian sea as a result of the rise of islam in the seventh century, a 
number of Christian communities fled various kinds of affliction in 
syria and persia and settled in Malabar. often derogatively referred to 
as ‘nestorians’ by the Western churches, they all shared syriac as their 
liturgical language and appear to have acknowledged the patriarchate 
of babylon as their ecclesiastical authority.

during the centuries following upon the rise of the caliphate in 
the seventh century, the number of reports of Christians in india fell 
drastically. still, a few european sources mention visits to the tomb of 
the Apostle Thomas at Mylapore as well as Christian communities on 
the Malabar Coast. some were clerical chronicles; others were trave-
logues of traders and explorers, e.g. Marco polo (ca. 1295), and Vasco 
da gama (1498), who returned from this his first visit to india believ-
ing the Hindus to be a hitherto unknown kind of Christian (pearson 
1990 (1987): 13). The first batch of missionaries, most of them 
Franciscan friars, landed at kozhikode (a.k.a. Calicut, from Arabic 
kalikooth) on the Malabar Coast in 1500 as part of a portuguese 
merchant fleet consisting of thirteen ships under the command of 
pedro Álvares Cabral. However, by then Muslim traders were already 
too established locally to willingly give up their monopoly on trade in 
pepper and thus fighting ensued. during the first half of the sixteenth 
century an alliance was eventually established between the Thomas 
Christians on the Malabar and the portuguese admiral, an alliance 
confirmed by the patriarch of babylon in a letter to the pope in Rome 
and which in time resulted in portuguese control of the spice trade. 
As part of the treaty it was agreed that on certain occasions joint 
ceremonial processions of Roman Catholics and Thomas Christians 
could take place in spite of the many differences as far as liturgy and 
ritual were concerned. What one might describe as a holy matrimony 
of trade, military prowess and religion had seen the light of day.

under the umbrella of the Padroado Real (portuguese ‘Royal patron-
age’), the mission and administration of Roman Catholic churches in 
Asia, parts of Africa and brazil were delegated by the Vatican in Rome 
to the portuguese throne, which in turn entrusted the work to a num-
ber of religious orders (e.g. Franciscans, dominicans, Augustinians 
and Carmelites), the Jesuits (a.k.a. the society of Jesus) gradually be-
coming dominant in india. by then the rather docile endeavours of 
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the first generation of portuguese missionaries had given way to more 
aggressive tactics. in 1540 all Hindu temples in goa were destroyed 
and various other kinds of discriminations and violations took place:

[o]rphans were kidnapped and converted, rice Christianity 
flourished, Hindus were discriminated against by the gov-
ernment in a multitude of ways. in 1541 lands which had 
endowed the temples were turned over to the local priests and 
the orders. Most Hindu ceremonies were forbidden, including 
marriage and cremation. (pearson, 1990 (1987): 117f )

in 1542, only two years after the formal approval of the society of 
Jesus by pope paul iii, one of its founding members, Francis Xavier, 
arrived as Apostolic nuncio in goa (since 1530 formally the capital 
of the portuguese Estado da India) with the task to restore a proper 
Christian life among the portuguese colonists on the Malabar Coast. 
However, Francis Xavier soon turned to evangelization among the 
indigenous population, especially the fishermen caste of the paravars 
living on both the Malabar and the Coromandel Coasts, where trade 
at the time was dominated by Chettiar Hindus and Chulia Muslims 
(pearson, 1990 (1987): 23f ). Francis Xavier supposedly passed through 
both the town of nagapattinam – soon to become a Jesuit stronghold 
– and Tranquebar (35 km north of nagapattinam town) on his way 
to Mylapore (called são Thomé by the portuguese; Frendrup, 2008: 
112). When the danes arrived at Tranquebar in 1620, a portuguese 
priest was serving the local Christian community.

As mentioned, the liturgical language of the Thomas Christians was 
syriac, but this variance from the latin of the european Christians 
settling on the Malabar Coast was only one out of many religious and 
cultural differences that soon undermined the mutual understanding 
between the two main Christian communities. on the one hand, the 
europeans considered heretical and ‘nestorian’ many of the Thomas 
Christians’ practices, as well as their refusal to call the Virgin Mary the 
Mother of god (Theotokos), seeing her only as the mother of Christ 
the man. on the other hand, the Thomas Christians were dismayed 
by what they saw as the europeans’ veneration of images, and were 
shocked by their drinking habits and violations of all regulations per-
taining to ideals of purity/pollution. in addition, a number of liturgi-
cal differences separated the two, and as Thomas Christians became 
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6 All Religions Merge in Tranquebar

subject to the inquisition brought to india by the dominicans in 
1560, tensions increased. As both congregations appealed to their 
respective clerical authorities, the pope in Rome and the patriarch 
in babylon – neither of whom would submit to the other – the 
situation deteriorated. After a number of skirmishes the portuguese 
Archbishop of goa in 1599 called a synod in udayamperur at which 
the patriarch of babylon was pronounced anathema and the doctrines 
and ecclesiology of the Roman Catholic Church were declared to be 
the one and only foundation of the indian Church. Resistance to this 
attempt to completely subjugate – not to say annihilate – the Church 
of the indian Thomas Christians nevertheless continued, and since 
its adherents were no longer able to receive an Archbishop (Metran) 
from syria as head of their Church, in 1653 they installed one of 
their own, who thus became the first native archbishop in india, Mar 
Thoma i.

The missionary endeavours of the european Christians in south 
india took various forms and targeted different population groups 
among the Hindus. Francis Xavier evangelized mainly among the fish-
ermen populations along the coasts (west as well as east), which meant 
targeting one of the lowest caste groups. Already prior to his arrival, 
many Hindu paravar fishermen, especially on the Malabar Coast, had 
turned to the portuguese for protection against threats from the sea 
(Muslim fleets) or land (Hindu Nayaks).2 To strengthen their alli-
ance with the portuguese some of the paravars, nominally at least, 
adopted the Christian faith, but the efforts of Francis Xavier and his 
assistants to baptize their children, teach them Christian prayers and 
doctrines, build prayer houses and train local catechists slowly turned 
them into more than just Christians by name. According to some es-
timates there were by the year 1600 some 175,000 Christians in all of 
india out of a population of ca. 140 million. The majority of the con-
verts, maybe up to 100,000, were to be found among the low-caste 
fishermen on the southern shores of the Coromandel Coast, where 
Xavier and his successors had been surprisingly successful (pearson, 
1990 (1987): 121). nevertheless, the converts retained many of their 
original traditions such as processions and chariot festivals, during 
which it would be difficult to decide whether it was still the tradi-

2. Nayaks were provincial governors of the Hindu Vijanayagara empire.
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tional Hindu goddess (Mahadevi) in a new image or the Virgin Mary, 
Mother of god, who was being celebrated. other Roman Catholic 
missionaries, such as Roberto de nobili (1577–1656) and Costanzo 
giuseppe beschi (1680–1747), changed their way of life and dress to 
appear as learned brahmans and concentrated mainly on the higher 
caste groups, among whom they became known as learned scholars.

due to various political changes in europe during the second half 
of the sixteenth century, the trade of spices from east Asia was increas-
ingly taken over by dutch merchants. After a number of skirmishes 
between the dutch and portuguese navies during the first half of the 
seventeenth century, the dutch gradually gained the upper hand by 
ousting the portuguese from a number of their settlements on Ceylon 
(now sri lanka), as well as on the Coromandel and Malabar Coasts, 
leaving only goa to the portuguese. eventually, the dutch created a 
number of trading posts or ports on the Coromandel Coast, among 
them Masulipatnam (now Machilipatnam) in 1605 and pulicat (now 
pazhaverkadu) in 1610. Also nagapattinam, which had hitherto be-
longed to the portuguese, would be transferred to the dutch in 1658 by 
agreement with the local ruler, the nayak of Tanjore (now Thanjavur). 
indeed, by 1669 the dutch east india Company (Vereenigde oost-
indische Compagnie), founded in 1602, had become a worldwide 
corporation with not only a large number of merchant ships but also 
many warships and a private army of several thousand men. on Ceylon 
occasional dutch missionaries, most famous among them philippus 
baldaeus, continued the attempts of the portuguese to convert the local 
population, especially the Tamil fishermen.

A consequence of the huge profits seen to be made from the im-
port of spices, sandalwood, silk, etc. from Asia was the formation 
of the danish east india Company in 1616. Furthermore, danish 
sailors had sailed on dutch ships, and a number of dutch sailors also 
took part in the first enterprise of the newly formed danish company. 
in fact, it was two dutchmen who inspired the danish king to send 
a small fleet to Ceylon in 1618 in answer to what was believed to be 
an invitation from the Ceylonese king of kandy. Things, however, did 
not turn out as expected and instead of a profitable arrangement with 
the Ceylonese king, the danish/dutch merchants had to settle with 
the lease of a narrow strip of land on the Coromandel Coast including 
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8 All Religions Merge in Tranquebar

the village of Tharangambadi (called Tranquebar by the europeans) 
from the nayak of Tanjore.

However, both the dutch and the danish east india Companies were 
in fact preceded by the formation of the english east india Company 
(originally called the Company of Merchants of london Trading into the 
indies) in 1600. After decades of competing with dutch and portuguese 
merchants, the english decided to concentrate their activities mainly on 
the import of cotton cloth from the mainland and to some extent to leave 
the lucrative spice trade of the islands to the dutch. This decision was all 
the more understandable since the english Company through an official 
diplomatic envoy had secured the permission of the Mughal emperor 
Jahangir, successor of emperor Akbar, to freely enter all ports and king-
doms of his vast dominions covering most of the northern and central 
subcontinent. in 1613 the Company built its first factory (i.e. a trading 
post) in surat in the present indian state of gujarat, and later leased a 
strip of coastal land on the bay of bengal on which Fort st. george was 
founded in 1639, later to become Madras (today Chennai).

in 1660 the French east india Company was formed out of the 
remains of three earlier trading companies focusing on the indian and 
pacific oceans. in 1674 it set up a trading post in pondicherry and in 
1738 acquired karaikal, both on the Coromandel Coast, the latter 15 
km south of Tranquebar.

While a charter of the French east india Company of 1664 obliged 
it to work for the promotion of the Catholic faith, which eventually 
led to Capuchin missionaries taking over part of the work of the Jesuits 
on the Coromandel Coast, it needs to be emphasized that all of the 
four east india Companies mentioned were basically commercial en-
terprises without any missionary intentions whatsoever. unlike their 
portuguese predecessors, these traders generally did not bring along 
any clergy apart from the chaplains needed to serve the european 
employees of the Companies. in fact, the local representatives of the 
Companies, military as well as civilian, generally regarded anything 
that might create tensions in their relations with the local populations 
as bad for business and thus highly unwelcome. And as the first major 
protestant mission societies did not come into existence till the end of 
the seventeenth century, the Companies succeeded in maintaining a 
status quo with regard to religious issues for close to a century. 
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The enterprise of the danish east india Company, compared to 
its european competitors, remained ‘insignificant’ and even during 
its so-called ‘golden age’ of the last decade of the eighteenth and the 
beginning of the nineteenth century the average value of its imports 
from Asia remained a fraction of that of its competitors (prakash, 
1998: 210 and 313). but denmark contributed in other ways to 
european indian exchange. The first protestant missionaries to india 
were lutherans sent out during the pietistic lutheran movement by 
the danish king Frederik iV. unable to find suitable candidates among 
the danish clergy he appealed to August Herman Francke in Halle, 
germany, and in July 1706 bartholomäus Ziegenbalg (1682–1719) 
and Heinrich plütchau arrived on the shores of the danish trade post 
of Tranquebar. inspired by Francke’s orphan school in Halle these 
two missionaries, soon to be followed by more members of what was 
to become the Tranquebar Mission or the dänish-hallische Mission, 
set up a number of schools with the primary purpose of enabling the 
children to study the bible.

When one considers the continuous scepticism, not to say hostility, 
of the local commander representing the danish east india Company 
as sole authority within the borders of Tranquebar, and that of his 
successors, the predominantly german missionaries were remarkably 
successful in their appeal especially to the lower classes and castes of 
society. While this success no doubt was partly due to the extraordinar-
ily talented personalities of (for instance) bartholomäus Ziegenbalg, 
benjamin schultze and Christian Friederich schwartz, part of their 
success must undoubtedly be ascribed to their ability to manoeuvre 
within the strictly hierarchical south indian society. like Francis Xavier, 
who worked mainly among the paravar fishermen, the lutheran mis-
sionaries focused predominantly on those already partly marginalized 
by society as well as their children. indeed, for generations to come the 
idea that the high road to the hearts of the people went through their 
children became almost a dictum for the lutheran missionaries. And 
gradually, as some members of the higher castes showed also an interest 
in these new teachings, the lutheran missionaries were willing to make 
allowances for the social prejudices of the former against those from 
lower castes (separate seating in church and school, no mixing at meals, 
etc.). Churches were built; catechists were trained; new congregations 
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10 All Religions Merge in Tranquebar

in the surrounding villages were founded and little by little the lutheran 
network reached as far as Calcutta (now kolkata) in the north, Tanjore 
and Madurai in the west and Tinnevelly (now Tirunelveli) in the south.

one further contributing factor was the growing cooperation with 
the society for promoting Christian knowledge (spCk), founded in 
england in 1698 with the aim of providing not so much living agents, 
i.e. missionaries, but schools and literature on the subject. An orphan 
school was opened in Madras in 1716, and in 1727 the Tranquebar 
Missionary benjamin schultze was invited by the english governor 
at Fort st. george to start a model school there funded by the spCk. 
during the following years this protestant cooperation continued to 
grow. At the request of the spCk, german lutheran missionaries 
trained in Halle were sent out to assist schultze in Madras and in 
1737 they started a mission in Cuddalore (a.k.a. Fort st. david), 
while other missionaries went to Calcutta.

no person illustrates this common protestant project better than 
C.F. schwartz, perhaps the most illustrious of all the ‘Tranquebar mis-
sionaries’. After being trained by schultze in south indian languages 
in Halle where he had retired, schwartz started his work in Tranquebar 
and later moved to Tanjore and Trichinopoly (now Tiruchirappalli), 
from where he initiated mission activities in Tinnevelly. in agreement 
with the Tranquebar Mission he worked as a missionary funded by 
the spCk, founded orphan schools and churches and functioned in 
addition to this as a chaplain for the soldiers of the british east india 
Company as well as being its diplomatic envoy on various missions.

What needs to be emphasized, however, is that only a small fraction 
of the missionary activities of schwartz and his colleagues would have 
been possible without the assistance of a number of native catechists 
and teachers. The first native lutheran minister with the baptismal 
name of Aaron was ordained in 1733; the second – a Catholic con-
vert by the name of diogo – followed in 1741. by then, 35 years of 
lutheran mission had resulted in some 3,800 individuals having been 
baptized in Tranquebar and Tanjore. When schwartz died in 1798, 
the number of individual Christians served by his native disciples as 
teachers or ministers was estimated at some 6,000. According to some 
estimates, altogether at least fifty thousand Tamils had been baptized 
by the lutheran missionaries and their native assistants by 1800.
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While this project of protestant missionary co-operation almost 
from the start involved Copenhagen, Halle and london, the financial 
burden was increasingly born by the spCk in london. As the com-
mercial success of the danish trading post of Tranquebar decreased 
over time, financial and political support from Copenhagen slowly 
dried out. in 1820 the eleven country congregations remaining un-
der the control of the mission in Tranquebar were taken over by the 
spCk, which in its turn merged with the society for the propagation 
of the gospel in Foreign parts (spg) in 1824. in 1845, Tranquebar 
itself was sold to england, while the Royal danish Tranquebar Mission 
in 1847 was transferred, by special royal request, to the lutheran 
dresden Mission society, soon to be renamed as the leipzig Missionary 
society.

The merchants of the various east Asia companies were quite 
dismissive of, not to say hostile to, any missionaries being active in 
their respective domains. nowhere was this better shown than in the 
regions controlled by the british east india Company which, after 
the defeat of the nawab of bengal and his French allies in the battle 
of plassey (now palashi) in bengal in 1757, gradually became by far 
the most powerful of the east Asia companies on the subcontinent. 
Admittedly, when the Company’s charter of tenancy was renewed by 
the Crown in 1698, it enjoined on the chaplains provided by the 
Company for the benefit of its employees the duty to learn the native 
languages ‘the better to enable them to instruct the gentoos [i.e. non-
Christians] that are servants or slaves of the same Company in the 
protestant religion’ (stock, vol. i, 1899: 52). However, the purpose of 
this instruction was of a ‘civilizing’ rather than evangelizing nature. 
indeed, the way many of the european employees of the Company 
took after their native wives or mistresses in some respects while 
maintaining their own ‘protestant’ vices of drinking and gambling 
remained a continuous scandal to the readers of journals and travel 
literature at home. 

Meanwhile, as we have seen, the lutheran mission continued in 
the south, where the british east india Company was less influential, 
and occasionally the Company would avail itself of various services 
of the lutheran missionaries. Thus in 1758, when Robert Clive, the 
hero of the battle of plassey and head of the british military campaign, 
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invited the swedish spCk missionary, John kiernander, to leave Fort 
st. david, which had been taken by the French, and settle instead in 
Calcutta. After having successfully run a school, kiernander built a 
church, mainly from his own funds, and thus in a sense initiated the 
mission of the north. Most of his converts, however, were Catholic 
Christians.

one effect of the evangelical Revival in eighteenth-century england 
was a growing interest in the abolition of the slave trade and the evan-
gelization of the world, especially of the so-called dark Continent of 
Africa and the east indies. When in 1793 the east india Company’s 
charter was to be renewed by parliament, attempts were made to in-
clude provisions for ‘promoting the moral and religious improvement 
of the natives’ (stock, 1899, vol. i: 55). but at the last moment the 
Company directors succeeded in thwarting this move. After that the 
Company became even stricter in its policy to keep missionaries out 
of its domains, and indeed it was the official stance of the govern-
ment that the english should not dispute or disturb the tenets of 
others. When approached on the subject the then governor-general 
of the presidency of Fort William (Calcutta), sir John shore, him-
self a devout Christian and later to become the first president of the 
british and Foreign bible society (1804), regretfully declared that 
the english in india ‘needed first to Christianize themselves’ (stock, 
1899, vol. i: 55). Anyone attempting to enter Company land in india 
needed a licence issued by the Company, and those who did not have 
one were refused entry upon arrival or were forced to forge a licence. 
Thus the baptist missionary and cofounder of the baptist Missionary 
society,3 William Carey, had to spend his first six years in india as 
an indigo planter 150 miles north of Calcutta. later he joined four 
baptist missionaries who, after having been turned down on arrival 
in 1799, had managed to escape up the Hugli River to seek asylum 
in the danish settlement of Frederiksnagore (a.k.a. serampore). This 
was the beginning of the serampore Mission and press which became 
a very influential institution, not least by publishing translations of 
scripture and other works in practically all indian languages. during 
the mission’s first six years the missionaries managed to convert al-

3. originally, the particular baptist society for the propagation of the gospel 
Amongst the Heathen, founded in 1792.
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most one hundred Hindus, including a number of brahmans, as well 
as some Muslims. in the years when lord Wellesley, who did not 
always see eye-to-eye with the Company directors, held the office of 
governor-general of the presidency of Fort William, supervising all 
Company officials in india, the baptist missionaries were allowed to 
distribute tracts and preach in Calcutta and surrounding districts. 

Times were changing and gradually even the high prelates of the 
Church of england, who had initially been at best hesitant if not 
outright dismissive regarding the evangelization of india, came round 
and appealed to the east india Company to build churches and fund 
clergy for them. While the Company in connection with the renewal 
of its charter in 1793 had turned down suggestions for english mis-
sionaries to do voluntary work in india, the situation was different 
twenty years later (subrahmanian 2007: 239). before the Company’s 
charter was to be renewed in 1813, proponents of evangelizing lands 
under english sovereignty (many of whom had worked successfully 
for the abolishment of the slave trade in 1807) – including the spCk 
and Church Missionary society (CMs, founded in 1799) – organ-
ized a veritable campaign of lobbyism including sermons, pamphlets, 
public meetings, petitions, dinner parties and talks with Mps to 
strengthen their case. Finally, after a lengthy debate in parliament it 
was decided to recognize the duty of the country to introduce ‘useful 
knowledge’ and ‘religious and moral improvement’ among the native 
inhabitants of the british dominions in india.

The Church establishment in the east indies was placed under the 
superintendence of a bishop and three archdeacons, while the principles 
according to which the natives had hitherto been allowed ‘free exercise 
of their religion’ were maintained. All of india (except Ceylon) was to 
be included in the diocese of Calcutta and the bishop of Calcutta was 
to be assisted by the archdeacons of Calcutta, Madras and bombay re-
spectively. The first bishop, T.F. Middleton, was consecrated in london 
in 1814 but died in 1822. The climate, the long journeys of visitation, 
tiresome meetings with missionaries and chaplains – who had hitherto 
answered only to the Company’s governor-in-Council or its military 
officers but now needed a licence – on top of various projects like the 
formation of a missionary college, had proved too much. The following 
bishops fared little better. over a period of only 18 years, five bishops 
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were consecrated, and thus when the Company’s charter again came up 
for renewal in 1833 it was decided to split up the vast diocese into three 
distinct bishoprics (bombay, Madras, and Calcutta) with the bishop 
of Calcutta as the metropolitan. The fifth bishop of Calcutta, daniel 
Wilson, had already reached the age of 55 when he was consecrated 
in 1832, but he nevertheless managed to hold the office of bishop of 
Calcutta for 25 years.

bishop Wilson is perhaps best known to posterity for his unyield-
ing stand against casteism. some reference to the Hindu social system 
of caste groups (varnashrama dharma) has already been made in the 
preceding pages. According to tradition and Hindu scriptures, Hindu 
society has for many centuries been divided into four main groups 
called varnas (Brahmans, Kshatriyas, Vaishyas, and Shudras) with the 
brahmans on top and the shudras at the bottom performing various 
menial tasks for the three groups above them. each group in its turn 
may consist of a vast number of subdivisions (jati or castes). However, 
social groups also existed who were not even considered part of soci-
ety, understood as the varnas proper, by those within the varnas, for 
example tribal populations living in the forests and mountains. These 
were variously referred to as avarnas (i.e. those without a varna), 
Panchamas (i.e. belonging to an imaginary fifth varna), Outcastes or 
even Untouchables, due to the stigma of defiling attributed to them 
by the four ‘higher’ varnas proper, but especially by brahmans. in 
south india, the sections or varnas most numerously represented 
have traditionally been the Brahmans and Shudras, and together with 
the relatively few Kshatriyas and Vaishyas, they are often referred to 
in daily parlance as ‘caste Hindus’. However, the remaining fifth sec-
tion of the population not considered part of society proper – vari-
ously called Untouchables, Outcastes, Panchamas, Avarnas, Harijans, 
Depressed Classes (a british term used before india’s independence), 
Dalits, or, since independence, Scheduled Castes (the official term, 
often abbreviated as sC) – were the people who were most likely to 
respond favourably to the appeal of the Christian missionaries. still 
today, many Hindus automatically assume that an indian Christian 
must belong to the Scheduled Castes (sC). However, the sC were also 
divided into a hierarchical system of castes and sub-castes indicating 
profession, whom to marry and where to live, and they were usually 
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not prepared to give up these time-honoured traditions just because 
they had exchanged one form of worship for another. neither were 
the relatively fewer brahmans and shudras who converted. How 
were the missionaries to deal with the awkward situations that arose 
when converts from different castes and varnas refused to intermingle 
indiscriminately?

Traditionally, the Roman Catholics are considered to have been 
the most adaptive in their propagation of the Christian religion 
among other traditions. Roberto de nobili was one of the early prac-
titioners of this strategy of accomodatio, in the sense of adapting to 
or even adopting those Hindu traditions which he did not consider 
contrary to the Christian faith. More generally, the Roman Catholic 
missionaries in india conformed to the existing caste system by build-
ing separate churches – or churches divided by a wall – and separate 
cemeteries according to the demands of their brahman and shudra 
converts. native ministers were ordained, but in pondicherry in the 
1840s a plan to ordain converts belonging to the most discriminated 
caste of the depressed Classes, the Paraiyars (cf. the english word 
pariah), almost created almost a schism in the Church (neill, 1985: 
404).  The pietistic lutheran missionaries of the Tranquebar Mission 
and the missionaries sent out by the english mission societies, but 
trained and/or ordained in denmark or germany according to the 
lutheran rite, were generally a little more demanding towards their 
converts with regard to giving up caste distinction, but still accepted 
various systems of segregation (different cemeteries, demands not to 
be served by a catechist from a lower caste and at one point allegedly 
even different chalices according to caste). 

The Anglican bishop Wilson, however, refused to accept any kind 
of caste segregation in any of the churches in india administered by 
the Church of england, and in 1833 issued a circular to be read in 
translation from the pulpit: ‘… distinction of castes then must be 
abandoned, decidedly, immediately, finally’. Those professing to be-
long to Christ had to give proof of having changed their ways, and no 
catechumens were to be baptized without submitting to the renuncia-
tion of caste (schönbeck, 2009: 16). The result was uproar among 
Christians with caste Hindu background. Many left the Church, 
some of them turning instead to the lutheran missionaries who held 
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a less strict view. This in turn created a vicious polemic between the 
Anglicans and the lutherans, the latter being accused of employing 
their more tolerant attitude to caste distinction for proselytizing pur-
poses and of being much too willing to accept candidates for baptism, 
something which – it was said – was proved by the many who later 
returned to their Hindu faith. The lutherans, on the other hand, 
argued that basically caste had nothing to do with religion but was 
simply a social convention comparable to the way society was struc-
tured in medieval europe. For decades, the situation was dominated 
by mutual accusations at meetings, in newspapers and in pamphlets, 
but gradually the lutherans gave in and relations were re-established.

during the second half of the nineteenth century, swedish mis-
sionaries increasingly took part in the work of the leipzig Missionary 
society (lMs) in the southern parts of the Madras presidency corre-
sponding to the present state of Tamil nadu. While the official centre 
of the lutheran mission was still Tranquebar, most of the actual work 
took place elsewhere: Trichinopoly, Tanjore and Coimbatore. When 
the german missionaries of the lMs were either expelled or interned 
during World War i, the swedish missionaries took over and carried 

Figure 0.4: The Dargah in nagore. (photo: peter b. Andersen)
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on with their indian co-workers. in order to prevent possible gov-
ernment confiscation of land hitherto registered in the name of the 
german lMs, it was decided in 1919 to found an independent in-
digenous Church under the name of the Tamil evangelical lutheran 
Church (TelC). The very same year, a conference of the protestant 
denominations of south india took place in Tranquebar to discuss the 
possibilities of forming a protestant Church union. The lutherans, 
however, soon withdrew from the talks and not until 1947 did an 
actual union consisting of Congregational, presbyterian, Reformed 
and Anglican Churches materialize under the name of the Church 
of south india (Csi). While discussions of a possible union with the 
lutheran TelC have taken place off and on over the years, so far they 
have not led to any actual result. Today the TelC numbers some 
100,000 members and Csi as part of the Anglican Communion about 
3,8 million, which makes it the second largest Church in india. still, 
with its more than 17 million members (some 4 million of whom fol-
low the syrian rite) the Catholic Church in india is by far the largest 
of the Christian Churches. Altogether, 2.1 percent of the population 
of india are Christians, while the percentage of Tamil nadu is almost 
three times as high (6.1 percent, 2001 figures).

MusLiMs in south india4

While difficult to corroborate with written sources, it seems beyond 
doubt that Arab traders visited the coasts of south india from a very 
early date, certainly preceding the birth of islam in the seventh cen-
tury ce by several centuries and thus also the time of the great Muslim 
invasions of north india from the twelfth century onwards (dale, 
stephen 2007 (2003): 55). perhaps the earliest solid evidence of an 
Arab presence in south india is a ninth-century copper plate regarding 
the granting of asylum to Arab families by the king of Madura (a.k.a. 
Madurai). The presence of many Marikkar or Marakkar Muslims in 
the coastal towns of what is now kerala and Tamil nadu (in the lat-
ter the towns of nagore, nagapattinam and karaikal, for instance) 
who follow the shafi’i fiqh tradition as opposed to the Hanafi fiqh 
tradition of the majority of the sunni Muslims on the subcontinent 
4. unless otherwise noted the following section is based mainly on Annemarie 

schimmel, Islam in the Indian Subcontinent, e.J. brill, leiden-köln, 1980.
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may support the theory of two independent waves of immigrations: 
the invaders in the north and the traders in the south. on the western 
Malabar Coast are found the Muslim communities of Mappilas (a.k.a. 
Moplahs) consisting of descendants of Arabs and of intermarriages of 
Arabs with Christians and Jews who were among the early converts 
to islam (cf. also sastri 1976: 439). They too follow the shafi’i fiqh 
tradition whereas the sunnis of the centrally located Madurai follow 
the Hanafi fiqh tradition.

While forceful conversions to islam may have taken place on some 
occasions in connection with the various Muslim invasions of the 
indian sub-continent from the north, this appears to have been ex-
ceptional as far as south india is concerned – notwithstanding the 
alleged atrocities of the rulers of Mysore, Haidar Ali and his son Tipu 
sultan, towards Hindus and Catholic Christians and the violent 
events in connection with the Mappila rebellions (see below) (dale, 
2007 (2003): 70; Robinson 2007 (2003): 23). The influence of the 
delhi sultanate (1206–1526) and the Mughal empire (1526–1858) 
on south india to a large extent remained indirect, through more or 
less independent viceroys (nawabs or nizams), and while a number 
of important Muslim states (e.g. the Madurai sultanate, the deccan 
sultanates, the kingdom of Mysore, the nawabdom of the Carnatic) 
have all played an important part in the history of south india, they 
were continuously challenged by Hindu or european powers. Thus 
the postulate that the spreading of islam in india was to a high degree 
the result of the popularity of local sufi saints (pirs or sheikhs) – gener-
ally considered to embrace a more inclusive and tolerant form of islam 
and therefore opposed by more orthodox Muslims – may to a large 
degree account for the case of south india (cf. Robinson, 2007: 24). 
Pirs were venerated after their demise, and their cults grew in con-
nection with their dargahs (tombs or shrines), which in many places 
became centres of worship, as important as mosques, Hindu temples 
and Christian churches, and attracting devotees from all faiths who 
also came to pray to the pir. Today, dargahs are found in many of 
the districts of Tamil nadu. The town of nagore, ca. 40 km south 
of Tranquebar, is the location of a famous dargah belonging to the 
qadiri sufi tradition (tariqa), which is visited by Muslims, Hindus 
and Christians alike (Figure 0.4). even Tranquebar itself houses a 
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small dargah, the mausoleum of two pirs, which, however, is visited 
mainly by local Muslims.

Historically speaking, the influence of indo-Muslim culture in 
india may be said to have culminated in the eigtheenth century, af-
ter which it gradually gave way to the increasing dominance of the 
british. A variety of factors contributed to this development: military, 
judicial, economic, scholarly, and – last but not necessarily least – 
religious. With the waning of the Mughal empire and the british 
victory at plassey in 1757, the british east india Company made Fort 
st. William (Calcutta) and the bengal presidency (1766) the centre 
of their activities in india. soon the presidency came to include bihar 
and orissa and thus covered a large part of north india. Following 
the british victory in the battle of buxar in 1764, and the subsequent 
treaty of Allahabad in 1765, the Company acquired the right to land 
taxation, something which combined with mismanagement and peri-
ods of draught led to a number of severe famines in the 1770s. new 
problems were caused by the introduction of the so-called permanent 
settlement, which guaranteed the rights of the zamindars (landlords 
and previous tax collectors on behalf of the Mughal empire) to the 
land, as well as to a fixed tax, which was supposed to motivate the za-
mindars to improve their land (irrigation, drainage, building of roads 
and bridges). The tax (higher than in england at the time) caused 
many zamindars to fall into arrears, with their land in many cases be-
ing taken over by money-lenders or indian Company employees with 
little attachment to the land. Traditional crops such as rice and wheat 
were often replaced by the more profitable indigo and cotton, and all 
in all these land reforms generally led to the increasing impoverish-
ment – often to the point of starvation – of the local peasantry, many 
of whom were Muslims. 

The abolition of traditional waqf land (land tax-exempt for reli-
gious or charitable purposes), which had provided the financial basis 
for many Muslim schools and madrasas, and the change of the of-
ficial language from the traditional persian of the delhi sultanate and 
the Mughal empire to vernaculars along with english (1837), dealt 
a more cultural blow to Muslim civilization in india. Through the 
literary productions of the Asiatic society (1784) in Calcutta, read-
ers in europe were introduced to india as the homeland of a great 
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Hindu civilization, the decline of which was attributed to the Muslim 
conquest. Though Warren Hastings, the first governor-general of 
the presidency of Fort William, in 1781 had founded the Calcutta 
Madrasa (now the Aliah university) to provide education in persian 
and Muslim law for the sons of the Muslim landholders (many of 
whom had lost their land grants) to serve in the administration of the 
Company, the opportunity appeared less enticing after the change in 
1837 of the official administrative language of north india from the 
prestigious persian to urdu, the language used by the urban elite and 
written in perso-Arabic script, together with english, the language of 
the ‘infidels’. 

A number of jihad movements appeared during the latter part of 
the eigtheenth century and the first half of the nineteenth. proponents 
of these movements – often inspired by visits to Mecca and possibly 
influenced there by the Wahhabi branch, which strongly opposed 
anything considered increments on islam – visited all parts of bengal 
in attempts to awaken high and low to their message of islamic regen-
eration and reform. like the so-called delhi reformers they wished 
to purge islam of what they considered to be the influence of Hindu 
traditions and to free Muslims from the repression of the kufr (from 
kafir: ‘ungrateful’ or ‘infidel’, i.e. the british). british india they con-
sidered to be dar-ul-harb (enemy territory), which Muslims should 
leave for dar-ul-Islam. often, their activities took the form of social 
protest and were not surprisingly opposed by landlords and british 
authorities alike.

 Another aspect of these attempts to renew indo-islamic culture 
was the acclamation of everything considered Arabian. of course, to 
be able to claim to be a direct descendent of the prophet Muhammad 
had always been considered advantageous, but even more pronounc-
edly so during this period. in indo-Muslim culture, Muslims of Arab, 
persian or Central Asian background have generally ranged higher in 
the social hierarchy than Hindu converts, many of whom had come 
from those more marginalized (i.e. lowest in the caste hierarchy). 
Medieval indian Muslim historians had distinguished between on the 
one hand ashraf (literally the respectable classes) Muslims,5 and on the 

5. For example Sayyids being descendants of Muhammad through his daughter 
Fatima, or Shayks, originally coming from Mekka or Medina.
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other ajlaf Muslims. The former were considered of fairer complexion 
and traditionally held high positions in society, whereas ajlaf Muslims 
were darker-complexioned converted Hindus from lower castes: arti-
sans or peasants. Those ranging lowest in the hierarchy were Muslims 
working as weavers, barbers, tailors, or cobblers. 

While, as we have seen, the increasing dominance of the british in 
military, political and economic spheres corresponded to – perhaps 
caused – a turn among certain parts of indo-Muslim society towards 
what was conceived as traditional Muslim core-values, including 
hopes for an alliance with the ottoman sultan in his capacity of of-
ficial overlord of Mecca and Medina and thus caliph and spiritual 
head of all Muslims, other Muslims encouraged acquaintance with 
Western knowledge without forsaking one’s traditional heritage. 
one such open-minded institution was delhi College (from 1975 
renamed Zakir Husain College), which was founded in 1792 as a col-
lege for literature, science and art. subsidized by the british east Asia 
Company from 1827, it used urdu as the language of instruction but 
included english as a subsidiary language and english literature and 
Western science as subjects, with an emphasis on the latter. However, 
the Muslim educational institution best known for its combination 
of Muslim and non-Muslim education was the Muhammedan Anglo-
oriental College (1875) in Aligahr, which gave rise to the Aligahr 
Movement. The founder of the college was sir sayyid Ahmad khan, 
who came from a noble family of the Mughal court in delhi and 
entered the service of the Company as a jurist. He wished to raise the 
standard of the Muslim maktabs (elementary schools) and madrasas 
(schools of higher education), which all too often still followed me-
dieval syllabuses, as well as the general status of Muslims in india, 
which – especially after the indian Revolt (a.k.a. the sepoy Mutiny) 
in 1857, for which Muslims were particularly blamed – had reached 
an all-time low. Himself a prolific author of books on architecture, 
history and religion (including a commentary on the quran) as well 
as a famous essay on the causes of the indian Revolt, sir sayyid at-
tempted to combine the best of indo-Muslim and english culture in 
the education offered at Aligahr, formed according to british prin-
ciples with english as the language of higher education. The college 
soon attracted a number of famous european orientalists and its in-
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fluence spread to the rest of india. For his work as an educationist as 
well as for his untiring zeal as a bridge-builder between indo-Muslim 
and british culture he was made knight Commander of the order of 
the star of india. From orthodox Muslims he received fatwas, some of 
them issued in Mecca and Medina, charging him with various forms 
of unbelief. 

For centuries large parts of south india had been ruled by Muslim 
viceroys of the Mughal empire, each of whom eventually gained inde-
pendence as the power of the Mughals waned. The indian Rebellion of 
1857, which ironically led to the end of the Mughal empire as well as 
the british east india Company’s control of india, which was now taken 
over by the english Crown, was more or less confined to the northern 
part of the subcontinent. As the princely states of Hyderabad, Mysore 
and Travancore, with local Muslim rulers but now under Company 
suzerainty, did not take part in the uprising, relative calm was main-
tained in the presidencies of bengal, bombay and Madras during the 
rebellion. The political strategy of the Company in south india had 
consisted in shifting alliances with the local Hindu and Muslim rulers, 
playing one against the other, and since the defeat of Tipu sultan in the 
Fourth Anglo-Mysore War in 1799 and the conclusion of the second 
Anglo-Maratha War in 1805, the british east india Company had been 
the de facto ruling power of south india. 

This, however, did not mean that there was no resistance to british 
authority. A number of insurgencies took place, e.g. the Vellore 
Mutiny (1806); the revolts of Travancore and Cochin (1808–9); the 
kurichya Rebellion (1812). While some of these conflicts were initi-
ated by Muslim as well as Hindu soldiers (both called sepoys) of the 
Company due to what they considered infringements on their rights, 
others were basically peasant uprisings sparked by the introduction of 
new revenue systems or the suppressive character of the tenancy sys-
tem. However, the uprisings of the Mappila Muslims of Malabar, of 
which there were more than fifty between 1792 and 1921, appear to 
have constituted a different category, since they were confined to one 
particular socio-religious group. being traditional Hindu land, with 
Nambudiri brahmans or Nayar/Nair kshatriyas (both belonging to the 
two highest varnas) in the traditional role of landlords, and Muslim 
Mappilas and the depressed Classes as labourers, the situation had 
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changed during the conquest of Malabar by the Muslim kingdom 
of Mysore under Haidar Ali and his son, Tipu sultan, during the 
latter half of the eighteenth century. during this period, special rights 
and privileges were granted by the invaders to the Mappilas, many of 
whom became holders of land taken over from fleeing Nambudiris 
and Nayars. When the british defeated Tipu sultan in 1799, the ta-
bles appear to have been turned once again, thereby creating strong 
resentment among the Mappilas, initially against the Hindus in par-
ticular and later against the british. Many of the incidents took the 
form of isolated attacks on or killings of local Hindu landlords and the 
desecration of Hindu temples. They generally took place during the 
month of Ramzan (Ramadan) and the perpetrators often expressed a 
wish to die as shahids (martyrs), which meant that in clashes with the 
british sepoys they preferred death to imprisonment (p.n. Chopra, 
T.k. Ravindram, n. subrahmanian 1979: 193–202). The Mappila 
uprisings culminated with the Mappila Rebellion in 1921, which cost 
the lives of thousands of civilians and troops.

during the latter part of the nineteenth and the beginning of the 
twentieth century voices were raised in the Middle east and india for 
unity among Muslims and a return to the original ideas of the quran. 
After the partition of the ottoman empire as a result of the conclu-
sion of World War i and the consequent onset of the Turkish War 
of independence (1919–1923), the All-india khilafat Committee 
published the khilafat Manifesto (1920), which urged the british 
to protect the caliphate and Muslims to unite. With this political 
backdrop including also, among indian Muslims and Hindus alike, 
a growing demand for Home Rule (Swaraj), violence suddenly ex-
ploded in Malabar as police attempted to arrest the secretary of a local 
khilafat Committee in August 1921. over the following weeks the 
rebels attacked police stations, courts and other government build-
ings, temporarily ending british administration in the area. With the 
authorities absent the Mappilas were free to level their rage against 
those Hindu landlords still remaining in the area. subsequently the 
taluks (revenue units) of ernad and Valluvanad were declared khilafat 
kingdoms. british troops arrived from bangalore, but after two 
months of fighting the Mappilas were still holding out. As a result 
several ghurkha battalions were called in as reinforcements, and by 
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the end of november the last of the rebels had been either killed or 
arrested. The casualties are difficult to assess, with estimates varying 
from 4,000 to more than 10,000 lives lost. However, that atrocities 
and forced conversions took place seems beyond doubt, and in many 
ways the incident prefigured a number of clashes between Muslims 
and Hindus to follow during the rest of the century, particularly in 
northern india.

one source of conflict, which slowly gathered momentum dur-
ing the latter part of the nineteenth century, was the differing views 
in north india as to the official language to be used in addition to 
english. urdu used by Muslims and Hindi used by Hindus were both 
versions of the Khariboli dialect used around delhi: urdu written in 
perso-Arabic script and containing a number of Arabic, persian and 
Turkish loanwords, and Hindi written in nagari script and mainly 
containing loanwords from sanskrit. While Hindi and urdu are gen-
erally considered mutually intelligible, they came increasingly to be 
considered as identity markers, and voices were raised by Hindus in 
the 1860s in the north-Western provinces and oudh for a change of 
the official language from urdu to Hindi, the spoken by the major-
ity. The fact that Hindi in 1881 was made the official language of 
bihar in the bengal presidency added more heat to the controversy. 
Among the proponents for urdu was sir sayyid Ahmad khan, who 
had made or facilitated a large number of translations into urdu, 
not least through the scientific society of Aligarh, founded by him. 
The placing of Hindi on a par with urdu he perceived as a further 
corrosion of the prestige of Muslims, something which he had spent 
most of his life trying to prevent, while remaining loyal to the british. 
organizations representing each side of the controversy were formed 
and communal riots followed. in 1900 the government of the north-
Western provinces decided to grant equal status to Hindi and urdu as 
official languages together with english. Fifty years later, three years 
after the partition of british india into the dominion of pakistan and 
the dominion of india in 1947, the government of the latter decided 
to adopt Hindi as the sole official language of the union after a period 
of 15 years, during which english was to serve as an additional of-
ficial language. As the 15 years came to an end, severe protests started 
in the Madras state (1968, see below), later to become the state of 
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Tamil nadu. in this case, however, the protests were headed by Tamil-
speaking dravidians.

Through history, relations in general between Muslims and Hindus 
in south india appear to have been far less tense than has often been 
the case of north india, the heartland of the Muslim invasions. in 
fact, the Mappila uprisings described above were an exception to 
the rule and may partly be explained as reactions to the extremely 
suppressive and rigorist social hierarchy enforced by the Nambudiri 
brahmans and the warrior caste of the Nayars in Malabar. As indicat-
ed, the roots of south indian Muslims probably go back to Arabian 
traders visiting and settling on the Malabar and Coromandel coasts 
during the pre-islamic centuries, and they are at times referred to 
as ‘a genuinely indigenous Muslim community’ (dale, 2007 (2003): 
59) or as ‘an autochthonous population which … bears the stamp of 
Tamil culture and the political heritage not of conquest and rule, but 
of mercantilism and integration’ (Mines, Mattison 1984: 67). Tamil 
Muslims have been known for having a very large part of their tradi-
tions in common with the Tamil Hindu population. 

Thus it was somewhat surprising when a study (Mattison 1984) 
revealed that Muslims in or around the city of Madras (now Chennai) 
in the 1960s were attempting to establish a more distinct identity as 
Muslims through a process of islamization. Many of these Muslims 
were trying to replace Tamil with urdu as the language spoken in 
their homes, thus apparently no longer sharing the pride in the Tamil 
language so common among Tamils in general. dress distinguishing 
Muslim Tamils from non-Muslim Tamils became more common for 
men as well as women, many of the latter starting to observe purdah 
(a tradition much more common among Muslims in north india) 
by using a scarf or veil when in public. Thus, for a growing number 
of individuals in the Madras metropolitan area it appeared increas-
ingly important to be identified as orthodox Muslims. Many still 
continued to take part in festivals and ceremonials associated with 
local Muslim traditions and sufi worship in addition to what might 
be called pan-islamic celebrations (e.g. the birthday of the prophet, 
Ramzan, etc.), but among those local Muslims considering themselves 
orthodox, disapproval of what was seen as basically alien to the quran 
and Hadith became more frequent. 
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Tempting as it might be to simply interpret these examples as part 
of a more general islamization process or as a result perhaps of anti-
Muslim sentiments among Hindus, the study instead showed them to 
reflect aspects and consequences of a process of increasing urbanization. 
Comparing the situation of a Madras suburb with that of a village – 
which actually was the place of origin for many of the citizens of the 
suburb who would return there frequently to take part in celebrations 
and holidays – a pattern emerged which revealed two different sets of 
social behaviour and values entertained by the same informants: one 
for the village and one for the city. Whereas in the village, the identity 
as Muslim was determined by birth and thus taken for granted and 
not in need of any assertion or demonstration, in the city it became a 
way to assert one’s right to be counted as a member of the community. 
Whereas status in the village was connected with wealth and the ability 
to contribute to the lavish celebrations of local festivals, status in the 
city depended on one’s ability to assert a strong identity as Muslim, i.e. 
with the emphasis on orthodoxy and orthopraxis. 

A brief description of some of the differences between the celebra-
tion of the feast (urs) of the sufi saint Abdul kadar Jilani, the main 
shaykh of the qadiri sufi order, in the village and the city may il-
lustrate some of these points. in the city the celebration of the saint’s 
urs was secondary to the major Muslim festivals; in the village it was 
the main festival of the year. in the city, the religious leaders generally 
did not participate in the urs, which they considered syncretistic and 
unorthodox; in the village everybody – including Hindus – took part 
in the lavish festivities which included a number of features common 
to the yearly Hindu chariot festivals, when a deity on a chariot or 
cart is drawn through the village accompanied by loud music, live or 
recorded. in the city, the Muslims did not include music in their cel-
ebrations, but in the village the procession included Hindu musicians 
as well as Western-style music. it needs to be stressed that some of the 
people taking part in the festival were the very same individuals who 
in the city were going through a process of increasing islamization, 
but who would also make a point of not missing the urs celebrations 
in the village of their origin. 

in other words, Muslim identity turned out to vary according 
to circumstances: in the city, where intra-community relations were 
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relatively transitory, Muslim identity became a means to assert one’s 
status and centrality; in the village, where relations might go back 
several generations, Muslim identity was simply taken for granted, 
and status was determined by such things as wealth, which in the city 
had no bearing on one’s status as Muslim. put another way: according 
to this study, the growing islamization in and around Madras city 
in the 1960s turned out to be a function of the process of urbaniza-
tion and of changing social relations among Muslims rather than of 
Hindu–Muslim relations. Furthermore, seen in a wider perspective 
the study illustrates the various roles ‘religion’ may play in the overall 
patterns of complex human interaction and highlights the fact that 
while many of us in daily parlance tend to speak of islam as a more 
or less uniform entity, the islam actually practised by 12.4% of india’s 
population and 5.6% of Tamil nadu’s population (2001 figures) may 
vary considerably with time and place. 

soMe trends in taMiL nadu poLitiCs 
 in the twentieth Century6

To many westerners, india’s fight for independence from the british 
is best epitomized by the spectacular feats of one man in particular, 
namely Mohandas karamchand (Mahatma) gandhi. it may therefore 
come as a surprise that, and to what degree, both his strategy and 
eventual goal were opposed by some parts of the population, and this 
nowhere more openly than in the Madras presidency, particularly in 
districts where Tamil was the prevailing language (often referred to as 
Tamilnad, i.e. the land of the Tamils). by 1858, when the administra-
tion of british india was taken over by the british Crown, the Madras 
presidency had come to include the major part of south india with 
a population of close to 40 million people speaking a number of lan-
guages, some of which were related. The most important of these were 
Tamil, Telugu, kannada and Malayalam, which are often collectively 
referred to as dravidian languages – a language group which has so 
far not been satisfactorily linked to any other language family. 

6. unless otherwise noted this section is mainly based on eugene F. irschick, Politics 
and Social Conflict in South India. The Non-Brahman Movement and Tamil 
Separatism 1916–1929, university of California press, berkeley and los Angeles, 
1969.
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The english term ‘dravidian’, which over time came to acquire 
not only a linguistic but also a racial and cultural meaning, was origi-
nally used by the british missionary Robert Caldwell (1819–1891) in 
his A Comparative Grammar of the Dravidian or South-Indian Family 
of Languages (1856). While earlier Christian missionaries like the 
Jesuits Roberto de nobili and Costanzo giuseppe beschi as well as 
the lutherans bartholomäus Ziegenbalg and benjamin schultze had 
also studied and written on the Tamil language and religion, Caldwell 
further argued that the Tamil language and its literature were at least 
as sophisticated and ancient as that of sanskrit, indeed was untainted 
by the latter, and that the original Tamil culture of south india had 
over centuries been gradually suppressed by Aryan brahman colonists 
from the north. bringing with them their social system of varnash-
rama dharma they had ascribed the category of shudra, i.e. servants 
to the brahmans and the other upper castes, to the local population 
regardless of their prior social standing (peasants, soldiers, artisans, 
landholders, chieftains). indeed, some claimed, the term ‘shudra’ 
should be abandoned altogether since it had been forced upon part of 
the indigenous population (those not considered depressed Classes) 
by the brahmans of the north. other writers joined in, british and 
Tamils alike, and contributed to a growing sense of dravidian self-
awareness, which soon took a political turn.

As heads (i.e. priests and administrators) of the Hindu religion, 
a subject towards which the british authorities traditionally main-
tained a non-interference policy, the brahmans were extremely in-
fluential. being the most learned section of the Hindu population 
the brahmans were also increasingly indispensable for the british 
administration. While constituting only some three to four percent 
of the total population of the Madras presidency, 67 percent of the 
graduates of Madras university in 1871 were brahmans (irschick, 
1969: 18).

As soon as the british established their system of education, it 
was the Tamil brahmans who made the most extensive use of 
it and thus secured influential government positions … as well 
as important occupations in the new professions of doctors, 
teachers, lawyers etc. as the ‘new middle class’. (Hugald grafe 
1990: 21f )
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This combination of independence and indispensability of the 
brahmans in south indian society with the potential for abuse of 
their unique position created a growing mistrust among the british 
bureaucracy. it was openly voiced by members of the british i.C.s. 
(imperial Civil service, later indian Civil service) and was shared by 
a large part of the more than 95 percent of the population who were 
not brahmans. This mistrust in the Madras presidency towards the 
brahmans formed the basis of what was to become an unlikely politi-
cal partnership between on the one hand the large non-brahman (the 
‘middle-class’, i.e. neither brahmans nor depressed Classes) segment 
of the population, and on the other the british administration, in 
the new century otherwise characterized by the rapid growth of the 
indian independence movement.

While up to half of the members of the provincial governor’s legis-
lative council as per the indian Councils Act 1861 could be recruited 
from indians and domiciled britons, these served only in an advisory 
capacity and full executive power rested with the governor, answering 
only to the governor-general in Calcutta and to the secretary of state 
for india in london. demands for more political influence resulted in 
the formation of the Madras native Association in 1849, which how-
ever was soon replaced by the Madras Mahajana sabha (1884). The 
purpose of this organization was to secure for native indians a more 
significant part in the government of british india and this was also 
the explicit motivation behind the foundation of the indian national 
Congress in bombay in december 1885. of the 72 delegates present, 
22 came from the Madras presidency and were almost all members of 
the Madras Mahajana sabha. it thus needs to be emphasized that the 
original goal of the indian national Congress was not a free india in-
dependent of britain. indeed, among the founding fathers were three 
british citizens, one of whom, Allan octavian Hume, a retired i.C.s. 
officer, became its first general secretary. prior to the first congress 
he had in fact obtained the approval of the governor-general cum 
Viceroy. in other words, the purpose of the formation of the indian 
national Congress was not to overthrow the british administration 
but rather to secure a greater participation of indians. This tendency 
gathered further momentum with the indian Councils Act of 1909 
(a.k.a. the Morley-Minto Reforms), which – while it did not meet 
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the demands of the indian national Congress for self-government – 
nevertheless for the first time allowed the actual election of indians 
to the legislative councils at the centre (Calcutta until 1911, when 
the government of india moved to delhi) and in the provinces. The 
motivation behind the Act appears to have been partly a response 
to the civil unrest created by the division of bengal in 1905 into a 
Hindu-dominated west and a Muslim-dominated east, and partly an 
attempt to secure continued support from loyal westernized indians. 
nonetheless, the situation was further invigorated by protests against 
british rule all over india, which often took a violent turn, culminat-
ing with the attempt to kill the then governor-general cum Viceroy, 
lord Hardinge, at a ceremony in delhi in december 1912.

While the centre of gravity of the indian nationalist movement 
and resistance to british sovereignty was in bengal, the Madras 
presidency also had its share of revolutionaries. Most of their lead-
ers were brahmans, and when in 1911 acting Collector and district 
Magistrate of Tirunelveli district, Robert Ashe, was shot dead by 
a brahman this further exacerbated the british mistrust of the 
brahmans. However, after 1912 no more revolutionary violence of 
a similar kind took place in Tamilnad (subrahmanian, 2007: 191).

sitting on the councils was not the only way indians took part in the 
administration. An increasing number of indians served in the i.C.s. 
(according to the recommendations of the islington Commission 
published in 1915, 25 percent of superior posts were to be held by 
indians), but generally the number of brahmans holding such posts 
far exceeded their proportion of the population as illustrated by the 
figures from the Madras presidency 1912 (see p. 31).

The same year (1912) saw the formation of the Madras dravidian 
Association, the purpose of which was to gather funds for establishing 
a hostel to facilitate the education of non-brahman youths studying in 
the schools and colleges of Madras. besides establishing a dravidian 
hostel (1916), the association also published a small number of books 
with the dual purpose of drawing attention to the unhappy situation 
of non-brahman caste Hindus (i.e. not including depressed Classes) 
and to the necessity to unite in a dravidian (i.e. non-brahman) 
movement. soon organizations to promote the political cause of non-
brahmans and to publish newspapers in english, Tamil and Telugu, 
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giving evidence of the unhappy lot of non-brahmans, appeared. on 
december 20, 1916, proponents of the non-brahman cause pub-
lished a ‘non-brahmin Manifesto’, in which the disproportionately 
large influence in the public sphere of the small minority of brahmans 
was clearly spelled out. While in this respect critical of what was basi-
cally the responsibility of the british authorities, the manifesto at the 
same time declared its unfaltering loyalty to britain. in addition to 
brahmans in general, criticism was also levelled at the indian national 
Congress for being non-representative. Thus, at the time of the pub-
lication, of the fifteen members elected from the Madras presidency 
to the All-india Congress Committee (i.e. the executive of the indian 
national Congress), only one was non-brahman, while practically all 
the others were brahmans. 

Also criticized were those politicians clamouring for indian Home 
Rule, i.e. national self-government as a dominion within the british 
empire, including many members of the indian national Congress 
and the All-india Muslim league (founded in 1906), as well as the 
highly influential president of the Theosophical society in Madras, 
Annie besant. At the time she was throwing all her energy into 
campaigning for her Home Rule league, much to the dismay of the 
british administration. such measures might – in the eyes of the au-
thors of the manifesto – create the impression that all india wanted 
Home Rule, which – they claimed – was far from being the case. 
indeed, in no way did they favour 

… any measure which, in operation, is designed, or tends 
completely, to undermine the influence and authority of the 
british Rulers, who alone in the present circumstances of india 
are able to hold the scales even between creed and class and 

Table 0.1: brahmans in the Madras presidency, 1912
Brahmans as a percentage of
Total male population 3.2%
Appointments of:

deputy Collectors 55%
sub-Judges 83.3%
district Munsifs (judges) 72.6%

Source: irschick, 1969: 14.
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to develop that sense of unity and national solidarity without 
which india will continue to be a congeries of mutually ex-
clusive and warring groups without a common purpose and 
a common patriotism. (Full text in irschick, 1969: 359–367)

in other words, at the time of the publication of the manifesto, Home 
Rule in whatever form appeared contrary to the primary goal of the rep-
resentatives of the non-brahman movement, which was to reduce the 
– in their view and that of the british authorities – disproportionate and 
suppressive influence of the brahmans. However, judging from the castes 
explicitly named in the manifesto, it is clear that the segments of society 
on behalf of whom the writers claimed to speak, and whose situation they 
strove to improve, did not include those considered outside the varna-
shrama system, i.e. the depressed Classes, who undoubtedly suffered the 
most because of the caste system.

soon more non-brahman associations appeared and published-
english language newspapers like the Dravidian and the Justice pro-
pounding the non-brahman views. one such association, the south 
indian liberal Federation, in time came to be known as the Justice 
party from the name of its newspaper, the Justice. Together with the 
Dravidian, Justice attacked Mrs. besant for associating mainly with 
brahmans, who in turn were accused of using the Home Rule move-
ment to further their own agenda, namely to maintain their position 
of power under a new constitution. one pamphlet declared outright: 
‘it is a misrepresentation to say that brahmins belong to the same 
indian nation as the non-brahmins while the english are aliens … 
indian brahmins are more alien to us than englishmen’ (irschick, 
1969: 51f ).

Thus, while the announcement made on August 1917 in the House 
of Commons of the british parliament by secretary of state for india, 
edwin Montagu, served to further exacerbate discussions on the 
future government of india and the role to be played by indians, 
such discussions had for decades informed the political climate in the 
Madras presidency. in his address, the secretary announced immi-
nent plans for a change in the government of india by an ‘increasing 
association of indians in every branch of the administration, and the 
general development of self-government institutions, with a view to 
the progressive realisation of responsible government in india as an 
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integral part of the british empire’ (irschick, 1969: 53). He also de-
clared his intention to visit india in order to get a first-hand impres-
sion of the situation. obviously, this would be an opportunity for all 
interest groups to present their particular views and assert their right 
to influence the process. one such group was the non-official english 
community in Madras which consisted mainly of business people. 
Considering any change in the direction of Home Rule a threat to the 
traditional position of the english, they understandably approached 
the non-brahmans of the Justice party who opposed Home Rule as 
caste rule, which would benefit only the brahmans. Together, both 
groups considered the british administration their only protection 
against the influential brahmans. in their mouthpiece, the Daily Mail, 
the english community also criticized the indian national Congress 
for recommending passive resistance at a time when the empire was 
engaged in a serious war (World War i) and recommended that Mrs. 
besant be deported to england for instigating political agitation. 

The reaction of the Justice party to secretary Montagu’s announce-
ment was to send him a cable in which they claimed to represent 
40 million (including the depressed Classes) out of the 41 million 
population of the Madras presidency, and argued for communal 
reservation similar to that granted to Muslims (indian Councils Act 
1909). As it turned out, however, neither those non-brahmans who 
remained loyal to the indian national Congress nor the organiza-
tion of the depressed Classes would accept the Justice party as their 
political representatives. indeed, to many it seemed preposterous for 
a majority group to insist on communal reservation in elections. but 
in order not to loose the agenda to the Justice party, the non-brah-
mans of the india national Congress (who otherwise supported the 
claim for Home Rule) were allowed to form the Madras presidency 
Association and still remain within the Congress while insisting that 
‘the communities … other than brahmans should also be adequately 
represented in the legislative Council’ (irschick, 1969: 68). As for the 
organization of the depressed Classes, it simply declined the sugges-
tion of the Justice party to form a committee under the aegis of the 
Justice party with the purpose of coordinating the political activities 
of the depressed Classes in Madras. While agreeing with the Justice 
party view that Home Rule would spell disaster for the depressed 
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Classes, the president of the depressed Classes organization, Pariah 
Panchamas Sabha, insisted that this would be the consequence as well 
if non-brahmans were to win the day. if the non-brahmans really 
wanted to lead the Panchamas (i.e. the depressed Classes) ‘… they 
should effect a reformation among themselves and treat the panchamas 
as their brethren’ (irschick, 1969: 71). it was certainly true that while 
appealing to and claiming to fight for the rights of Dravidians, both 
the non-brahmans of the india national Congress and those of the 
Justice party by the word Dravidians essentially meant non-brahman 
caste Hindus, and thus did not explicitly include those outside the 
varnashrama system, i.e. the depressed Classes.

pressure on secretary Montagu was also exerted by the combined 
forces of the indian national Congress and the All-india Muslim 
league. since its foundation in 1885, parts of Congress had gradu-
ally become more radicalized in their demands for indian self-rule, 
something which in 1906 had led to a split between a moderate fac-
tion and a radical faction. However, in 1916 the wounds were healed 
when a united Congress reached an agreement with the Muslim 
league in the lucknow pact, which among other things demanded 
self-government in india, one-third representation of Muslims in 
the central government, separate electorates for all communities, 
weighted minority political representation, with all members of cen-
tral and provincial legislatures, except those nominated, to be elected 
on the basis of adult franchise, and half the members of the executive 
Council to be indian.

The final report by the secretary of state for india, e.s. Montagu, 
and the governor-general cum Viceroy, lord Chelmsford, presented 
to the english government in 1918 and eventually becoming the 
government of india Act 1919 (a.k.a. the Montagu-Chelmsford 
Reform), however, did not live up to the hopes expressed in the 
lucknow pact. According to the new dyarchical system, provincial 
subjects (e.g. such areas as self-government, education, sanitation), 
were to be controlled by the enlarged provincial legislative Councils 
with a majority of elected members, whereas other and more impor-
tant areas (e.g. police, defence, land revenue) fell under the governor-
general cum Viceroy and his executive Council in delhi (since 1911 
centre of the british Administration).
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The participation in World War i of indian soldiers fighting against 
the germans, the Austro-Hungarian empire and the ottoman empire 
did not meet unanimous approval in india. in 1915 the legislative 
Council at the centre passed the defence of india Act in order to curb 
public unrest and contravene possible conspiracies with germany. 
When in 1919, in response to political violence, the government 
through the so-called Rowlatt Act extended indefinitely the defence 
of india Act together with the press Act of 1914, it meant authorizing 
control of the press and the imprisonment of up to two years without 
trial of any person suspected of conspiracy, treason or terrorism. The 
response to the Rowlatt Act was protests from most indian leaders 
and various forms of resistance all over india. one tragic consequence 
of such protests was the so-called Jallianwala bagh massacre which 
took place on 13 April in 1919 during a religious festival in Amritsar, 
punjab – the province which together with bengal was the scene of 
some of the fiercest anti-colonial activities. on this occasion some 
fifty british indian Army soldiers were ordered to shoot without 
warning into a gathering of children, women and men, killing several 
hundreds and injuring many more. 

However, the most consequential protest against the Rowlatt Act 
was the non-cooperation movement initiated by Mohandas gandhi. 
Having returned from south Africa in 1915, gandhi had success-
fully used his strategy of non-violent resistance developed in south 
Africa to help destitute farmers and the depressed Classes in bihar 
and gujarat. His call for a nation-wide protest against the british 
repression expressed in the Rowlatt Act met with remarkable success. 
While some established figures in indian politics remained sceptical 
or directly opposed his call for opposition, the movement soon gath-
ered momentum and was adopted by the india national Congress. 
in the Madras presidency, however, many non-brahmans and the 
Justice party, who were critical of gandhi for his recurring appeals to 
Hindu tradition and his association with brahmans, rejected the call. 
They found totally unacceptable gandhi’s call to include in the boy-
cott participation in the elections to the legislative Councils as part 
of the non-cooperation. partly as a result of the Congress boycott, 
which was only moderately successful, the Justice party easily gained 
the majority of the seats in the Madras 1920 election. including the 
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government-appointed members of the Madras legislative Council 
who supported them, the Justice party could count on 81 members 
of the council’s 127 members. The distribution of castes was: 65 non-
brahman Hindus, 22 brahmans, 5 Muslims, 14 indian Christians, 
and 5 (officially appointed) depressed Classes (irschick, 1969: 178).

While the insistence of the Justice party on focusing on their local 
Madras agenda of brahmans vs. non-brahmans brought them suc-
cess in local politics, it kept them alienated from all-india politics. 
Together with their allies among the english business community 
they considered gandhi a revolutionary and a leader of anarchists 
who were willing to sacrifice the stability of british india in order to 
attain Swaraj (Home Rule). gandhi’s boycott of Councils, courts, 
government schools and textiles produced in england was considered 
a means to unsettle stability, and his focus on khadi (a.k.a. khaddar, 
i.e. locally produced hand-spun and hand-woven cotton, silk or 
wool as opposed to mass-produced cloth imported from england) 
never gained much support in the Madras presidency. When gandhi 
visited Madras City in 1921 and spoke to an audience in a suburb 
dominated by brahmans, the Justice included the following comment 
in its description of the event:

He [gandhi] held forth on the glories of brahmanism and 
brahmanical culture. not even knowing even the elements of 
dravidian culture, dravidian philosophy, dravidian literature, 
dravidian languages and dravidian history, this gujarathi 
gentleman extolled the brahmans to the skies at the expense 
of non-brahmans; and the brahmans present must have been 
supremely pleased and elated. (irschick, 1969: 187)

When the Mappila Rebellion broke out in Malabar in August 1921 
(see above), gandhi’s close alliance with khilafat leaders was seen by 
Justice leaders as proof of his willingness to use violence as part of his 
campaign despite his claim of non-violence. His decision to call off the 
non-cooperation campaign as a result of violent clashes between dem-
onstrators and the police in the town of Chauri Chaura in February 
1922 did nothing to change their conviction.

As for the relationship between non-brahmans and the depressed 
Classes, it soon deteriorated to a breaking-point following the taking 
office of the Justice party after the 1920 elections. Caste feeling was 
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strong among non-brahmans in the party and there was an unwill-
ingness to include members belonging to the depressed Classes in 
the higher ranks of the party hierarchy. but what brought things to 
an open break between the Justice party and the depressed Classes 
were labour disputes in some of the Madras textile mills in 1921. 
After a series of strikes, workers belonging to the depressed Classes 
were persuaded to resume work, and the striking non-brahman caste 
Hindu workers turned against them. The split was aggravated when 
the police during clashes with demonstrators killed a number of caste 
Hindu strikers, their mates blaming both the government and the 
workers of the depressed Classes. The representatives of the latter 
agreed with the Madras government’s assessment of the situation 
as ‘no longer merely a labour dispute confined to strikers and non-
strikers, but a faction fight inflamed by caste prejudices’ (irschick, 
1969: 191). Following the second south india Adi-dravida Congress 
(Adi Dravidar meaning the original dravidians – a designation for 
depressed Classes in the Madras presidency) in 1923, the depressed 
Classes members decided to leave the Justice party altogether.

The main political goal of the Justice party was to secure a stronger 
representation of non-brahmans in the various public offices. during 
its years in office the party succeeded beyond expectations by passing 
three government orders to regulate recruitment to public offices. The 
first two (popularly referred to as communal government orders) di-
rected heads of departments, Collectors and district Judges to report 
half-yearly new appointees according to the six classes: brahmans, non-
brahman Hindus, indian Christians, Muhammedans, europeans and 
Anglo-indians, others (g.o. 613 in 1921). The second communal 
government order (g.o. 658 in 1922) directed officers to report not 
only new appointments but all government employees according to the 
six classes, and it explicitly stated its purpose to be that of securing an 
increasing proportion of posts in government offices for non-brahman 
communities. Finally, in 1924, a government order established a staff 
selection board (g.o.76), the task of which was by means of competi-
tive examination, to eliminate the risks of political influence involved 
in patronage and nomination (all three g.o.s. are reproduced as ap-
pendices in irschick 1969). in other words, while serving the purpose 
of non-brahman caste Hindus securing adequate representation in the 
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administration, the categories did not specifically mention those non-
brahmans belonging to the depressed Classes who traditionally were 
not counted among non-brahman caste Hindus.

The depressed Classes, however, were not the only ones who 
lost confidence in the Justice party during its first term in office. 
The Muslims of the presidency, who had joined the Justice party as 
the party most likely to further the situation of the south indian 
Muslims, had also noticed the tendency of the party to prefer non-
brahman caste Hindus, and never a Muslim, whenever a new posi-
tion was to be filled. no doubt these experiences of disenchantment 
contributed to the fall in support experienced by the Justice party 
in the 1923 Council elections, when only the government appoint-
ments of seventeen additional Justice party members guaranteed the 
party’s position of power in the new council. An additional reason 
for the bad result was the decision of the national india Congress to 
let its members stand as candidates and to vote in spite of Congress’s 
formal adherence to gandhi’s programme of non-cooperation. 

nevertheless, despite the disenchantment experienced by some of 
the Justice party’s initial supporters with regard to the party’s social 
reformation agenda, the first Justice party ministry had succeeded, 
in addition to weakening the influence of brahmans, in securing the 
basis of a Telugu university and a Tamil university to compete with 
the sanskrit-based Madras university appealing mainly to brahmans, 
in introducing the Hindu Religious endowments Act in order to 
regulate and correct the abuse of the endowments of temples and 
monasteries – traditionally a brahman stronghold – and in enfran-
chising women in 1921.7

during the following decades, the Justice party remained the 
dominant political party in the Madras presidency, although not win-
ning all the elections. The period was marked by a number of contro-
versies such as discussions on whether or not to accept brahmans as 
members of the party, factional infighting, despondent leaders, and 
growing nationalist feelings which caused a number of the party’s 
prominent members to shift to the Swaraj section of the national 
india Congress party. With this came a growing dissatisfaction with 
the dyarchical system of government which did not grant the min-

7. The Hindu Religious endowments Act was finally passed in 1925.
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isters full powers to govern but reserved certain matters under the 
control of the governor-general cum Viceroy. during its last period 
in office from 1934, the Justice party formed a minority government 
due to the refusal of the swaraj party to participate. in the 1937 
elections it suffered a major defeat to the Congress party led by C. 
Rajagopalachari, who became the first indian national Congress 
Chief Minister of Madras. Apart from six years during World War ii, 
when the Madras presidency was ruled by the governor, Congress was 
the ruling party of the Madras presidency until the independence of 
india on 15 August 1947. 

Rajagopalachari’s first chief ministry was marked by comprehensive 
civil protests against his attempts to introduce compulsory Hindi in the 
secondary schools of the presidency in order to equip future genera-
tions with a command of the most widely spoken language in india. 
passed as a government order in April 1938, it evoked a variety of pro-
tests including marches, anti-Hindi conferences, demonstrations, fasts, 
and picketing government offices and institutions. decrying the g.o. 
as yet another attempt to submit dravidian culture to north indian, 
Aryan, brahman dominance, the Justice party headed the opposition 
together with the self-Respect Movement founded by e.V. Ramasamy 
naicker, and with the support also of the Muslim league. After the 
arrest and conviction of more than a thousand protesters, the g.o. was 
withdrawn by the provincial governor in 1940, the Congress govern-
ment having resigned in 1939 in protest against the governor-general 
cum Viceroy’s decision to involve india in World War ii, thus leaving 
the presidency under the governor’s rule.

e.V. Ramasamy naicker – the founder of the self-Respect 
Movement and often referred to with the honorific name of periyar 
(Tamil: elder or Respected person) or simply e.V.R. – was originally 
a member of the Madras presidency Association (see above), a leader 
of the non-cooperation campaign in Madras and opposed to par-
ticipation in council elections (Figure 0.5). He had left the indian 
national Congress in 1925 in protest against brahman dominance 
in the Tamil nadu Congress Committee, the Madras chapter of the 
india national Congress. disenchanted with politics he started what 
became known as the self-Respect Movement. The goal of the move-
ment was to furnish non-brahmans with a strong sense of identity 
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based on a consciousness of and pride in their dravidian past. periyar 
had by then already made a name for himself by participating in dem-
onstrations in 1924 outside the shiva temple in Vaikom, a town in the 
princely state of Travancore (today in kerala), where the depressed 
Classes were forbidden to use the streets around the temple, let alone 
enter the temple – a phenomenon commonly found in south india 
at the time. These social protests were widely covered in the media 
and a number of Congress leaders, including Rajagopalachari and 
gandhi (who, while defending the varnashrama dharma, was strictly 
against untouchability), also joined the protesters. Returning to the 
Madras presidency after having been imprisoned twice, periyar be-
came known as the Vaikom Veerar, the Hero of Vaikom. 

While directing most of its activities against manifestations of 
casteism, the self-Respect Movement opposed any kind of social 

Figure 0.5: statue of periyar e. V. Ramasamy (1879–1973) in Vaikom. (photo: 
georgekutty, Wikimedia Commons)
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injustice and inequality based on race, nationality, gender, religion, 
or property. From 1925 a number of self-Respect conferences were 
held in the Tamil districts of the Madras presidency and self-Respect 
publications in Tamil and english appeared. From 1929 to 1935, 
periyar travelled extensively visiting Malaysia, singapore, the Middle-
east and europe, including a three months stay in Russia, which 
added a certain Marxist hue to his ideals of rationality and atheism. 
The anti-Hindi protests brought the self-Respect Movement and 
the Justice party, with which it shared its anti-brahman agenda and 
praise of the original dravidian culture, closer together, and eventu-
ally periyar, while still in prison as a result of his participation in 
the anti-Hindi protests, was elected president of the Justice party 
(1938–1944). When in March 1940 the Muslim league voted for 
a two-state solution, i.e. the division of india into a Muslim and a 
Hindu state, periyar supported the idea and at the same time called 
for an independent dravidistan covering roughly the area of the 
Madras presidency. periyar continued his propaganda through the 
early 1940s until 1944, when the Justice party split into two factions, 
one headed by periyar focusing on social reform outside party politics 
and on the creation of dravida nadu (i.e. land of the dravidians), 
and the other more intent on continuing to work for the same goal 
but as a political party contesting elections. periyar chose the name 
Dravida Kazhagam (or d.k., i.e. the dravidian Association) for his 
new social organization and stopped taking part in elections. The re-
maining faction continued as the Justice party, winning nine seats in 
the 1952 Assembly elections, the last election in which it took part.

in July 1947, the separatist Tamil leaders passed a resolution de-
manding an independent dravida nadu. However, neither gandhi 
nor the head of the All-india Muslim league, Muhammed Ali Jinnah, 
offered any support. When india on 15 August 1947 won its status as 
an independent dominion within the british Commonwealth, periyar 
interpreted it as a transfer of power to Aryans (i.e. north indian 
brahmans). 

As a consequence of periyar’s faith in rationality and his fierce athe-
ism as well as his opposition to brahmans and the power inherent in 
their traditional position as mediators between Man and god, Dravida 
Kazhagam (d.k.) began work among students and in the villages to 
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eradicate the prevailing use of religious symbols and rituals as well the 
varnashrama dharma. one result of this work was the introduction of 
so-called self-Respect marriages, i.e. inter-caste love marriages instead 
of intra-caste, pre-arranged marriages, to be conducted without an of-
ficiating brahman priest chanting in sanskrit. However, not all mem-
bers of the d.k. were in full agreement with periyar’s intransigence in 
giving up traditional political work for the creation of an independent 
dravidian state. The leader of these opponents was C.n. Annadurai, 
who had originally joined the Justice party in 1935 and had worked 
as editor of various party publications. He later followed periyar into 
the d.k. where he became a trusted co-worker and the founder of the 
Tamil magazine, Dravida Nadu. Together with a group of like-minded 
members, Annadurai started a new party in 1949 called the Dravida 
Munnetra Kazhagam (dMk, i.e. the dravidian progress Association), 
at a time when the seventy-year-old periyar had just married a woman 
forty years younger than he, something which some d.k. members 
thought a violation of the party’s fight for the liberation of women. 
periyar himself continued to work for self-Respect ideals by organ-
izing numerous campaigns and public meetings until his death in 
1973 (diehl, Anita, E.V. Ramaswami Naicker – Periyar. A Study of the 
Influence of a Personality in Contemporary South India, lund studies in 
international History 10, lund 1977: 27). Today, statues of periyar are 
to be found all over Tamil nadu, often with inscriptions of his anti-
religious statements, and new ones are still being erected, sometimes 
causing riots when Hindu devotees protest.8

in 1950 india was proclaimed a republic, and the Madras 
presidency became Madras state. At least since the beginning of the 
twentieth century there had been certain tensions between Telugu- 
and Tamil-speaking south indians, something which had led to sepa-
rate Telugu and Tamil Congress Committees of the india national 
Congress. The Justice party itself was dominated by Telugu-speaking 
members (subrahmanian, 2007: 179), and a consequence of the 
split between the two linguistic groups had led to the foundation of 
both a Telugu (Andhra university, 1926) and a Tamil (Annamalai 
university, 1929) university. After india’s full independence as a re-

8. Cf. http://www.hindu.com/2006/12/08/stories/2006120803210400.htm, accessed 
8 August 2011.
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public and union of states in 1950, claims for an independent state of 
Telugu-speaking peoples in the northern districts of the Madras state 
grew and eventually led – after riots in the districts and in Madras 
city – to the formation of the state of Andhra in 1953. in the states 
Reorganization Act of 1956, the Madras state district of Malabar 
with its Malayalam-speaking population was transferred to the new 
kerala state and Andhra was renamed Andhra pradesh. naturally 
these events weakened the claims of Annadurai and his co-separatists 
in the dMk for a sovereign dravida nadu, and when the party de-
cided to participate in the 1957 Madras state assembly elections, this 
claim was downplayed. in a meeting in 1960, held in the absence of 
Annadurai, it was decided to delete the demand from the party pro-
gramme altogether. in the 1962 state legislative Assembly election, 
the dMk trebled the number of seats it had won in 1960. However, 
this was not enough to oust Congress from power, and not until 1967 
did dMk together with its allies finally manage to get a majority of 
seats and form a government with Annadurai, who in 1960 had been 
arrested for celebrating a ‘dravida nadu separation day’, as chief 
minister of Madras state. 

Contributing to the popularity of dMk at this time was the party’s 
fierce opposition to the repeated attempts of the indian government 
and prime minister Jawaharlal nehru of Congress to make Hindi 
the official language of india. According to the indian Constitution, 
which came into force in 1950, the official language of the union 
was to be Hindi written in devanagari script. However, for a period 
of fifteen years, i.e. until 1965, english was to be used for the of-
ficial purposes of the union. As this period came to an end, dMk 
and Annadurai demanded an indefinite extension of the status quo, 
i.e. a continued use of english for official purposes. The approach 
of the expiration date of the agreement and the union government’s 
apparent inclination to replace english with Hindi raised protests in 
all non-Hindi speaking-states. Madras state, however, was the centre 
of the anti-Hindi agitation, and violent riots marked the first two 
months of 1965. Thousands of students and political activists, not 
least from dMk, demonstrated; general strikes, arsons, lootings and 
public suicides shook Madras and other major cities; Hindi signs at 
train stations were torn down, Hindi books were burned and two 
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policemen were killed. eventually the union government gave in 
and allowed the continued use of english as an official language of 
india. in Madras state, the agitation of the students turned into a 
general support for dMk and corresponding opposition to the 
indian national Congress – nehru’s party in power locally as well 
as in delhi – and in the 1967 Madras state assembly elections, the 
dMk-led alliance defeated Congress, which since then has remained 
in opposition, and Annadurai became chief minister.

besides being a political reformer, who used his period in power 
to legalize self-Respect marriages, to introduce a two-language policy 
(Tamil and english), and to subsidise the price of rice, Annadurai was 
a celebrated orator and writer of novels, plays and screenplays. He 
was also the first to employ the medium of film to forward a politi-
cal agenda (promoting cooperative farming, attacking the zamindari 
(landholder) system and brahmanism), something which changed 
for ever the political landscape of Tamil nadu, as Madras state was 
renamed in 1969 during the term of Annadurai’s government. 

When Annadurai died in 1969, his minister for public works, M. 
karunanidhi, took over as chief minister. like his mentor Annadurai, 
karunanidhi is a talented orator and writer of plays and screenplays 
as well as other literary genres. Already as a teenager he had been ac-
tive in the anti-Hindi agitations in the 1930s, and he later founded a 
student wing of the dravidian movement. The paper started by him 
during this time later became the official newspaper of dMk. like 
his predecessor, karunanidhi included a number of dravidian and 
self-Respect themes in his films: the stigmatization of widows and 
scheduled Castes (or sC, the official designation for the depressed 
Classes since independence), the power of zamindars and brahmans, 
the irrationality of religions. Many of his films became very popu-
lar and several were censored or outright banned by Congress-led 
Madras governments during the 1950s. Altogether, karunanidhi has 
been chief minister of Tamil nadu five times, his latest period run-
ning from 2006 to 2011.

The leading male actor in karunanidhi’s 1947 success film, Raja-
kumari, was the 30-year-old g. Ramachandran – popularly known as 
MgR – who was to become a superstar not only in the Tamil film 
industry (as actor, director and producer), but in Tamil politics as well. 
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A member of the Congress party, in 1953 he joined dMk through 
karunanidhi, and soon rose to prominence in the party. in 1967 he was 
elected to the Madras legislative Assembly, and when Annadurai died 
in 1969 and karunanidhi became party president and chief minister, 
MgR became treasurer of dMk. Tensions between karuananidhi and 
MgR eventually caused the latter in 1972 to start a new dravidian 
party named Anna dravida Munnetra kazhagam (AdMk a.k.a. All-
india Anna dravida Munnetra kazhagam or simply AiAdMk) as a 
tribute to Annadurai. in 1977, AiAdMk won the state elections and 
MgR became chief minister of Tamil nadu – a position he kept until 
his death in 1987. during his film career, MgR had played against a 
young actress, J. Jayalalitha, whom he later made propaganda secretary 
of AiAdMk. in time she appeared destined to become MgR’s political 
heiress, but when he died in 1987 – an event which due to his immense 
popularity caused riots all over Tamil nadu – Jayalalitha was pushed 
aside by MgR’s wife and former actress, Janaki Ramachandran, who 
took control of the party and succeeded him as chief minister. When 
AiAdMk lost the 1989 elections, she left politics, and the two factions 
of the party were reunited under the leadership of Jayalalitha.

since dMk won the state elections in 1967, dMk and AiAdMk 
have taken turns in forming the Tamil nadu government, usually 
in coalition with a number of other parties, at times including also 
Congress as well as the Communist party of india (Cpi) and the 
Communist party of india (Marxist) (Cpi(M)). in the late 1980s 
and 1990s a number of mainly caste-based parties emerged in Tamil 
nadu, further complicating the process of forming coalitions.9 While 
some of them have been quite successful in attracting voters, they 
have all remained at a level where their main role has been to be coali-
tion partners of dMk and AiAdMk. 

9. examples are pMk appealing mainly to Vanniars, a low caste; pT appealing 
mainly to Pallars belonging to sC; dalit panthers of india (dpi) focusing on 
the interest of sC; the new Justice party serving mainly the interests of the 
Mudaliar caste categorized among the backward Classes (bC), etc. (Wyatt, 
A.k.J, ‘new Alignments in south indian politics. The 2001 Assembly elections 
in Tamil nadu’, Asian Survey, sep/oct 2002; 42,5 & list of backward Classes 
approved by government of Tamil nadu (http://www.tn.gov.in/bcmbcmw/
bclist.htm) accessed november 2011. 
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on the national level, dMk and AiAdMk have taken turns in 
supporting central governments led by the two major parties fighting 
for a majority, the national Congress party and their rivals, the reli-
gious nationalist bharatiya Janata party (bJp, indian people’s party).

The willingness of both parties to ally with the bJp does not 
reflect well on their rationalist background. both parties 
have demonstrated a tendency toward personalized rule and 
gained a reputation for corruption. Finally, the commitment 
to broad Tamil nationalist mobilization has been under-
mined by the countenance of narrower, caste-based interests. 
(Wyatt 2002: 752).

 in April 2011, AiAdMk as part of a 14-party alliance won the 
state Assembly elections, and on 16 May 2011 Jayalalitha was sworn 
in for her third term as chief minister.10 

soMe statistiCs11

A number of conflicts between oppositional groups characterized the 
political scene in the Madras presidency during the first decades of the 
twentieth century: brahmans vs. non-brahmans, Telugus vs. Tamils, 
Justice party vs. Congress, Muslims and scheduled Castes (sC) vs. 
caste Hindus, etc. However on one point they stood together: de-
manding a reduced contribution of the province to the finances of 
the central government, which they all considered disproportionally 
high. describing the Madras presidency as ‘a sort of milk cow’ and 
bengal as the ‘prodigal son’ for whom Madras, ‘the fatted cow’ was 
slaughtered, they protested against plans to let Madras pay 35.5% 
and bengal only 6.5 % of the government of india’s huge deficit after 
World War i (irschick, 1969: 210f ).

by 2006 the situation had changed. Tamil nadu as the eleventh 

10. in 2001 Jayalalitha was forced to step down as chief minister due to conviction 
in a case involving illegal appropriation of government funds. However, she was 
later acquitted by the supreme Court, though a number of corruption charges 
have since been levelled against her.

11. unless otherwise noted, statistics are quoted from ‘Tamil nadu. performance, 
Facts and Figures’, in l. bhandari and s. kale (eds), indian states at a glance 
2006–07, indicus Analytics & dorling kindersley (india) pvt. ltd., new delhi 
2007; in the following referred to as TnpFF.
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largest and the seventh most populous state in the union with 6.0 
percent of the total population contributed 6.5 percent of the union’s 
gross domestic product (gdp), which made it the third largest con-
tributor (TnpFF: 11). With a gross state domestic product (gsdp) 
for 2005–2006 four times as high as the all-india state median and 
a yearly per capita income of Rupees 28,152 against 25,825 for the 
indian average, Tamils enjoyed a relatively high standard of living.

Traditionally, the state has been an agricultural state and a major 
producer of sugar cane and food grains (rice, millet, and maize) as well 
as a variety of fruits. For centuries the region of the Cauvery river delta, 
as the most fertile zone covering Thanjavur (formerly Tanjore) and 
nagapattinam districts of Tamil nadu, has been known as the Rice 
bowl of south india with its potential for irrigation. However, agricul-
ture in Tamil nadu is also dependent on the monsoon and therefore 
at risk of drought when it fails. Thus irrigation is vital and the recur-
ring conflicts between the governments of Tamil nadu and the adjoin-
ing state of karnataka, through which the Cauvery flows, concerning 
water-management need to be solved once and for all for agriculture in 
Tamil nadu to reach its full potential.

nevertheless, while 49.98 percent of the labour force was employed 
in the primary sector (agriculture, forestry, fishing) in 2004, the sec-
tor contributed only 14.46 percent of the 2000–2006 gsdp against 
20.86 percent in 1993–2000 (TnpFF: 43, 21). To this decline in 
contribution to the gsdp and occupation in the primary sector (the 
latter dropping from 52.40 percent to 49.98 percent) during the same 
period corresponds a rise in output as well as a rise of occupation in 
the secondary sector (manufacture, construction, electricity, gas and 
water supply) and the service sector (transportation, communication, 
trade, tourism, public administration, banking, etc.), the contribu-
tion of the latter to the gsdp growing from 46.43 percent to 54.92 
percent during the same period – a structural change traditionally 
seen as consistent with development and growth.

The secondary sector of Tamil nadu is dominated by textile and 
auto components industries. While going through a critical period 
during the recession of 2001–2002, when growth in the sector slowed 
down to 2 percent per year, it has since then picked up and in 2004–
2005 reached 5.7 percent per year (TMpFF: 13).
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nevertheless, similar to the situation of india in general, it has 
been the tertiary, service sector which primarily has contributed to 
growth after the millennium, its 54.29 percent share of the gdsp 
in Tamil nadu with its iT base, software Technology parks, tour-
ist industry and banking facilities of Chennai (formerly Madras, the 
financial capital of south india) easily surpassing the national sector’s 
contribution of 49.07 percent to the gdp (TMpFF: 21). 

Transportation infrastructure is a precondition of economic de-
velopment and with its road system connecting 92.93 percent of the 
villages of Tamil nadu against the all-india state median of 61.64 
percent (2001), and its 32.12 rail routes per 1,000 sq km against 
the all-india state median of only 15.72 (2003–2004), Tamil nadu 
is well equipped for continued growth (TnpFF: 38). This impres-
sion is confirmed by the relatively high number of total registered 
motor vehicles (12.635 per 100,000 population against the all-india 
level of 6.323 in 2003; TnpFF: 39). High per capita consumption of 
electricity (kwh 484 against all-india 355 in 2000) and relatively high 
distribution of cell phones per 1,000 of population (114.89 against 
the all-india state average of 64.47 in 2005) indicate access to growth 
prospects as well as acceptance of new technology (TnpFF: 40,42).

More significant for development and growth, however, is the 
human capital situation including the immediate conditions under 
which people perform in their daily lives. Tamil nadu is the most 
urbanised state of the union, with 49.7 percent of the population 
living in cities (against all-india 29 percent in 2006; TnpFF: 81). 
However, even in the cities only 49.90 percent have access to drink-
ing water and toilets within premises, which is far below the all-india 
figure of 59.20 percent. in the rural areas the figures are even grim-
mer: 6.30 percent against all-india of 13.10 percent (2002, TnpFF: 
79). probably this has been a contributing factor to the relatively high 
death rate of 7.90 per 1,000 in 2000 against the all-india figure of 
8.50, especially considering the high level of urbanisation in Tamil 
nadu, since urban areas with a wider availability of medical care are 
expected to contribute to a lower death rate (TnpFF: 62).

While literacy rates for males as well as females rank higher than the 
average for india, the Tamil nadu share of expenditure on education 
to total disbursements in 2005–2006 was only 6.00 percent against 
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the all-india 7.20 percent, which may explain why Tamil nadu was 
at the bottom in a basic proficiency survey conducted by an ngo in 
2005: ‘of the 20 states surveyed, schools in rural Tamil nadu rank 
19 in reading skills and 18 in arithmetic. Fifty per cent of the rural 
students in the Vth std. [fifth standard] cannot read and 68.5 percent 
cannot solve simple division sums.’ perhaps these distressing figures 
may be further explained by the facts that the total expenditure (Rs. 
per person) of the education department on elementary education 
for children 6–14 years in 2003–2004 was only Rs. 4,797 against the 
all-india state average of Rs. 6,175, and the drop-out ratio of boys 
in primary classes (i-Viii) in 2002 was 46.12 percent against the all-
india state average of 39.70 percent (TnpFF: 15,69,70). Clearly, this 
is an area that needs urgent attention. 

Finally, another problem which may prove more difficult to solve 
is the relatively high number of strikes and lockouts in Tamil nadu, 
resulting in a high amount of man-days lost due to industrial disputes 
(TnpFF: 52). While strong trade unions with political backing may 
provide better conditions for the workers and a higher standard of 
living, there is always the risk that the higher production costs may 
lessen the incentive for foreign investors.

reLigious CoexistenCe in india

For more than a millennium, Hindus, buddhists, Jains, Jews, Christians, 
Muslims and parsis (Zoroastrians) – in addition to the various tribal 
societies (a.k.a. Adivasis or scheduled Tribes) populating the hills and 
forests of india – have formed parts of the patchwork that constitutes 
the religious landscape of the indian subcontinent, later on being 
joined by the sikhs. While peaceful relations between these different 
faiths are generally the case, religious conflicts are far from unusual. 
However, it is a problem how to define ‘religious’ conflicts. Certainly 
most would agree that the 1992 demolition by right-wing Hindu 
nationalists of the babri Masjid mosque in Ayodhya, built on what 
is allegedly the remains of a Hindu temple and the birth place of 
the god Ram, and the ensuing clashes between Hindus and Muslims 
in bombay, Ahmadabad and delhi with many hundreds lives lost, 
involved religious aspects. likewise the attack in 2005 on the same 
compound by what is believed to be members of the islamist terrorist 
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organization lashkar-e-Taiba. but what about the 2008 Mumbai at-
tacks by Muslim terrorists – were they religiously or politically moti-
vated, or both? And to what degree was religion involved in the 1984 
anti-sikh riots, the murder of prime Minister indira gandhi and the 
ensuing riots that cost the lives of many thousand sikhs? no doubt 
violence against Christians and their institutions by Hindu extrem-
ists – a phenomenon which appears to have greatly increased since 
the ascent of the Hindu nationalist bharatiya Janata party (bJp) to 
power, locally and nationally from the late 1990s – is to a large extent 
religiously motivated. but to what degree does resentment against the 
relatively higher standard of living of Christians as reflected in their 
higher literacy, lower infant mortality, lower maternal mortality and 
lower death rate, play a part? (cf. lal, Vinay, ‘Anti-ChristianViolence 
in india’)12

Although the preamble of the indian Constitution defines the 
union as ‘a sovereign socialist secular democratic republic’, and 

12. see: http://www.sscnet.ucla.edu/southasia/History/Current_Affairs/Current_affairs.
html accessed August 2011.

Figure 0.6: The city gate at nagapattinam. Tamil nadu and pondicherry have long 
been famous for their religious tolerance. The coexistence of islam, Hinduism and 
Christianity is symbolised on the top of the ‘city gate’ on the road leading south along 
the coast from Tarangambadi towards nagapattinam, a territory of pondicherry. 
(photo: James Moncrieff)
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freedom of religion is guaranteed to all citizens, including the right 
to propagate one’s faith, religion in india does at times become 
highly controversial. in south india the three prevailing religions are 
Hinduism, Christianity and islam, and in Tamil nadu a motif con-
sisting of symbols of these three religions placed together (painted on 
house walls, in photos in shops and banks, as sculptures, etc.) is not an 
uncommon sight. still, conversions to islam or Christianity, at times 
also to buddhism, are not unusual – sometimes even in the form 
of mass conversions. More often than not, such conversions have a 
socio-political background and include elements of protest against 
the rigid caste hierarchy of brahmanic Hinduism placing sections of 
the population in a disadvantageous position. Thus it is probably no 
coincidence that, in places where brahmans traditionally are few in 
number and thus less influential, peaceful coexistence may prevail. 
The town of Tranquebar appeared to be one such place.
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Figure 1.1: danish tourists at the Tranquebar Town gate, constructed in 1791, 
seen from the east. (photo: Helle Jørgensen)
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Chapter 1

About Tranquebar

‘Tranquebar holds a pride of place in indian History for the 
harmonious coexistence of Hindus, Muslims and Christians 
for centuries together.’1

T
he town of Tranquebar, locally also known as Tharangambadi, 
is located in the district of nagapattinam some 300 km south 
of Chennai on the Coromandel Coast of Tamil nadu, with 

the bay of bengal to the east and to the west the east Coast Road 
connecting Chennai with the town of nagapattinam. As mentioned, 
Tranquebar is a south indian town allegedly characterized by a strik-
ing degree of social cohesion despite the highly composite nature – in 
terms of religion, caste, education, occupation and wealth – of its 
population.

The heritage of Tranquebar is rich. buildings and institutions dating 
from the danish period (1620–1845) and the british period (1845–
1947) still dominate the town. but while some of the institutions have 
grown and prospered over the centuries, until lately most of the build-
ings, including the monumental Fort dansborg and the Town gate, 

1. This sentence is found in the pamphlet Reminiscences of Tranquebar (2006) writ-
ten by the local amateur photographer and historian, M.A. sultan. The majority 
of the sources used and quoted in the following text, however, are the results of 
field studies, some published and some unpublished, conducted by a number of 
research teams under the Tranquebar initiative of the danish national Museum 
funded by bikubenfonden. The field work of the present team focusing on the 
heritage of the lutheran mission to Tranquebar took place in the autumns of 
2006 and 2007 (cf. Andersen & schönbeck 2009). 
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had been allowed to fall into decay.2 some of the original buildings 
that have been maintained throughout belong to the Tamil evangelical 
lutheran Church (TelC) and include the new Jerusalem Church 
(1718) on the central king street and a number of educational insti-
tutions.3 indeed, Tranquebar has an unusually large number of schools 
and educational institutions considering the size of the town and its 
population (cf. Andersen & schönbeck 2009). All of them, except for 
the small Muslim elementary school, are run by Christian institutions 
(lutheran or Roman Catholic) and some of them date from the time of 
the arrival of the lutheran missionaries in the early eighteenth century 
(Figures 1.2. and 1.3). 

The schools and the various roles played by them in the lives of the 
families of Tranquebar is one of the main features of this book. other 
players are a number of locally active organizations of various prov-
enances (e.g. religious institutions, caste councils (panchayats)4, trade 
organizations, relief ngos, heritage agents). The focus throughout 
will be their contribution – positive as well as negative – to the overall 
level of social cohesion of Tranquebar. 

2.  in 1620 the danish king Christian iV and the danish east india Company 
leased Tharangambadi (pronounced Tranquebar by the europeans) and the sur-
rounding area from the ruler of Tanjore, Raghunatha nayakar, and turned it 
into something between a colony and a trading post. in 1845 Tranquebar was 
sold on to the british. in 2002 Fort dansborg was renovated by the Tranquebar 
Association and in 2004 the Town gate by the Archeological survey of india.

3.  in 1919, the Tamil evangelical lutheran Church (TelC) emerged as a formally 
independent and indigenous church from two centuries of joint efforts of danish, 
german and swedish lutheran missionaries and of their Tamil converts. (cf. 
schönbeck 2009). other buildings, among them the original residence of the 
commander of Fort dansborg, which are not part of the present day activities 
of the Church, have almost fallen apart in the rough climate. 

4.  Panchayat (panch: five; ayat: council, assembly) is an old institution in south 
Asian society. Today the word panchayat may refer to different kinds of councils 
or assemblies. As part of the official administration it may refer to different lev-
els with district level at the top and town (gram) level at the bottom. elections 
to the official panchayats are held every five years with a system of reservation for 
women, scheduled Castes (sC) and scheduled Tribes (sT). Panchayats without 
official status govern various caste and interest groups. Thus, a caste panchayat 
should not be confused with the gram panchayat (town council), which is part 
of the official three-level system of local administration in india consisting of 
district, block and village. 
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Figure 1.2: Tranquebar today. The Fort and the (darker) central parts of the old 
fortified town are easy to see to the south of the map, and to the north of this is the 
(lighter) fishermen’s village outside the old fortified town. The ‘tsunami village’ for 
the fishermen and the resettlement for scheduled Castes are outside this area but 
see Figure 1.11. (base map courtesy of inTACH pondicherry, indications added.)
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Figure 1.3: settlement pattern in the fortified town in 1790. The areas where the 
danes lived in those days have mostly been taken over by the protestant churches and 
their personnel, the indo-portuguese areas by the Catholic Church, and the areas 
settled by Hindus and Muslims are to some degree settled by the same groups today 
(karl peder pedersen, ‘Tranquebars Historie’, in Tranquebar (Arkitektur histoirsk 
Årsskrift. Architechtura 9), københavn: selskabet for Ariktektur historie, 1987: 32).
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tranquebar today – soMe faCts

According to the 2001 Census of india (table pca 3319), Tharangam-
badi Town, located in nagapattinam district and administered by 
Tharangambadi gram panchayat (town council),5 consisted of 18 wards 
(electoral units) numbering 4,163 households and 20,843 individuals. 
These 18 wards, however, covered an area much larger than the town 
of Tranquebar, which corresponded roughly to wards 2–6:

Table 1.1: Wards 2–6 of Tharangambadi Town, 2001
Households persons Male Female

Ward 2  351 3,138 1,159 1,979
Ward 3  220 1,208  585  623
Ward 4  270 1,127  536  591
Ward 5  131  764  450  314
Ward 6  245 1,195  558  637
Total 1,217 7,423 3,288 4,144 

Sources: Census of india (2001); Andersen & schönbeck (2009): 7.

Wards 2–6 were also identical to the area surveyed by pRAXis – 
institute for participatory practices during the period 29 April–9 May 
2005 (published in Village Level People’s Plan. Tharangambadi, Tamil 
Nadu, hereafter referred to as pRAXis).6 population figures according 
to the pRAXis report were:

Table 1.2: population of Tharangambadi Town, 2005 
Households persons Men Women
1,725 6,991 3,546 3,445

Sources: pRAXis: 16; Andersen & schönbeck (2009): 6

The variation between the figures of the Census of india and those 
of pRAXis might be explained partly by the lapse of time between 
the two surveys and partly by the tsunami in december 2004, which 
in Tranquebar cost more than 300 lives, mostly women. bearing this 

5. The office of the Tharangambadi town (gram) panchayat was located not in 
Tranquebar itself but in porayar, a town ca. three kilometres west of Tranquebar.

6.  The report has no year of publication, but it was probably published in 2005.
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discrepancy in mind, it should nevertheless be possible to compare 
the religious composition of india and Tamil nadu in the Census of 
india (2001) with the religious composition of Tranquebar surveyed 
by the pRAXis team (2005):

Table 1.3: Religious composition of Tranquebar compared with its wider setting
Hindus Christians Muslims

india (2001) 81.4 % 2.3 % 12.4 %
Tamil nadu 2001 88.1 % 6.1 %  5.6 %
Tharangambadi 2005 85.8 % 7.5 %  6.7 % 

Sources: Census of india (2001); pRAXis: 17; Andersen & schönbeck (2009): 7

Thus while the number of Christians in Tranquebar was relatively high 
and the number of Muslims relatively low compared to the national 
figures they corresponded roughly to the general picture of Tamil 
nadu.

According to the pRAXis survey there were at least 16 different 
castes represented among the 1,725 households, the two largest groups 
being the fishermen of the pattinavar caste (64 percent) and the 
scheduled Castes (12 percent), but since the scheduled Castes (sC) 
consisted of a number of castes (pallars, Chakiliyars, paraiyars etc., 
with paraiyars placed lowest in the hierarchy), the actual number of 
castes was somewhat larger.7 The third and fourth largest communi-
ties were the Christians (7.5 percent) and the Muslims (6.7 percent). 
However, many of the Christians were scheduled Castes (sC) who 
had converted to Christianity thereby officially, but not unofficially, 
losing their (low) caste status.

As with many villages and towns along the Coromandel Coast, 
Tranquebar was demographically as well as economically dominated 
by the fishermen (pattinavars), who for centuries had been fishing 
the often rough waters of the bay of bengal. The value of the fish 
caught during the peak season June–July 2005 was estimated to Rs. 

7. other contemporary terms for sC are ‘dalits’ (often preferred by well-educated 
sC) and ‘Harijans’ (used by many pariyars of Tranquebar). since members of 
sC in Tranquebar in general referred to themselves simply as ‘Harijans’ or ‘sC’ 
when speaking to foreigners (lillelund, 2009a: 14 & 2009b: 266) and the latter 
being also the official designation, this will be the term used in the following.
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500,000–700,000 daily, two fifths caught by trawlers operating off 
the coast and three fifths by fishermen operating the ca. 200 outboard-
motor boats from the shore of Tranquebar. The advantageous location 
of the town along the east Coast Road connecting Chennai with 
karaikal, the nearest major town located 13 km south of Tranquebar, 
and nagapattinam, 40 km south of Tranquebar, made it an ideal place 
for auctioning the fish.8 However, around 20 percent of the catch was 
bought and sold in nearby villages and towns by some 500 women of 
the pattinavars. The remaining 80 percent was bought by independ-
ent as well as co-operative fish vendors, among them siFFs, the south 
indian Federation of Fishermen’s societies (pRAXis: 16).9 According 
to some sources the density of fish off the shores of Tranquebar had 
been in steady decline for the last few decades due mainly to the 
increasing number of trawlers operating along the coast. Apparently, 
the actual catch of some species had decreased by up to 90 percent 
(pRAXis: 19). not surprisingly, those fishermen hit most severely 
by this development were the local fishermen working on the small 
outboard-motor vessels.

8.  karaikal is part of the union Territory of puducherry and thus not within the 
jurisdiction of Tamil nadu.

9.  siFFs is a non-governmental organization numbering more than 9100 fisher-
men in the south indian peninsula.

Figure 1.4: The traditional catamaran is still used by a few fishermen. (photo: The 
Tranquebar Association)
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located in the delta of the Cauvery River, the area around Tranque-
bar up until the 1980s was considered quite fertile land, yielding up 
to three yearly crops of the so-called short Term Varieties of paddy 
(e.g. gr–8, karuna and kuruvai). indeed, several informants explained 
that only a few decades back they had been surrounded by green 
paddy fields on all sides as far as the eye could see. This had changed 
in the 1980s due to conflicts between farmers of the neighbouring 
state of karnataka and those of Tamil nadu (and their respective 
governments) concerning the regulation of the flow of water of the 
Cauvery running through both states. With its location at the ‘tail 
end’ of the Cauvery, Tranquebar over time received less and less water 
for irrigation, and since the ground water was highly saline, drilling 
wells was no solution. The ensuing crisis in agricultural production, 
exacerbated by the rising prices of fertilizers, created problems for the 
farmers as well as for the landless labourers (the latter predominantly 
sC). Wages dropped and many were forced to look for work in other 
towns or villages further inland or chose to become unskilled labour-
ers at construction sites. The majority of land around Tranquebar and 
porayar (nearest town 3 km west Tranquebar), was – according to one 
informant – owned by caste Hindus (i.e. non-sC);10 30–40 percent 
however belonged to Muslims, many of whom had been working 
overseas (the gulf, Malaysia, singapore) for shorter or longer periods.

A long tradition of salt production in villages 2–3 km south of 
Tranquebar had also been given up as other means of manufacturing 
salt had turned out to be more profitable.11 A prawn farm covering 
5 acres was completely destroyed in the tsunami in 2004 and not 
subsequently rebuilt.

From 1926 Tranquebar had a train connection to the town of Maya-
varam (a.k.a. Mayiladuthurai) 30 km away but, as a result of the fall-
ing production of paddy and salt and perhaps also of a rise in the 
number of competing bus companies, the line was closed in 1986 (Maria 
lazar, p., Tales of Tranquebar, karaikal, 2010: 27f ). At the time of our 
visit even the rails had been removed, and only a few scattered bricks 

10.  The term ‘caste Hindu’ is commonly used to indicate the non-sC Hindus.
11.  For a number of years the former danish governor’s bungalow by the parade 

ground in Tranquebar functioned as the Central excise office.
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Figure 1.5: The danish Fort dansborg, founded 1620, was restored in 2001 and 
now functions as a museum of the history of Tranquebar. Here indian school children 
on excursion are entering through the yard. (photo: Helle Jørgensen)

Figure 1.6: The danish governor’s bungalow built in 1784 had been left to deterior-
ate for many years and was severely dilapidated in 2007 prior to restoration. Here it 
is seen from the south-west from the top of the water tank on the parade ground. 
(photo: Helle Jørgensen)
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and pieces of rubble indicated the location of the former train station 
just west of Tranquebar. 

The townscape of Tranquebar was quite composite and varied with 
the colonial heritage buildings – including the Town gate (Figure 1.1), 
Fort dansborg (Figure 1.5), the Zion Church, the new Jerusalem 
Church, the danish governor’s bungalow, i.e. residence (Figure 
1.6), etc. – located in the southern part on both sides of king street. 
This was also the residential area of most of the better-off Hindu and 
Christian families. Although many of these Christian families were 
sC, they were nevertheless well educated and had a good income. 
The majority of these representatives of what is often described as 
the ‘creamy layer’ were employed by the Tamil evangelical lutheran 
Church (TelC) as pastors or teachers. They originated from other 
parts of Tamil nadu and only stayed in Tranquebar for relatively brief 
periods. The majority of the Muslim families lived further north in 
the streets around the Mosque and the local Dargah (mausoleum of 
Muslim saints). Traditionally, Muslim traders were thought to have 
arrived and settled in Tranquebar in the fourteenth century (pRAXis: 
11). We found that nowadays many of them owned shops in the town 
or were working periodically overseas and were financially doing com-
paratively well, as demonstrated by their solid concrete houses. one 
step further to the north was the majority of houses of the fishing 
community, most of them outside the few remains of the town wall 
built by the danish authorities in the seventeenth century, and cen-
tred round the impressive Renugadevi temple.12 The poorer sC fami-
lies of Tranquebar lived in small hamlets to the west of Tranquebar 
proper. There was no agraharam (i.e. streets traditionally reserved for 
south indian brahmans) in Tranquebar, and everyone irrespective of 
caste appeared to move freely in all parts of the town.13

12. The northern part of town is at a slightly higher elevation than the southern part, 
which explains why the vast majority of families hit by the tsunami belong to the 
pattinavar fisherfolks. of the old town wall only scattered bricks now remain.

13. Historically, south india has been the location of some of the strictest adher-
ence to the social hierarchy of the caste system – with brahmans at the top 
and what is now referred to as sC at the bottom – and the various forms of 
discrimination associated with it. it is a common feature in the rural areas that 
sC live in a separate settlement (cheti) outside the village or town proper (urs).
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tranquebar and the 2004 tsunaMi

details of the so-called boxing day tsunami of 2004 are well known 
but international attention focused mainly on the massive death toll 
on sumatra and vivid video footage of the tsunami’s impact on tourist 
resorts in southern Thailand. However, the disaster also struck Tran-
quebar and many other towns and villages along the bay of bengal on 
the morning of 26 december 2004 (Figures 1.7–1.12).

Figure 1.7: progress of the 2004 tsunami (still shots 
from an animation on Wikipedia Commons)

Tsunami strikes Aceh province in Indonesia soon after the 
initial earthquake.

Tsunami strikes coasts of Burma, Thailand and Malaysia, 
and races across the Bay of Bengal towards Tranquebar.

Tsunami strikes Sri Lanka and Tamil Nadu, the impact on 
the area around Tranquebar especially severe.

Tsunami begins losing power out in the Indian Ocean.

Last traces of the tsuami strike Madagascar and the east 
coast of Africa. 
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The killer-waves of the tsunami were caused by an earthquake in 
the indian ocean west of sumatra measuring over nine on the Richter 
scale. in the following hours waves rising higher than 15 meters flooded 
coastal areas surrounding the indian ocean and reached as far away as 
the coast of east Africa, with altogether more than 200,000 lives lost. 
The countries worst hit were indonesia, Thailand, sri lanka and india. 
of the more than 12,000 indians who lost their lives in the waves, 

Figure 1.8: greatest extent of the tsunami in Tranquebar and its hinterland of naga-
pattinam district. note that the water level in the heritage area (H) was only about 
1.4 meters but over 4 meters north at the fishing village (F). Villages populated wholly 
or partly by sC are karan street (ks), kesavanpalayam (k), puduppalayam (p) and 
Vellipalayam (V). (Courtesy european Commission Joint Research Centre, institute for 
the protection and security of the Citizen)
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almost 8,000 lived in the state of Tamil nadu. With its more than 900-
km shoreline on the bay of bengal, the state was especially exposed to 
the waves (along with the Andaman and the nicobar islands). in Tamil 
nadu, the district suffering the most was the district of nagapattinam 
with its seaport and many fishing towns and villages, including 
Tranquebar. of the 7,923 killed in Tamil nadu, nagapattinam district 
alone accounted for 6,023 (Menon, parvathi ,“Rebuilding lives”, 
Frontline Magazine, Vol. 22, no. 2, Jan 15–28, 2005, p. 6).

since a number of studies focusing on the disaster and its conse-
quences in Tranquebar are already available, most notably Hastrup 
2011, here two brief accounts will suffice to indicate the horror that 
befell the town on that boxing day morning and the town’s sub-
sequent slow return to something akin to ordinary life. The first is 
a description by the then bishop Aruldoss of the Tamil evangelical 
lutheran Church (TelC) of the catastrophe seen from the (TelC) 
plutschau school, then located only some 50 metres from the sea:

The school [plutschau school] was very badly damaged by 
the natural calamity Tsunami [sic] that happened on the 26th 
december, 2004. Compound walls on all sides fell down when 

Figure 1.9: destruction wrought by the tsunami in Tranquebar. (source unknown)
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the seawater came rushing with great force at about two me-
ters high. Classrooms, office, students’ books and notebooks, 
office records, rice and groceries meant for noon-meal were to-
tally damaged. Car, boat, catamarans, roofs of fisherfolk huts, 
cattles, and more than forty dead bodies, mostly children, 
were floating in the school campus. it was a pathetic sight. 
Three boys and four girls of our school died. Fifteen students 
lost either their mother or father and became semi orphan. 
(excerpt from leaflet published by TelC)

in total, more than 300 lives, primarily women from the fishing com-
munity, were lost during the tsunami in Tranquebar.

The second account describes the impression of a researcher who 
visited Tranquebar in early 2005, 2006 and again in 2008 in connec-

Figure 1.10: Aerial view of Tranquebar taken on 29 december 2004, a few days 
after the tsunami. The houses of the fishermen located north of the town between 
the buckingham Canal and the sea are ruined or severely damaged. (google Maps)
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tion with her field studies of the effects of the tsunami on the fish-
ermen households of Tranquebar. it thus also illustrates the gradual 
return of the population to a normalized life:

As made evident by my tripartite fieldwork, the fishing town of 
Tharangambadi and the villagers’ use of the place have changed 
dramatically since my first encounter with the field. The ini-
tial apocalyptical desertion of the beach area that rendered it 
empty of people, completely barren of vegetation, strewn with 
household belongings, clothing, building materials and broken, 
misplaced fishing boats and the like gradually gave way to re-
construction initiatives and to the hesitant return of some of 
the prior inhabitants. in the southern and least damaged part 
of the fishing village repairs were made to those of the damaged 
houses and huts that stood a chance of restoration, and by and 
by new fishing boats were obtained mainly through donations 
from ngos and through state subsidies. (Hastrup, 2011: 23)

Figure 1.11: A recent aerial view of Tranquebar where the separate resettlements 
for the fishermen in the ‘tsunami village’ (A) and the scheduled Castes from karan 
street (b) are easy to identify (compare Figure 1.2). (© Risø)

A

B
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The general purpose of the present research was to investigate vari-
ous aspects of daily life in this multi-religious town at the time of the 
2006 tercentenary of the arrival of the first lutheran missionaries. 
Although in no way was the disaster the focus of the majority of 
the Tranquebar initiative projects, it was nevertheless an ever-present 
backdrop – mentally as well as environmentally – to all the conversa-
tions in which we took part. 

part of the focus of the following chapters will be on the post-
tsunami activities of a number of (non-commercial) corporate players 
on the playing field of Tranquebar setting the stage for the individual 
actors, i.e. the people of the town, in their day-to-day life. As shall 
be seen, while some of the players arrived on the scene only after the 
2004 tsunami, others – like the lutheran institutions, the Muslim 
jamaat (council) or the fishermen panchayat (caste council) – have 
been around for centuries.

Figure 1.12: Temporary sheds in Tranquebar housing inhabitants of houses de-
stroyed in the tsunami. (photo: Caroline lillelund)
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Chapter 2

The Educational Institutions 
of Tranquebar

C
onsidering its size, the town of Tranquebar has an unusually 
large number of educational institutions, including a number 
of primary schools, secondary schools, as well as teacher train-

ing institutes (cf. Andersen & schönbeck 2009). There are historical 
reasons for this, since among the earliest activities of the first lutheran 
missionaries arriving in 1706 was the establishment of a number of 
schools.1 Heinrich plütschau and bartholmäus Ziegenbalg had both 
studied theology at the Frankesche stiftungen in Halle with August 
Hermann Francke, who considered first-hand knowledge of the bible 
as well as a formal education, for boys and girls, essential for a proper 
Christian life. As early as 1707, girls too were taught by the lutheran 
missionaries.2 in many respects, this tradition has continued until 
today, and one may safely conclude that

… the arrival of the mission initiated a transformation pro-
cess, which in decisive areas changed the religious, social and 
cultural patterns and sketched out some main tracks, which 
can be followed continuously through the next 300 years and 
thus constitute a key to the understanding of present-day 
Tranquebar. (grinder-Hansen, 2009: 62) 

1. The only schools that existed prior to the arrival of the lutheran missionaries 
educated boys to be employed by the danish administration, brahman boys for 
temple service, and a small number of girls selected to become temple dancers 
(devadasis) (grinder-Hansen, 2009: 65f ).

2. ‘b. Ziegenbalg pioneered with a girls’ school at Tranquebar (recorded as early as 
1707), most probably the first in Tamilnadu.’ (grafe 1990: 202).
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in this chapter, glimpses are presented of everyday life in the 
schools, starting with the primary schools, as well as of the impact 
they have on life in Tranquebar in general. Today, the largest schools 
are no longer lutheran but Roman Catholic.

st. John’s priMary sChooL (roMan CathoLiC)

‘We have come for Jesus. We try to implant Christian ideals as much 
as we can in the young minds. The process of sowing the seeds has just 
begun.’ These words were spoken by the headmistress of the largest 
primary school in Tranquebar, st. John’s primary school, run by the 
local Roman Catholic st. Theresa’s Convent of the Congregation of 
salesian Missionaries of Mary immaculate (sMMi), situated on the 
opposite side of king street.3 The headmistress, who as a sister of the 
convent had served the school for eleven years, was an intelligent, 
very competent and pleasant woman in her thirties. she added that 
although they knew that they were unable to convert the students to 
Christianity they wanted nevertheless to teach the children at an early 
age about Jesus, and to make the sign of the cross (Figure 3.1).

Aware of the strong tensions that exist among the religious com-
munities in india and occasionally flare up and turn into open con-
flicts, we were very much taken aback by her words. only a few years 
before, the then ruling political party in Tamil nadu, the AiAdMk, 
had introduced legislation against conversion, and although it had 
later been repealed, surely the subject of conversion was no light 
matter? We did not raise the question during the interview with the 
headmistress, but we could not help wondering if her frankness was 
due to our european background, which she might have taken as 
synonymous with our being fellow Christians? or was she simply 
expressing common knowledge? Maybe we were just being naïve.

The following day we had occasion to witness both morning as-
sembly and activities in the classroom, and again we were struck by 
the many obvious Christian references, verbal or otherwise. The class, 
a fourth grade, was chosen by the headmistress and consisted like the 
other classes of 40 children predominantly from fishermen families, 

3. According to the Mother superior, the convent was established in Tranquebar 
in 1901 by sisters from France. At the time of the interview, only sisters from 
south india (Tamil nadu, kerala and karnataka) were members of the convent. 
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i.e. of Hindu background. in fact, all but two boys were from fisher-
men families. The class held no Christian students.

Morning assembly started at 9.15 and took place in the school-
yard. As in most indian schools, it had – seen from a european per-
spective – an unmistakably militaristic character, perhaps inspired by 
the ideals of the national Cadet Corps.4 The following is an edited 
excerpt of our field notes:5

Morning assembly begins at 9.15 am in the schoolyard where all 
the students are lined up. (Music and Christian songs (about st. 
Anthony) are played on the loudspeakers before the formal pro-
gramme begins.) Morning assembly starts with a boy ringing a bell 
(a metal triangle hung from a tree), another boy ‘was in command’ 
shouting, ‘school attention!’ ‘school, stand at ease!’ (in english 
– a regular practice in indian schools) and a Christian prayer (in 
Tamil) was read by a girl in the microphone and repeated by all the 
students (concluded by ‘Amen’): ‘Thank you god, for this beauti-
ful morning; god, please guide us and bless us in our studies, we 
pray humbly at your feet, with all our love we thank you, please 
accept our thanks’ (translated from Tamil). A quote from the bible 
is read aloud and expounded by a teacher, read again and then 
repeated by all the children, after which they do the sign of the 
Cross. This is followed by the Tamil Thai Vazhthu (the language 
of Tamil personified as Mother Tamil, and this prayer is dedicated 
to her):

Bharat [india] is like the face beauteous of earth clad in wavy 
seas. deccan is her brow crescent-like on which the fragrant 
Tilak [mark on the centre of the forehead] is the blessed 

4. ‘national Cadet Corps is a Tri-services organisation comprising the Army, navy 
and Air Force, engaged in grooming the youth – “The leaders of Tomorrow” 
– into disciplined and patriotic citizens. The genesis of the nCC can be traced 
back to the First World War when the britishers created the university Corps as 
the second line of defense and to have a large pool of trained youth available for 
employment into the Armed Forces. After independence the present day nCC 
under the Ministry of defence came into existence on 16 Apr 1948 through 
nCC act XXXi, 1948. nCC was formally inaugurated on 15 Jul 1948 as soon 
as the schools and colleges reopened after summer vacation. The girls division 
of the nCC was started in Jul 1949.’ ( http://nccindia.nic.in/)

5. Translated from Tamil and written by R. Menaka.
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dravidian land. like the fragrance of that Tilak plunging the 
world in joy supreme reigns goddess Tamil – with renown 
spread far and wide. praise unto ‘you, goddess Tamil’, whose 
majestic youthfulness inspires awe and ecstasy.

 A girl reads aloud from a book: ‘True devotion is the uncondi-
tional love shown to all living creatures.’ she emphasises the good 
habits to be followed by the children: health and hygiene, environ-
ment and cleanliness. A teacher tells an edifying story about a milk-
man diluting his milk with water. The bottom line is morality and 
righteousness, and it is repeated by all. This is followed by the na-
tional anthem, after which the headmistress gives some instructions 
to the students: in this rainy season only drink boiled water, take 
care of your health, keep yourselves clean, don’t absent yourselves 
from classes because of the rains. only if you attend school regularly, 
will you learn, etc. The children greet the teachers (do namaskar, 
i.e. the traditional indian salutation) saying ‘good morning sister’ 
and then turn around saying ‘good morning’ to their own teachers 
standing behind or in between the classes. before ending the chil-
dren salute in a military way. The children then walk back briskly 
(marching) to their classrooms. 
 The class of sister s. (a nun, wearing a cross on her chest, of 
st. Theresa’s Convent across the street), who is the class teacher 
of class iV A, was observed. The students in the class take turns 
to clean their classroom. They sweep the floor and pick up bits of 
paper. in addition there is also a regular sweeper who cleans the 
floor. The classroom has a framed picture of Jesus Christ above 
the blackboard. There is also a small statue of our lady of good 
Health and a picture of st. Joseph.6 There is a monthly calen-
dar, also with a picture (Mother Vailankanni). There is also a wall 
clock. The children sit on benches donated by uniCeF after the 
tsunami disaster. There is mixed seating of girls and boys in the 
classroom. on the wall at the back of the class, another blackboard 
is fixed. on this composition notes for the children are written. 
There are write-ups on ‘banana tree’ in Tamil and on ‘my village’ 
and ‘peacock’ in english:

6. our lady of good Health is also known as Mother Vailankanni – a local 
epithet of Mary, mother of Christ, worshipped at the basilica of our lady of 
good Health at Vailankanni some 45 km south of Tranquebar.
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peacock is our national bird – we all love them very much – 
Tranquebar is my village. it is a big and beautiful village. The 
bay of bengal is in the east – there are many temples, church-
es and mosque [sic] are in my village. Training schools [i.e. 
Teacher Training institutes], High schools and elementary 
schools are in my village. The Thirumana Arangam [wedding 
hall] is near the bus stand. There is a government Hospital, 
danish Fort, post-office, Hotel Tamil nadu and an indian 
bank. it is a nice place to live in. so i love it very much.

 usually the day begins with moral class for the non-Christian 
students and catechism class for Christian students. on this day of 
observation, since the morning assembly was extended for a longer 
time due to rains, these classes were cancelled. instead the regular 
classes started off. The schedule of the class consists of english, 
Math, Tamil, science and games.
 The first class is on english. The teacher asks the students for 
the date and day and writes them on the blackboard. To begin 
with, the teacher asks the children to sing rhymes with action. 

Figure 2.1: st. John’s elementary school and st. Theresa’s Convent facing each 
other from the right and left sides of king street respectively (seen from the east). 
A significant number of the girls who attend the Catholic schools in Tranquebar are 
provided with boarding by the convent. (photo: Helle Jørgensen)
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Today’s lesson is titled ‘grandpa’s glasses’ and the teacher asks the 
students in how many of their homes the grandparents live with 
them. How many of them like their grandparents and what do 
they ask them? The children reply that they ask their grandparents 
for bedtime stories. The teacher shows them dolls of Avaiyar, the 
ancient Tamil poet, and a boy. The teacher teaches them a Tamil 
poem about heroes who, in spite of weak physical strength, come 
out victorious in their struggles. 
 The class then moves to the lesson proper. students are asked 
to close their books. The question posed to the children is ‘What 
do you ask your grandparents for and what do they ask you’. The 
teacher then explains that the older people ask the young ones to 
help them as they cannot do their work themselves. The children 
ask their grandparents for pens, sweets etc. The lesson is about an 
old man who searches for his glasses while still wearing them on his 

Figure 2.2: school-boys from st. John’s wearing small flags on independence day. 
(photo: daniel Henschen)
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nose. The teacher asks for the english words for the articles found 
in the classroom, like table, chair, desk, books, chalk piece etc. The 
teacher enacts a dialogue between the old man (grandpa) and his 
grandson. The children are all smiles throughout. The teacher also 
puts the lesson to a tune and gets the children to sing along. The 
teacher walks around the classroom and makes the children read 
the lesson aloud. she uses teaching aids, here posters depicting 
the lesson, to explain. she then makes the students act out the 
dialogue (two children acting as boy and grandpa looking for his 
glasses). boys and girls take turns to read the sentences. 
 next is the class on mathematics. Multiplication tables are said 
by all the students together. The teacher demonstrates multiplica-
tion on the blackboard (e.g. 912 x 3, 545 x 16, 423 x 22) and 
assignments are given to the students. Afterwards a number of 
students are called upon to do the multiplication on the black-
board. The process is very interactive. students participate actively 
in the proceedings of the class and are allowed to use their voices, 
individually and together. The teacher is quite committed and the 
class appears lively yet disciplined.

seven of the 23 teachers at st. John’s were Hindus, the rest were 
Christians. in fact, 19 of the total staff were sisters of the convent. 
of the 915 boys and girls attending the school, 165 girls stayed in 
the boarding house of the convent (together with 485 girls from st. 
Theresa’s girls’ Higher secondary school, see below). Altogether 
there were only 27 Christian children in the school. As mentioned, 
the huge majority were Hindus from fishermen families belonging to 
the pattivanar caste. This vast discrepancy between on the one hand 
the Hindu background of the majority of the students and their fami-
lies, and on the other, the unmistakably Christian orientation of the 
school might be expected to cause if not conflict then at least some 
degree of tension in relation to the families of the students. This, 
however, did not appear to be the case. on the contrary, st. John’s 
primary school was highly regarded for its high standards and for the 
dedication of the staff. no doubt, the school’s emphasis on discipline 
played no small part in this. indeed, the headmistress made a point 
of mentioning the frequent neglect of the parents concerning their 
children’s regular school attendance, which often came about only 
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thanks to the extra efforts on the part of the teachers. says a young 
father of fisher background but with a college education:

‘Most of the parents [in Tranquebar] are uneducated, with 
their child going to school, but the parents are not able to 
control and help the child. They don’t know how their child is 
doing in school. They don’t think about it. so the child really 
needs some guidance to be able to take a higher education.’ 
(bønnelycke, 2009: 24)

of course the initiatives of the teachers, which sometimes even 
included fetching the children at their homes, might be perceived by 
the parents as anything from untimely meddling in other people’s af-
fairs to praiseworthy consideration and love for the children. be that 
as it may, the fact remains that the overall attitude among the fisher 
families towards education had changed considerably over the last 
decades. some 25 years back only 20 percent of the fisher population 
enrolled for primary education (pRAXis: 32), and according to one 
informant the nuns of st. Theresa’s would once a week spend up to 
3–4 hours going from door to door imploring the fisher families to 
send their children to school. Furthermore, only a few years back it 
was the custom for the boys to leave school when they reached the age 
of twelve to start taking part in the fishing activities with their fathers, 
something for which not much formal education was needed. now, 
there was a rapidly growing awareness that general education – not 
to mention a college degree – and especially a high proficiency in 
the english language had become a sine qua non for a good job and 
a satisfactory standard of living. The precariousness of life at sea with 
its fluctuating catches not to mention prices and the hazards involved 
in fighting the waves had been further underlined by the tsunami 
disaster of 2004. A couple of quotes may illustrate this relatively new 
attitude of the fisher people towards their centuries-old way of living 
vis-à-vis formal education. According to a young unmarried woman 
of the pattinavar fisher caste:

50 years ago, so many people were uneducated. now people 
are getting aware of the many reasons to get an education 
… The parents are uneducated, but have the goal for their 
children to get educated, so that their future will be bright. 
(bønnelycke, 2009: 4)
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The tough life of a fisherman was described by a young, unmarried 
fisherman:

it’s very hard work, and difficult, too. We don’t have time to 
get enough sleep. Just imagine – can you do the job in the 
early morning, can you get up in the morning at 4 and go to 
the sea? And even sometimes, we stay more than 2–3 days at 
sea. And for 3 days we cannot sleep on the boat. so it’s very 
hard work. That’s why i don’t want my children to go fish-
ing. At the beginning my father worked every day, every week, 
and we did not have any money to start any other business, 
to our profession. That is why i also took to this profession. 
(Translated from Tamil in bønnelycke, 2009: 5)

sometimes one of the boys of the family, usually the eldest, would 
have to sacrifice his own chances of getting an education for the ben-
efit of his siblings as this young, unmarried fisherman explained:

My income is a family income; it is not separately for me. 
now i give my brother my salary. i’m even ready to mort-
gage this house for his education. (Translated from Tamil in 
bønnelycke, 2009: 8)

no doubt, the emphasis of the national government as well as the 
government of Tamil nadu on the importance of education for all has 
also helped to increase awareness among the people of Tranquebar. 
Thus it had been the goal of the government of Tamil nadu that by 
2010, all children irrespective of gender and caste should get eight 
years of free schooling. For the vast majority of children this would 
mean eight years of schooling in a government school, which does 
not charge any fees. However, the standard of the government schools 
compared to the private schools had come under increasingly scrutiny 
in the media, and people in Tranquebar were well aware of the limita-
tions of the government schools. A fisherman saving up money for 
his daughter to enter an english Medium school, also called english 
Matriculation school, where all teaching is done in english, observed,

The difference is that in government school the main language 
is Tamil. That makes higher education very tough. but studying 
in english Medium, you get to higher education easier, because 
in higher education all courses are in english. (…) The families 
with a bad financial situation send their children to government 
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primary school. Financially sound families send their children to 
the english Matriculation schools. in the government primary 
school the education is free. but the level of education is better 
in the english Matriculation schools. (bønnelycke, 2009: 22)

in Tranquebar there was no government school, so the choice for 
most parents stood between the Roman Catholic st. John’s primary 
school, plutschau primary school run by the Tamil evangelical lutheran 
Church (TelC), the small Muslim elementary school and the newly 
established Hope Foundation Matriculation school. All were so-
called management schools, meaning that they were are privately run 
and charged a fee while receiving textbooks and some funding from 
the government for wages and the students’ meals. The parents in 
Tranquebar might appear privileged in having such a large selection 
of primary schools to choose among, but one could hardly speak of a 
situation of competition as far as the religious belonging of the primary 
schools were concerned. The lack of any government school in the area 
meant that – apart from the small Muslim elementary school run by 
the Muslim jamaat (council) – the parents, irrespective of which reli-
gion they belonged to, were faced with a choice among schools belong-
ing to various Christian denominations.

teLC pLutsChau eLeMentary sChooL (Lutheran)

plutschau elementary school, named after one of the first two 
lutheran missionaries who arrived in 1706, used to be the favourite 
school of the fishermen. its original location by the sea and in the 
fishermen’s part of Tranquebar made it the obvious choice. but pre-
cisely its location meant that it suffered terribly from the tsunami. 
After this devastating catastrophe, related the headmaster, only seven 
students attended school. The parents were not willing to send their 
children to the same school where so many dead bodies had been 
found.7 Furthermore, the government ordered TelC to shift the 
school to a location at least 200 metres from the sea. The present 
location was found, which was closer to the temporary sheds built for 
fishermen who had lost their houses in the tsunami, as well as to the 
new homes being built by the government and the ngos. 
7. For traditional Hindus, any contact with death is considered highly contaminat-

ing in a religious sense.
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The majority (80 percent) of this school’s 229 students (gender 
ratio roughly 1:1) had a pattinavar fishermen background and the rest 
came, according to the headmaster, from economically poor families 
in villages in the neighbourhood, i.e. probably sC families. 

When we visited the school a week after our visit to st. John’s, in 
november 2006, it had recently moved from its temporary sheds to 
its new buildings which, unfortunately, still lacked toilet facilities for 
students and teachers, running water, a compound wall, an electricity 
connection, etc. The students, however, did not seem to mind. They 
were very lively and charming and – like school children everywhere 
– tried to make the most of this visit by strangers from another part 
of the world. We were, however, struck by the contrast to st. John’s 
as far as discipline was concerned. even during classes there would 
be students leaving their classrooms, creating a constant traffic in the 
corridors. doors to the classrooms stood open and the level of sound 
and bodily activity here was something altogether different from what 
we had experienced at st. John’s, although perhaps this did not neces-
sarily mean that the students profited less from the teaching. in fact, 
the headmaster acknowledged that there was more discipline at st. 
John’s but also made a point of explaining to us that his school put 

Figure 2.3: The old plutschau school premises, the use of which was given up after 
the tsunami due to its proximity to the sea. (photo: R. sankar)
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a lot of emphasis on original thinking and not on mere memorizing 
facts (i.e. in contrast to st. John’s). Furthermore, he added, the nuns 
were absorbed in running st. John’s fulltime, unlike the teachers at 
plutschau who also had their own families to attend to. 

As far as the structure of the day and the many Christian references 
were concerned, there did not appear to be much difference between 
the two schools. perhaps there were somewhat fewer crucifixes and post-
ers and calendars with Christian motifs at plutschau, which might be 
explained by the fact that this was a lutheran school and not Roman 
Catholic like st. John’s. Morning Assembly was similar to the one we 
had witnessed at st. John’s. After lunch there was another assembly where 
students sang a Christian song, and after classes ended at 4.10 in the 
afternoon there was evening prayer followed by a Christian song and the 
national anthem. As was the case with st. John’s, the strong emphasis on 
Christian ideas and values apparently did not cause any concern with the 
parents. Concerning this, the head master observed, ‘The parents of the 
students, the fishermen of the area, are mostly Hindus by belief. but they 
do not have a problem with their children getting religious education. 
About 90 percent of the fishermen of the area are old students of this 
school. They have also been brought up in such a tradition.’

And indeed, this more or less tacit combination of evangelization 
and education has been a part of the schools in Tranquebar since the 
first lutheran missionaries started their schools at the beginning of the 
eighteenth century. Their letters and reports clearly revealed that they 
considered the schools their primary way to the hearts of the locals, 
children as well as parents (Andersen & schönbeck, 2009: 9–11). but 
after more than 300 years of Christian evangelization the religious 
landscape of Tranquebar had remained relatively unchanged. perhaps 
the fishermen had simply concluded that they did not have much to 
fear from the Christian schools in terms of them being a threat to 
their Hindu belief. This would certainly hold true also for the small 
Muslim elementary school located in the Muslim part of Tranquebar. 

MusLiM eLeMentary sChooL

This school was quite small and had only 42 students from Muslim 
and Hindu families, the latter being in the majority. of the Hindu 
students, 31 belonged to a scheduled caste (sC), which meant that 
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they were not from the fishermen families. one might surmise that 
they came from very poor families indeed.

in contrast to the Christian schools, the Muslim school charged 
no fees and also did not impart any religious elements. in fact, not 
even moral classes were taught, although this had earlier been the 
case, the only teacher and thus head of the school informed us. 
normally there would be two teachers but one had recently retired 
and until a replacement could be found the remaining teacher had to 
make do with the extra help of the woman who prepared the midday 
meals. she would take care of the students of levels one to three in the 
morning classes, when the teacher would teach the students of levels 
four and five. in the afternoon, after the woman had left, the teacher 
would give written assignments to level four and five students and 
personally teach levels one to three. As mentioned, the students were 
not charged a fee, the government providing text-books, notebooks, 
uniforms and an allocation for midday meals.

Although no moral classes per se were taught, the morning assem-
bly included the Tamil Thai Vazhthu and a recitation of the national 
pledge written by swami Vivekananda:

india is my country and all indians are my brothers and sisters. i 
love my country and i am proud of its rich and varied heritage. i 
shall always strive to be worthy of it. i shall give my parents, teach-
ers and all elders respect and treat everyone with courtesy. To my 
country and my people, i pledge my devotion. in their well-being 
and prosperity alone lies my happiness. Jai Hind [Hail india].

  This was followed by the recitation and exposition of a few couplets 
from the ancient Tamil work on ethics, the Thikkural by Thiruvalluvar, 
who is thought to have lived in the first centuries of the Common era. 
Thiruvalluvar begins his work with a salutation to the Almigthy, but 
does not single out any particular deity or religion. its scope rather is 
universal, aiming more at the education of man than at the propagation 
of any single faith. it is even difficult to determine Thiruvalluvar’s view 
on caste, a quality that has made the Thikkural famous among members 
of all castes and political parties in Tamil nadu.8 

8. scholars are still discussing whether Thiruvalluvar was Jain, Hindu, buddhist 
or Christian, and which caste Thiruvalluvar might have belonged to (ku.sw. 
1995; Venkat swaminathan 1995 [Encyclopaedia of Indian Litterature V]).
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As in the other schools, the days ended with a prayer (probably 
non-denominational) and the singing of the national anthem. 

According to the teacher, the majority of his students continued 
their education in one of the secondary schools of the area. in fact, 
teachers from TelC boys’ High school and st.Theresa’s girls’ High 
school as well as from another high school in nearby porayar would talk 
to the parents about the importance of their children continuing their 
education. While explaining about these joint endeavours the teacher 
mentioned a subject that appeared to have caused some consternation 
among the old schools of the area. in the aftermath of the tsunami, 
the international ngo, Hope Foundation, had decided to establish 
a new school close to the site where new houses for the fishermen were 
being erected.9 since this new school offered english-medium educa-
tion (i.e. all subjects were taught in english) and further more did not 
charge a fee, it was attracting a lot of students from the area. in reac-
tion representatives of the old schools had sent a joint letter of protest 
to the highest official authority of the area, the district Collector in 
nagapattinam, arguing that the new school should not be officially 
recognized. The teacher showed us a copy of the letter in Tamil dated 
31 March 2006, which had been signed by representatives of all the 
schools, primary and secondary, of Tranquebar and the neighbouring 
villages. summed up, the content of the letter protested against unfair 
competition based on what the representatives of the old schools re-
garded as unrealistic claims. Whereas the old schools all followed the 
state board syllabus, Hope had claimed to follow the more demand-
ing Central board of secondary education (Cbse) syllabus, which 
would be hard for the students to manage and on top of that it would 
be taught in english.10 Furthermore, Hope would provide free trans-

9. Hope Foundation is part of Hope Worldwide which was founded by 
the international Churches of Christ in 1991 (http://www.hopeww.org/
netCommunity/page.aspx?pid=206).

10. Cbse is a self-financing body which meets its recurring and non-recurring expen-
ditures without any grant-in-aid either from the Central government or from any 
other official source. in the indian educational system various syllabi are followed: 
Cbse syllabus, Anglo-indian syllabus, Matriculation syllabus and state board 
syllabus, with Cbse syllabus supposedly being the most demanding and the state 
board the least. The schools run by the Tamil nadu government and funded by it 
follow the state board syllabus (information provided by R. Menaka).
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portation for the students. All this was, in the eyes of the old schools, 
utterly unrealistic, and served only as means of attracting students from 
the old schools, and in the long run it would be financially impossible 
to uphold. in fact, by the time of the composition of the letter, Hope 
had already changed to the less demanding state board syllabus. 

Clearly, the establishment of this new school had served to unite 
the old schools of Tranquebar, which otherwise must be assumed, at 
least to some extent, to compete for students. We decided it was time 
for a visit to Hope Foundation Matriculation school.

hope foundation MatriCuLation sChooL

As in the other schools, we were kindly received. This time it was not 
by the school’s principal but by its so-called correspondent (the per-
son responsible for a management school vis-à-vis the government) 
who together with his wife had been in charge of the project right 
from the start. He explained how immediately after the tsunami they 
had come to Tranquebar from Trichy (a.k.a. Tiruchirappali), where 
they were running an orphanage for Hope Foundation, several days 
per week to offer counselling to the locals. in order to provide some 
more substantial help, he and his wife had decided to start a balwadi 
centre (a play school and a day care centre) for 50 children from 
Tharangambadi only. on top of that, they were also running a kind 
of night school and coaching centre for students from other schools 
such as TelC boys’ school and st. Theresa’s girls’ school (see be-
low). They gave tuition to these children and occasionally entertained 
them with snacks and games. The locals were impressed with the 
well-functioning centre, and according to the correspondent he was 
soon after approached by members of the fishermen panchayat. on 
behalf of the fishermen population the panchayat suggested that an 
english-medium school be built in Tranquebar, since the only two 
english-medium schools in the area were located in porayar, and they 
both charged high fees. After all, why should there not be an english-
medium school in Tranquebar? The fishermen were concerned about 
the future of their children. They did not want them to have the same 
kind of lives they themselves had had, explained the correspondent. 
instead, they wished them to be able to leave Tranquebar qualified to 
compete with other students educated in english.
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soon the land on which the balwadi centre was located near the 
temporary shelters of the fishermen, plus some more, was bought and 
registered under the name of Hope Foundation. With the financial 
support of a number of companies and institutions, indian as well as 
foreign, the school’s construction began. in less than a year the school 
was ready to start, in June 2006. More than 300 children applied 
but only 260 (all Hindus except for one Christian and one Muslim) 
could be accommodated, so children were still on the waiting list. 
ninety percent of the students came from fishermen families, the rest 
were sC coming from villages and towns around Tranquebar, some 
up to 7 kilometres away. Four or five students had earlier attended 
english medium school in porayar. As for the teachers, all but one (a 
Christian) were Hindus. 

At the time of our visit, the school’s programme included lower 
kindergarten and upper kindergarten as well as classes one to four 
following the Matriculation syllabus (similar to state board syllabus). 
The students in classes one and two had earlier attended the Hope 
balwadi centre, whereas students in classes three and four came from 
other schools. The correspondent made it clear that the school pre-
ferred new students as they would be easier to train. indeed, the chil-
dren, mostly from fishermen families, were highly undisciplined and 
did not know how to dress properly, he added. The staff had to take 
up the responsibility of educating the children in all the basic disci-
plines and manners. Furthermore, as the educational background of 
the parents was almost zero they could not be expected to train the 
students at home and help them with their home work. Hence the 
students were obliged to do all their homework in the school itself, 
something which naturally meant that the school had to provide staff 
outside regular school hours.

According to the correspondent, the parents were enthusiastic 
about sending their children to the school, which thus did not have a 
problem getting students and retaining them. even on days when stu-
dents were not expected to attend school, say on days when there was 
a teachers’ meeting, parents still sent their children to school, since 
they felt that their children did nothing at home when they were left 
free. The parents would ask why there was no class on a saturdays 
and would request the school to hold classes. The correspondent be-
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lieved that this was because the school was well organized and looked 
after the children, and because of the midday meals. sometimes, he 
observed, it was simply due to the lack of responsibility of the par-
ents so that instead of taking care of their children themselves they 
preferred to send them off to school. since many parents were unable 
to give proper food to the children at the correct times, the school 
provided midday meals free of charge. uniforms, text-books, note 
books, pencils and stationery were also provided, some of it donated 
by shops, companies and individuals in the nearby towns which had 
been approached by Hope Foundation. 

The daily schedule of the school was in many ways similar to the 
other schools, starting with morning assembly, which included a gen-
eral prayer, Thikkural reading, Tamil Thai Vazhthu and the national 
anthem. There were, however, no explicit references to Christian tra-
ditions and the prayer said by the students before lunch was a general 
prayer thanking god for the food and requesting god to bless the 
people who had made it.11 Although the correspondent himself and 
his wife, who also worked at the school, were Christians – character-
ized by the correspondent as ‘non-sectarian’ – they were well aware 
that they worked in what he described as a ‘diverse community’ and 
did in no way wish to ‘disturb’ this. Their work was ‘for the people, 
for the community’. 

As to the future, the plan – according to the correspondent – was 
to continue the school for at least the next ten years. However, in time 
the school might have to start charging fees. Right after the tsunami, 
the dire situation of the fishermen families with then no income had 
prevented them from paying for their children’s education. but now 
that things had more or less returned to normal the school would 
probably have to charge maybe Rs. 100 per month for admission and 
also a certain amount for uniforms and text-books. The 60 students 
being picked up every day by the school’s van had already started pay-
ing Rs. 50 per month for this service. According to the correspondent, 

The school was started just after the tsunami attack. so there 
was a need to provide everything free of cost to the students. 
but when everything becomes normal, the people will be ex-

11. The word used for god here would probably be Kadavul, which is a translitera-
tion of the Tamil name or word for god in any religion.
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pected to pay for the education of their children. Fishermen 
received all kinds of help from different quarters. This included 
material and non-material benefits. it was needed at that time. 
but then, there is a limit to how long a time this can go on. 
After some time people should get back to their work and start 
earning their own money.12

He concluded with the observation that the Muslims, though few in 
number, did not seem to approach the ngos asking them to help with 
livelihood issues. This he felt might be because they were in a better 
position and because the jamaat was more powerful and Muslims tend 
to help each other.

As described, the basic motivation for starting Hope Matriculation 
school – according to the school’s correspondent – was the wish to 
provide the children of the fishermen with affordable education in an 
english-medium school in a town already amply supplied with schools 
teaching in Tamil. While this, basically and on the part of the parents, 
of course had to with securing a better future for their children, it might 
perhaps also be described as motivated by a wish for upward social mo-
bility, something not usually associated with a catastrophe during and 
after which people are fighting to survive and eventually to re-establish 
the lives they had before the disaster occurred. This, however, is how the 
process has been described on the website of Hope:

Centre of Hope – Tharangambadi
Among the most devastated towns and villages after the Tsunami 
hit the coast of Tamil nadu was Tharangambadi and Chinnankudi. 
When our workers and volunteers visited these two villages for im-
mediate relief, they could see bodies floating in the water with no one 
to pull it [sic] out. The scale of the devastation was so high that every 
family lost some near or dear one. Fishermen and their families are 
primary residents of these two villages. The misery of these villag-
ers is further magnified by the fact that there is hardly any presence 
of government to provide basic necessities like schools or hospitals. 

12. in an interview conducted four months later, the mother of a child attending 
lower kinder garden at Hope observed: ‘The school is not free; you have to 
pay these fees. First the Hope correspondent said that the school was free, you 
didn’t have to pay anything. but then we had to give money – for tuition fees, 
van fees etc.’
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Following immediate relief, Hope foundation decided to provide 
to these villagers service that will be long-term. during a survey of 
the two villages, the unanimous demand that was voiced was educa-
tion for the children. The fishermen folk were quite sure that the only 
way that their children could lead a better life was to educate them. 
Thus, was born the initiative to establish a school each in Tharan-
gam badi and Chinnankudi village. This effort has been ably sup-
ported by united Way Mumbai, samsung, Herman Miller, danone, 
phillips, sonata software, sAp labs, shetland Council and Children’s 
Hope foundation.13

note the emphasis on the apparent lack of schools in the area. 
in other words, we were faced with different narratives, all sharing 
a common and very concrete core but with slightly variant twists – 
twists that indicated the variant interests and players of the playing 
field of Tranquebar.

teLC boys’ high sChooL (Lutheran)

This was the oldest school in Tranquebar, dating back to the arrival 
of the lutheran missionaries in the first decade of the eighteenth cen-
tury. in fact, the building used as a prayer hall had originally been 
built and used as a school by the german missionary, bartholomäus 
Ziegenbalg, the school’s headmistress informed us. since 1975 only 
boys had been admitted, and at the time of the interview 620 boys 
– mostly Hindus, 10–15 Muslims and a few coming from Christian 
families – attended the school. The majority of the boys were local, but 
some came from as far away as Thirukkadaiyur (5 km), poompuhar 
(30 km), and Mayiladuthurai (a.k.a. Mayavaram, 32 km). A third of 
the boys stayed in one of the two boarding houses run by TelC in 
Tranquebar (100 in Ziegenbalg boys’ Hostel, about 50 in gruendler 
TelC boys’ Hostel – Figures 2.4 and 2.5), and ca. 40 in a govern-
ment-run boys’ hostel near porayar.14 Among these boys were also a 
number who had lost their parents during the tsunami.

13.  see http://www.hopefoundation.org.in/coh-tharangambadi.aspx.
14. Ziegenbalg boys’ Hostel (TelC) and gruendler TelC boys’ Hostel both re-

ceived financial support from the lutheran relief organization kindernothilfe 
(knF)
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Figure 2.4: gruendler TelC boys Hostel. (photo: Helle Jørgensen)

Figure 2.5: The Ziegenbalg Home for boys was reconstructed after the 2004 tsu-
nami. (photo: Helle Jørgensen)
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According to the headmistress, the teachers played an important 
part in bringing the students to school, retaining them and educating 
them. There were no entrance tests for students wanting to enter the 
school. since they all came from a backward area and had few qualifi-
cations, such tests would serve no purpose, the headmistress informed 
us. students were required to pay a fee of Rs. 120 per year, money 
which was spent mainly on the maintenance of the school buildings, 
but since the tsunami it had been very difficult to collect these fees. 
As in other management schools, the government provided textbooks 
and allocation for midday meals for the students, but students had to 
buy their own notebooks and uniforms. After the tsunami, however, 
ngos had donated uniforms to the students. 

The daily schedule was similar to the other schools but included 
also reading from the gospel. There was no formal prayer before 
lunch, but on Wednesdays Christian prayers were conducted by the 
class teacher in the classroom. bible stories were told to students as 
part of general moral instruction. However, unlike some of the other 
schools, the students were not divided for moral classes and catechism 
classes respectively. The imparting of Christian teachings came natu-
rally, since 13 of the 15 teachers were Christian. The headmistress was 
very well aware that this did not go down equally well with all of the 
fishermen families:

The students coming from fishermen areas are mostly followers 
of Hindu religion. A few of them have converted to Christianity. 
The fishermen panchayat is very strict about its people convert-
ing. Huge sums are levied as fines if anyone is found to turn 
Christian. Though the parents are strictly opposed to it, stu-
dents pray to Jesus at school and at home. once, the scripture 
union and the bible society of india distributed a copy of the 
new Testament to each student of the school. The fishermen at 
home burnt them. The parents, however, do not interfere in the 
working of schools. The Christian ngos helped the fishermen 
to a greater extent than expected in the relief and rehabilitation 
after the tsunami attack.15

15. scripture union international is a worldwide Christian organization aiming 
to encourage people of all ages to meet god daily through the bible and prayer 
and to become committed church members (http://www.su-international.org/
ministry.php?doo=ContentViewin&id=198).
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These words of the headmistress of the school seemed in some 
ways to echo the words of the principal of st. John’s. in contrast to 
the correspondent of the Hope school who had made a point of 
the strictly non-religious and non-biased character of the school and 
of its involvement with the local community, the two ladies were 
much more open about the Christian elements of the schools they 
headed. interviews with the director of the TelC-run Ziegenbalg 
boys’ Hostel revealed that the hostel was quite open about the man-
datory participation in Christian activities for the boys staying in the 
two TelC hostels, regardless of the religious background of the boys. 
Thus the parents would be informed at a meeting that the boys would 
have to participate in morning prayer and evening prayer, as well as in 
the sunday service in the church (new Jerusalem Church) to which 
they marched in line. Furthermore, the boys could not get leave to 
participate in Hindu or Muslim rituals and festivals. The parents were 
free to take their boys out of the hostel if they wanted, but there 
would be no discussion regarding these rules while the boys stayed at 
the hostel. Two families had taken their sons out of the hostel but the 
rest had let their boys remain.

indeed, the contrast with the words of the correspondent of Hope 
Foundation Matriculation school was striking. There might have 
been a number of reasons for this. Most importantly, we had found 
nothing to contradict the words of the correspondent of the Hope 
school. Maybe someone, who did not know that the leading couple 
of the school were both Christian and that Hope Foundation was 
a Christian ngo, would never suspect it when visiting the school. 
Maybe it was quite simply the case that neither Hope nor the cor-
respondent and his wife had any inclination whatsoever as far as con-
verting the fishermen was concerned. This was indeed quite possible, 
but not likely considering the way Hope introduces their activities 
on the internet.16 still, if what the headmistress of TelC boys’ High 

16. The following statement was found on the website of Hope for Children 
international, funded by Hope Foundation.org india: ‘Hope for Children 
international exists as a Christian advocacy ministry that releases children from 
spiritual, economic, social and physical poverty and enables them to become re-
sponsible and fulfilled Christian adults.’ This website also includes the text quoted 
above describing Hope’s version of the background for the establishment of 
Hope Matriculation school in Tranquebar (http://www.teach-a-child.org/).
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school had told us about the attitude of the fishermen panchayat to-
wards the conversion of the Hindu fishermen to Christianity, and 
anything that might lead to it, was true, it seemed a little strange that 
the fishermen panchayat had decided to cooperate with a Christian 
organization on the construction of an english medium school right 
in their own neighbourhood. perhaps the difference in the statements 
of the various representatives of the Christian schools in this mat-
ter had also something to do with the fact that the older Christian 
schools had been functioning in the area for generations and had over 
the years reached some kind of stable relationship with the fisher-
men community, a kind of modus vivendi which did not necessi-
tate any beating about the bush as to their ulterior motives. Hope 
Foundation Matriculation school on the other hand was a newcomer 
and thus – initially at least – much more dependent on the goodwill 
of the fishermen panchayat. 

st. theresa’s girLs’ higher seCondary 
sChooL (roMan CathoLiC)

like st. John’s this school was run by st. Theresa’s Convent – all three 
institutions located together in king street in the centre of Tranquebar’s 
old part. it was the largest school in the town, having at the time of our 
visit no less than 1,257 students, of whom 485 girls lived in the board-
ing house with girls from st. John’s. in the office of the headmistress, 
a sister from the convent, the statistics of the school were written on a 
blackboard. Here the students were registered according to class level and 
the official caste categories, but not religion except in one case: converts 
to Christianity. Thus of the 208 students on level Vi, eight were Christian 
converts, of the 219 studying on level Vii, 18 were Christian converts, 
etc. According to the headmistress, the vast majority of students were 
Hindus, about 800 students from fishermen families. only very few stu-
dents had a Muslim background. Altogether 86 students were described 
as ‘converted Christians’. Most of the students came from what the head-
mistress called ‘economically backward families’ in Tranquebar and the 
surrounding villages. The 40 teachers, a number of them being nuns of 
st. Theresa’s Convent, consisted of Christians, Hindus and Muslims. 

As far as the daily programme was concerned, the schedule was 
similar to the one followed by the other Christian schools, but we 
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got the impression that, like st. John’s, the headmistress put a lot 
of emphasis on conveying the importance of order and moral con-
duct to the students – something which was undoubtedly a sine qua 
non for a school which had up to 75 students in each of their classes 
(bønnelycke 2009: 22; Figure 2.7).17 in the view of the headmistress, 

17. one informant, a highly educated young Christian woman, who had attended 
first plutschau elementary school and later st. Theresa’s Higher secondary school 
for girls, explained that in her view the teachers of the latter had been very strict 
and appeared to consider discipline primary to education. nevertheless, she ad-
mired the nuns for their service to god and she herself one day wished to become 
a nun and work with poor, handicapped and mentally disordered children.

Figure 2.6: school girls from st. Theresa’s girls’ Higher secondary school in their 
characteristic green uniforms. (photo: Helle Jørgensen)
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the school helped the children to live as better human beings and 
to acquire proper human values. parents meetings were held once 
or twice a year. special classes were held after school hours for slow 
learners and evening study was organized towards exam time. The 
overall emphasis was on the moral life and the importance of edu-
cation. Aids awareness programmes were also conducted. We were 
invited to join a class X with 59 of the 64 students enrolled present 
for history class and for moral class. The following is an edited excerpt 
of our field notes:18

The classroom is prepared for history class with charts and posters 
depicting some aspects of the subject to be taught. We learn from 
the headmistress that charts are put up only when there are visitors 
from outside present. There is a cross above the blackboard and a 
calendar with a picture of Mary. in several places along the walls 
of the classroom there are various pictures of Jesus.

18. The resumé is based on a translation and more comprehensive resumé pro-
duced by R. Menaka. For the full resumé see Appendix A.

Figure 2.7: Classroom in st. Theresa’s girls’ Higher secondary school. (photo: 
Julie bønnelycke)
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 The day’s subject is the freedom struggle of india with focus 
on the gandhian era. The period is from 1919–1947. The class 
begins with a discussion on gandhiji’s arrival. The tools used by 
him were ahimsa (non-violence) and love. The class then moves 
to the Rowlatt Act of the british (cf. introduction). The teacher 
explains about the features of the Act and goes on to describe the 
Jallianwala bagh Massacre where hundreds of indians peacefully 
assembled to boycott the Rowlatt Act were brutally killed by the 
english. The teacher shows a picture of Jallianwala bagh. To ex-
plain the location of Jallianwala bagh in the Amritsar district of 
punjab, the teacher draws a comparison with Tranquebar. 
 The next event to be explained in the class is the khilafat Move-
ment of 1920 [cf. introduction for a somewhat different description 
of the following historical events]. The teacher stressed the colonial 
aspect of the british empire’s approach to divide the Middle east 
into territories that the british or the French were going to control at 
the end of the First World War. england came out victorious in the 
First World War. it wanted to conquer the whole world and be the 
master. in this pursuit, it wanted to occupy Turkey. The head of the 
state of Turkey was also the head of the religion of islam. To explain 
what a religious leader is, the teacher names the heads of the religion 
of Christianity (e.g. the pope) and Hinduism (e.g. Acharyas, i.e. re-
ligious leaders or instructors). The acquisition of Turkey by england 
was disliked by Muslims all over the world. The Muslims in india 
wanted to show solidarity with these people. Hence a similar kind of 
movement was started by shaukat Ali and Mohammed Ali in india. 
 The moral class begins with a prayer. it is a Christian prayer that 
thanks god for the class. The students all make the sign of the cross 
and thank the Father, the son and the Holy spirit. The teacher be-
gins the class proper with a question as to what is ‘moral studies’. 
The students give various answers. The teacher sums them up and 
says that it is to learn good manners and to implement them in life. 
These good manners include: do not tell lies, do not steal, respect 
one’s parents, help others, pray to god, be humble, do not give a 
place for greediness, develop good relations with others and be af-
fectionate with all. The class also covers topics like the importance of 
education, health and hygiene, time management, etc. 
 The day’s subject is ‘exams are not a burden, they are a pleasure’. 
The teacher asks the students why they consider exams a burden. 
students give varied answers like fear, suspicion, frustration and fear 
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of parents. The teacher tells them that they need self-confidence. 
she says that they need an ‘i can do it’ spirit. in the lesson of the 
written materials, exams are likened to surgery, consisting of three 
stages: pre-surgery, surgery and post-surgery. similarly, exams com-
prise preparation for exams, during exams and after exams. 
 dealing with the preparatory stage, the teacher advises the stu-
dents to start preparing for the exam from day one of the academic 
year. This is important to avoid having to study a new topic on 
the eve of the exam. exercise, healthy food and adequate sleep are 
equally important. during exams, students should take time to read 
the question paper thoroughly before answering. Their handwriting 
should be neat and legible. After exams, the students should not 
discuss answers with friends. if they found out that they had made a 
mistake in the exam, they would be frustrated and might not be able 
to do the next exam well. After they receive the evaluated papers, 
they have to check their answers with the teacher. 
 The teacher asks the students to read out a prose text from a 
book about a boy who blames god for not helping him with his 
exam. The text emphasises that one has to prepare well for exams 
and then believe in god. 

The text referred to above was part of the textbook used by the class, 
and since values and norms are mediated in writing as well as orally, 
we considered it relevant to take a closer look at the book itself. The 
general aim of the book appeared to be to help young people reflect 
upon and deal with their present situation as well as to prepare them 
for a future life as self-reflective, responsible and independent adults 
showing consideration for others as fellow-humans: to show them how 
to economize and manage their resources and be in control of their life, 
mentally and emotionally as well as materially. A number of general 
values (e.g. to be helpful to others, to encourage others, to maintain 
cleanliness, diligence, etc.) were emphasized and contrasted with vari-
ous negative qualities (e.g. jealousy, anger, verbal backstabbing, lazi-
ness, etc.) and sometimes supplemented with small illustrative stories. 
Following every lesson were practice questions, most of which were 
check questions based on the text. The book ended with a section titled 
‘self introspection’ encouraging student to self-reflection. 

 A more specific aim of the textbook of course was to equip the stu-
dents with a number of guidelines to help them overcome fear of exams 
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and achieve better results. However, what was also worth noticing in the 
present context was the text-book’s implicit emphasis on secular values, 
in the special sense of the word ‘secular’ as found in the constitution of 
india. Here india is defined as a nation that respects all religions equally 
and ensures full freedom of religion for its citizens.19 The names of the 
persons mentioned in the illustrative stories indicated various religious 
backgrounds. Christian as well as Hindu authorities were referred to, and 
the word for ‘god’ could be used of any godhead in any religion.20 

st. Theresa’s, a girls’ high school, was practically bursting with 
bright young girls eager to learn. in the past, girls were not thought 
to need an education since their future role would be in the homes. 
A Muslim father, age 36 and working overseas as a driver in saudi 
Arabia, observed: ‘in the village, girls were uneducated. Village girls 
had no brain, people said, “Why should ladies go to school? After they 
get married, they will only see their husband anyway.”’, (bønnelycke, 
2009: 17) The experience of a Muslim mother, age 50, with no educa-
tion and working in the home, was similar:

in the past, women were not allowed to leave the house to get an 
education. The family only wished to arrange their marriage and 
settle them in the household. none of my friends have any educa-
tions or good jobs. They are like me. (bønnelycke, 2009: 16)21 

19. The term used in the preamble is ‘a sovereign socialist secular democratic repub-
lic’; in part iii, Fundamental Rights, section 25, it is stated, ‘subject to public 
order, morality and health and to the other provisions of this part, all persons are 
equally entitled to freedom of conscience and the right freely to profess, practise 
and propagate religion.’ (http://indiacode.nic.in/coiweb/welcome.html)

20. Translated from Tamil and written by R. Menaka.
21. The situation of the women of the fishermen over time has been slightly dif-

ferent from that of the Muslim women. Whereas both groups of women lacked 
formal education, the former had traditionally played an important part in the 
economy, transporting and selling the fish, something that gave them consider-
able freedom of movement. Most Muslim women, on the other hand, had to a 
large degree been confined to their homes, observing some degree of purdah (i.e. 
segregation of men and women through confinement or some kind of veiling). 
And then again, many women of the fishermen were faced with the problem of 
their husbands’ consumption of alcohol. Although there was no public outlet 
for alcohol in Tranquebar or nearby porayar at the time of the interview, one 
only had to cross the border to the town of karaikal (part of union Territory of 
puducherry) some 11 km away to find many shops selling beer and various hard 
liquors. The fishermen traditionally preferred the latter.
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by the time of the interview, this had changed dramatically as in-
dicated by the 2007 figures for Tamil nadu, showing an almost equal 
ratio of girls and boys enrolled in primary schools (83.9: 84.7 percent; 
bønnelycke, 2009: 17). indeed, the critical question had changed from 
whether girls should attend school or not into one of for how many 
years. According to the headmistress of st. Theresa’s, most girls after 
graduation continued their higher education at the Tranquebar bishop 
Manikam lutheran College (TelC) at porayar or at st. Theresa’s 
Teacher Training institute for women just outside Tranquebar. 

st. theresa’s teaCher training institute for 
woMen (roMan CathoLiC)

located a few hundred meters west of Tranquebar, on what originally 
were the premises of st. John’s primary school, and right behind 
the local Roman Catholic Holy Rosary Church (see below) was st. 
Theresa’s Teacher Training institute for women. The following is an 
edited version of R. Menaka’s resumé of an interview with the princi-
pal of the institute: 

The present principal has been in charge of the institute for the past 
18 years. There are 160 students in total, 80 each in the first and 
second year. out of the 80 starting, 40 are government students 
who come to the institute in order of their merit. These will consist 
of students of all religions. The other 40 are recruited by the man-
agement and are Christian students. This percentage is fixed by the 
supreme Court of india. in st. Theresa’s Teacher Training institute, 
the Christian students are Catholics. even though the government 
quota is not filled, not even a single seat of it can be filled by the 
management. out of the 40 in the management quota, 16 are sC 
students,and in the government quota, 12 are sC students. students 
come from all over Tamil nadu. There are also local students who 
come from porayar. before the supreme Court judgment came into 
effect, the management would admit 30 Christian students and 10 
students from the fishermen community (i.e. Hindus). 
 The government students do not pay any fees. They hold the 
view that they are merit students and that they need not pay fees. 
They even complain to the higher authorities in this regard. For 
more than five years, there has been no government funding paid 
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to the institute. Management-recruited students pay Rs. 33,000 
per year including books, notebooks, lodging, and food. The stu-
dents stay in a dormitory. At present, all the first year students are 
in boarding, also in the second year, except for 4 students who 
are physically disabled. students are not allowed to go home for 
weekends. They are given a vacation at the end of quarterly, half 
yearly and annual exams. on the second sunday of every month, 
parents are allowed to visit their daughters. 
There is an internal assessment and an external exam. The sylla-
bus of study is laid down by the government of Tamil nadu. in 
the first year, the subjects are ‘Challenges in indian education’, 
‘psychology’, and ‘educational Management’. in the second year, 
the students study Tamil, english, Mathematics, science and 
social science. students have to prepare albums and charts to be 
used as teaching aids. There are no special clubs or associations of 
which the students are members. They are grouped in four squads 
and conduct competitions amongst themselves and they also pre-
sent programmes for Christmas celebrations. 
 There are ten teachers and one principal in the institute. The 
teachers must have a post-graduate degree in a specific subject 
and also in education. The principal should have at least five years 
experience in teaching. There are four Christian teachers of which 
two are from st. Theresa’s Convent. There are also teachers for 
physical education and educational Training, a librarian, a lab 
assistant, a junior assistant and a peon.
 in the local Holy Rosary Church (Roman Catholic), there is 
mass on saturday evening, sunday morning and Wednesday even-
ing. students attend mass in different groups during different 
times, since otherwise there would not be space in the church for 
members of the congregation coming from Tranquebar, porayar 
and the surrounding villages. every Thursday there is a mass at the 
institute celebrated by the priest from the Holy Rosary Church. 
 The day begins at 4.45 a.m. for the students in the boarding 
house. by 5.30 a.m., all the students are ready for common prayer. 
After prayer, they clean the area and do other jobs of this sort. 
From 6.15 to 7.30 a.m. they study and from 7.30 to 8.00 a.m. is 
breakfast time. From 8.00 till 9.30, when teaching starts, students 
again study. The daily schedule at the institute begins at 9.30 a.m. 
with the assembly. This consists of Christian prayer, a Christian 
hymn, bible reading, Tamizh Thai Vazhthu, thought for the day 
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and news reading. There are student leaders who take turns to con-
duct the assembly. At the beginning and end of every period, there 
is a prayer. There are four classes in the forenoon and afternoon 
each. presence at prayer is mandatory for all students irrespective 
of religion, but there is no compulsion to actually utter the prayer. 
sometimes, after class hours, i.e. after 4.00 p.m., students play 
games. in the evening, there is a prayer for all at 6.30 pm. At 7.15, 
supper is served. At 8.00 pm, there is a prayer and then students 
are given time for evening study till 10.30 p.m. 
 Most of the students get jobs immediately after they graduate. 
They can easily earn around Rs. 6,000 or 7,000 per month. some 
of the graduates of this institute are teaching at st. John’s primary 
school.

The Roman Catholic Church, represented by st. Theresa’s Convent, 
and the lutherans, represented by the Tamil evangelical Church, ap-
peared almost to have divided students from secondary and up between 
them according to gender. This, on the part of the lutherans, indicates 
a change of tradition brought about perhaps by accommodation to the 
preference of the Roman Catholics for female students.22

teLC teaCher training institute for Men 
(Lutheran)

in contrast to the teacher-training institute for women which was 
located a short distance west of the town, the TelC Teacher Training 
institute for men was right next to the new Jerusalem Church 
(TelC) on king street in the central part of Tranquebar. This meant 
that whereas the presence of the 160 young women being trained at 
st. Theresa’s Teacher Training institute was conspicuous only to the 
local Roman Catholics attending mass at Holy Rosary Church, the 
presence of the young men of the TelC Teacher Training institute 
was an integrated part of daily life in Tranquebar. The following is an 
edited version of R. Menaka’s resumé of an interview with the vice-
principal of the TelC Teacher Training institute for men:

22. When the first two lutheran missionaries established their schools in Tranquebar 
they included girls among their pupils. soon they also started training and em-
ploying women as catechists and teachers for girls. Thus the first ‘deaconess’ was 
employed by the lutheran mission in 1732 (grinder-Hansen, 2009: 66f).
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There are 160 students in total in the institute. it is a two-year 
course, each year consisting of 80 students. After graduating from 
the institute, the candidates become eligible to teach students in 
classes i to X. during the period of their study, first year-students 
teach levels i to V and second-year students teach classes Vi to 
Viii in nearby schools as part of their training.
 it is basically a residential institution though some students are 
day scholars. out of the 80 students admitted to the institute each 
year, 40 are merit students who are recruited by the government 
of Tamil nadu and sent to this institute following the single 
Window system (a locally administered system of admission). in 
selecting these 40 students, the government also follows its reser-
vation policy, giving consideration to different caste communities. 
The rest of the 40 students are management students recruited by 
the TelC. These are students purely from the minority communi-
ties of Christians and Muslims. The age limit for entry into the 
institute is fixed at 17–30 as per government restriction.
 students are trained in Tamil, english, Mathematics, science, 
social science (the latter consisting of history, geography, political 
science and economics), as well as physical education, including 
yoga and various sports. The first-year students are also trained 
in psychology and the indian educational system. As part of the 
physical education course, students are trained in cricket, volley-
ball and other sports.
 The institute is approved by the government of Tamil nadu and 
the government also pays the salaries of the teachers. The syllabus 
to be followed is prescribed by the government. The teaching and 
non-teaching staff comes from different religious background, e.g. 
Hindus and Christians. The librarian of the institute is a fisherman 
by birth. Five teaching staff members are approved by the govern-
ment: the principal, and the teachers of Tamil, History, Craft and 
physical education. other teachers like those of Mathematics and 
science are appointed by the management, who also take other 
factors into consideration. There are nine non-teaching staff mem-
bers. out of these, three are appointed by the government. They 
are a clerk, an Ao (administrative officer) and a watchman.
 The daily schedule begins at 9.45 am with devotional songs, bible 
reading and prayer. This goes on till 10 am. on some days, a special 
lecture is delivered by the principal or vice-principal on themes of 
importance to the youth and the community. Thirukkural, news of 
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the day, and the national anthem are other items in the assembly. 
The morning assembly is compulsory for all the students. on every 
Monday flag-hoisting is done. From 10 am onwards, classes are held 
till 4.30 pm. Classes are of one hour duration. The institute breaks 
for lunch between 12.15 pm and 2.00 pm.
 As part of the curriculum, students are sent on 40 days of teach-
ing practice each year. permission is sought from the government 
to go and teach at different local schools. every student also pre-
pares a collection of items consisting of pictures or models relevant 
to the subject of study. They paint and create models to explain 
specific aspects of the subject. The teaching aids prepared by the 
students are examined by government inspectors. (We saw a huge 
collection of items representing this year’s production.)
 boarding and lodging facilities are provided for students who 
come from far away places. it costs Rs. 12,000 per year. All the 
students are expected to pay the fees. For the students who come 
from very poor backgrounds, some arrangements are made for the 
payment of fees. since there are no scholarships from the Church, 
much of the financial assistance comes from private contributions. 
For example, the director of TelC Ziegenbalg spiritual Centre 
contributed Rs. 30,000 to a poor student named Abraham. 
similarly, to a poor Muslim boy named khadar free lodging and 
boarding was given. He was the son of a tailor and a merit student 
too. There have also been instances when the local people collected 
money to pay the bills of poor students. There is a long list of such 
students who have been helped by individuals and the local com-
munity in general. For students who are unable to pay for food, 
food is given free of charge. 
 Health Awareness programmes are conducted for the students 
of the institute. The students, in turn, are expected to spread the 
message among the locals. The institute in general and the vice-
principal in particular are interested in protecting and enhanc-
ing the environment and have undertaken many measures to 
plant trees with fences in the town, together with a member of 
the Muslim jamaat and co-founder of the local Hindu-Muslim-
Christian Association with the support of the Muslim jamaat of 
the nearby town of porayar. Financial contributions also come 
from the Traders’ Association.
 Cycle rallies are conducted wherein the students take part and 
themes of importance to society are propagated through such 
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competitions and events. The vice-principal is very keen that the 
students should turn up in proper uniforms with tucked-in shirts, 
shoes (not sandals), and clean-shaven faces. 
 irrespective of their religious background, all the students par-
ticipate in Christmas celebrations. At Christmas time, students col-
lect clothes and give them to poor people. during rallies, students 
campaign for issues such as the abolishment of the use of plastic (to 
promote a clean environment), and the empowerment of women.

We were struck by the degree to which all students, irrespective 
of reli gious background, were exposed to explicit Christian ideas, in 
addition to more general religious ideas of a non-denominational 
character, in all the educational institutions of Tranquebar, with the 
exception of two: the Muslim school and the Hope Foundation 
Matriculation school. The relevant law was quite clear in demand-
ing adult (parental or otherwise) consent to religious instruction 
and worship in institutions recognized by the state or receiving state 
funds, and one would hope that this was always observed in the case 
of Tranquebar.23

When we compared the interviews with the representatives of the 
two teacher training institutes, there seemed to be a certain differ-
ence in the degree to which interaction with and involvement in the 
surrounding society played a part in the daily life of the students ‒ 
with the young men appearing much more outgoing. There will be 
many reasons for this, and with all due reservations concerning the 
degree to which the interviews were actually representative, we were 
tempted to see in this apparent difference a reflection of traditional 
gender roles. Thus we thought it might prove interesting to compare 
the norms and values of the textbook in moral instruction of class X 
presented above with those of the social science textbook used in the 
teacher training institute.

23. indian Constitution, part iii, Fundamental Rights, Article 8, section 3: “no 
person attending any educational institution recognised by the state or receiv-
ing aid out of state funds shall be required to take part in any religious instruc-
tion that may be imparted in such institution or to attend any religious worship 
that may be conducted in such institution or in any premises attached thereto 
unless such person or, if such person is a minor, his guardian has given his 
consent thereto” (http://lawmin.nic.in/coi/coiason29july08.pdf ).
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perhaps the most striking difference between the two books was the 
explicit focus of the latter on indian society specifically, in contrast to 
the more universal values of the class X textbook. in addition to chap-
ters on the didactic material involved in teaching the subject of social 
science, the social science book gave a comprehensive presentation of 
the history of indian society from the indus valley civilization to india 
after independence. The material aspects of life in present-day india, in-
cluding the economic sectors of agriculture and industry with relevant 
discussions about the relationship between the exploitation and conser-
vation of natural resources, and about various kinds of pollution, were 
balanced with an introduction to the tremendous variety of cultural life 
found on the subcontinent, claimed to be unique. 

Running through the text as a leitmotif was the stress on the im-
portance of maintaining social/national unity in spite of the many dif-
ferences in terms of e.g. language, religion and customs. The ideal of 
‘unity in diversity’ was praised again and again in various formulations, 
the nation being characterized as a family. special mention was made 
of the many religions represented (Hindus, Muslims, Christians, sikhs, 
buddhists, Jains, etc.) and a variety of religious festivals were briefly 
described. india was named the only place in the world where devo-
tees of different religions partake in the festivals of each other and visit 
each others’ shrines (the Muslim Dargah of nagore and the Christian 
basilica of Vailankanni, both located in nagapattinam district, used as 
examples). 

Religious fanaticism and terrorism were mentioned as serious chal-
lenges to the ideal of national unity, the most effective antidote being 
the version of secularism described in the constitution. Measures sug-
gested to reinforce this ideal in education were the inclusion of songs 
and hymns of all religions in prayer meetings as well as the mention 
in textbooks of the teachings of various religious leaders. in addition, 
the ideal of national unity might be promoted, the book suggested, 
by a number of civil rituals like flag-hoisting, taking the national 
pledge, singing the national anthem and celebrating independence 
day and Republic day, and by stressing that the truths propounded 
by all religions are essentially the same.24

24. This viewpoint is found in the Advaita Vedanta of Ramakrishna and Viveka-
nanda. For a full resumé of the social science textbook, see Appendix A and b. 
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perhaps the most important element in the present context was 
the way india was viewed as the home of a deeply religious people 
and at the same time as a secular nation in the sense that neither the 
constitution nor the government represents any religion in particular 
while showing equal respect to all religions and religious believers. As 
a contrast, countries where the government represents the religion of 
the majority of the population were characterized as religious.25

As was the case with the textbook of moral instruction of class X, 
it was not possible to assess the degree to which the ideals expounded 
in the social science textbook actually informed the students studying 
it. However, one could at least conclude that there was no discrepancy 
between the contents of the two books. Thus for those exposed to 
both, the end result would be a heightened awareness of the impor-
tance of social tolerance, although the full potential of the message 
was to some extent challenged by the overall Christian context in 
which the study took place. 

ChaLLenges to unity

The Christian educational institutions in Tranquebar appeared to play a 
pivotal role in the education and upbringing of the children and young 
people of the town. but it was also clear that the overall ambience of the 
values and ideas disseminated by the schools was not just secular in the 
sense described in the indian constitution, emphasizing the equality 
of all religions. While general – even universal ‒ moral and religious 
values were certainly given a high priority and illustrative examples 
represented various religious communities, the overall context of the 
mediation added to them an unmistakably Christian flavour. some 
reactions to this among the Hindu fishermen have been indicated, but 
were there more? And one might ask why – after so many generations of 
Christian evangelization – were there practically no Christian converts 
in Tranquebar? in the research team we were naturally very interested 
in finding answers to this apparent puzzle, but we soon learned that 

25. interestingly, this would make e.g. denmark – in contrast to india – a religious 
country, since minority religions in denmark as a general rule do not have 
rights equal to those of the official majority religion of the evangelical-lutheran 
Church (e.g. the right to collect contributions via the public fiscal system or to 
perform officially recognized marriages). 
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questions indicating potential tensions among the different communi-
ties were not welcome in any quarters. Touching as they did on the 
problematic question of communalism in indian society, answers to 
such questions were – if given at all – invariably given only in a hushed 
voice. 

during one early interview concerning the cultural heritage of 
Tranquebar, the conversation turned to the apparently ideal way that 
Hindus, Muslims and Christians managed to coexist in the town. 
The informant, obviously content with – perhaps even a little proud 
of ‒ this state of affairs, mentioned that while there had in fact 
been conflicts between Hindus and Muslims in the nearby towns of 
karaikal and nagore (a coastal town with a famous Muslim dargah 
south of Tranquebar) during the years when the Hindu nationalist 
bharatiya Janata party (bJp) had been the national ruling party in 
delhi (1998–2004), this had not been the case in Tranquebar.26 This 
information led to a question concerning the possible activities of 
the bJp and Rss in the area, a question which immediately changed 
the whole atmosphere of the interview, as if the shining sun had sud-
denly disappeared behind a cloud.27 The informant vigorously refused 
to answer any questions of a political nature and insisted on having 
our notes read aloud in order to check the content. one passage, in 
which the informant had characterized the south indian Federation 
of Fishermen societies (siFFs) as ‘a very powerful organization’ had, 
the informant insisted, to be supplemented with the mention of other 
ngos. our remarks, that most of the other ngos in the area were 
all of foreign origin and were only active in Tranquebar for a relatively 
short period of time in the wake of the tsunami and thus were of 
a different category, had no effect. We were simply not allowed to 
mention siFFs alone as ‘a very powerful organization’. only when 

26. As mentioned, bharatiya Janata party (bJp, indian people’s party) is a Hindu 
nationalist party. it was founded in 1980 as a continuation of bharatiya Jana 
sangh (bJs, indian people’s union), which in its turn was created in 1951 as the 
political wing of the Rashtriya swayamsevak sangh (Rss).

27. Rss or Rashtriya swayamsevak sangh (national Volunteer organization) is a 
right-wing Hindu nationalist and para-military organisation founded in 1925. 
it has been banned three times by various central governments, the first time in 
1948 after the killing of Mohandas gandhi by a former member of the organi-
zation, but all three bans have later been lifted. 
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we accepted this did the informant agree to continue the interview. 
A question concerning the number of sC in the area met with simi-
lar disapproval from the informant. it made no difference that we 
argued that the category sC was an official designation to be found 
on boards in the offices of the principals of the schools. The inform-
ant’s reason for not wanting to talk about ‘such matters’ was that 
Hindus themselves considered ‘such people backward’. After that we 
concentrated on the cultural heritage of Tranquebar and the interview 
soon petered out. We had, however, learned a lesson as far as future 
questions was concerned.

ironically, the strong reactions of this informant only served to 
further emphasize the informant’s words concerning the heavy influ-
ence of siFFs as well as to reveal tensions that apparently lay more 
or less dormant in the town. undoubtedly here was more than met 
the eye. it also meant that we would have to be diplomatic not to say 
careful whenever we wanted to pose questions that might touch, di-
rectly or indirectly, on such matters. perhaps we over-reacted, but we 
did feel a certain apprehension that word might go around to warn 
people to be careful when talking to us. We did, however, manage 
in subsequent interviews to obtain various bits of information that 
confirmed the impression that the alleged exemplary coexistence of 
different communities in Tranquebar came at a certain price.
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Chapter 3

Religious Institutions in and 
around Tranquebar

new JerusaLeM ChurCh (teLC)

T
he Tamil evangelical lutheran Church (TelC) came into 
existence as an independent, indigenous Church in 1919. 
it grew out of the combined work of the german leipzig 

evangelische lutherische Mission (lelM) and the swedish svenska 
kyrkans Mission (skM), which in their turn had continued the work 

Figure 3.1: The new Jerusalem Church was erected by missionaries in 1718 for 
the converted ‘Malabars’, as the indian population was called by the missionaries. 
(photo: The Tranquebar Association).
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of the danish Halle Mission begun in Tranquebar in 1706. in 1718, 
Ziegenbalg – only one year prior to his death in 1719 – was able to in-
augurate the new Jerusalem Church located on king street. Though 
originally preceded by a small portuguese Roman Catholic church 
and the Zion Church built by the danish authorities (see below), 

Figure 3.2: The memorial of bartholomäus Ziegenbalg. in connection with the 300 
years celebration of the arrival of the first lutheran missionaries in 1706, the Tamil 
evangelical lutheran Church (TelC) decided to move a statue of Ziegenbalg from 
the new Jerusalem Church to a central location on king street running from the 
Town gate towards the sea. As it celebrated a missionary, it could not be placed on 
public property and instead a location in front of the danish Commander’s Residence 
owned by the Church was chosen. However, as this location could be seen as creating 
a change to the facade of the old house behind the monument, it drew criticism from 
some of the people engaged in the preservation of the heritage buildings. (photo: 
Helle Jørgensen)
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the new Jerusalem Church, together with a number of educational 
institutions, had made the lutheran mission a conspicuous element 
of Tranquebar for centuries (Figures 3.1 and 3.2).1 The local pastor 
kindly informed us that while the so-called Tranquebar pastorate 
numbered altogether 650–700 individuals, this figure also included 
a number of families living in some of the adjacent villages. in fact, 
only 35 families living in Tranquebar itself belonged to the church. 
The congregation of new Jerusalem Church was dominated by sC 
(80–85 percent) and consisted mainly of teachers, TelC employees, 
and 10–15 local families descended from Christian families of old 
Tranquebar. only one fishermen family (secretly) attended services 
in new Jerusalem Church. The pastor characterized the congregation 
as ‘floating’, since it to a large degree consisted of TelC employees 
stationed for shorter or longer periods in the area. While Tranquebar 
town had great symbolic value as the birthplace of the lutheran 
Church in india,2 the town lacked basic facilities like a hospital proper 
and so employees generally preferred to live elsewhere, e.g. in porayar.

A number of visits to new Jerusalem Church during sunday 
service, which would last 2–3 hours, showed a church attendance of 
on average 80–90 adults, with women in a slight majority, gender-
separated seating, and with roughly the same number of young boys 
sitting on the floor in the centre of the church. These were the boys 
staying in the two TelC-run hostels, for whom church attendance 
was mandatory.

teLC ZiegenbaLg spirituaL Centre

located across the street from new Jerusalem Church in what used 
to be the administrative premises of the lutheran mission is found 
the TelC Ziegenbalg spiritual Centre. in its present form the cen-
tre, named after the more renowned of the two missionaries arriving 
in 1706, was established in 1975 with the purpose, according to its 
director at the time of the interview, of maintaining the lutheran 
heritage (Figure 3.3). its main function was to conduct seminars and 
workshops for church people from all over Tamil nadu, lutheran 

1. in addition to the schools already mentioned, TelC also ran two hostels for 
boys (Ziegenbalg Home for boys and the gruendler Home for boys).

2. employees of TelC generally preferred the name ‘Tranquebar’ to ‘Thagan gam badi’.
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as well as non-lutheran. An ecumenical perspective had been main-
tained throughout and the premises could also be rented by Churches 
and institutions whose activities were in line with the general work 
of the centre itself. While the programmes of the centre had changed 
somewhat according to who was in charge, the director interviewed, 
who was the fifth in the line, gave special priority to work directed at 
young people and at women. The following is an edited excerpt of our 
interviews with the director of the centre, who was a pastor in TelC:

The centre has programmes on religious and social aspects (e.g. an 
Aids awareness programme). it aims at the spiritual growth of 
individuals. in order to equip the pastors, counselling courses and 
bible courses are conducted for a period of two weeks or so. The 
training programmes are based on such themes as youth power, 
leadership values, women empowerment etc. These programmes 
aim to create youth leaders among both men and women. every 
sunday evening the youth leader programme is conducted. up to 
200 young people, male and female, come from all over the state 
participate in it. They sing and pray together. The programme also 

Figure 3.3: The Ziegenbalg spiritual Centre vis-à-vis new Jerusalem Church on 
king street with the spire of Zion Church in the background. (photo: The Tran-
quebar Association)
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includes sessions of personal counselling. one day every month, 
these youths fast and pray. Most of them are college students. 
They have also started children’s clubs in tsunami-affected villages. 
Here, the youth trained in the centre teach the children devotion, 
i.e. prayers, as well as social activities. They teach them good hab-
its. The centre focuses on social, anti-alcohol and Aids awareness 
programmes. They teach the locals how to deal with the money 
they have earned. sessions also cover aspects of family life and the 
importance of education. 
 once every two months, a special programme is conducted 
for fishermen from poompuhar to Vedaranyam (towns along the 
coast) and up to 200 persons will attend. lectures are based on the 
bible. it is just to strengthen their faith. it is to tell them that they 
are not left alone. After lunch they are given personal counselling. 
The director feels strongly about this programme. personally, he 
does not primarily identify himself with the Church. He considers 
himself first and foremost a human being.
 After the tsunami, many religious people have started coming 
to the region. Many ngos are using the premises of the centre. 
Anyone can rent the centre for programmes, but usually the cen-
tre does not encourage programmes with indian movies. smoking 
and alcohol is also not accepted here. but most of the ngos in 
and around Tranquebar have used the centre.
 Many Muslims have also approached the centre. during the 
year 2005, about 10,000 to 15,000 people visited the centre. Most 
of the help given was of a spiritual nature in the form of counsel-
ling, and not material. our institution is open to all religions. 
More than 90 percent of the people coming are Hindus. The help 
given is based on needs, not on religious background. in 2004 an 
event with ecumenical Christmas carols was held. This year (2006) 
a similar programme is planned for december 6 to promote and 
exhibit solidarity among the Christian Churches. Muslims and 
Hindus are also invited for the carols.
 Funding is provided by TelC and private donors. These private 
donors give funding with specifications, i.e. for specific purposes. 
The centre receives Rs. 3 lakhs (i.e. Rs. 300,000) from the evangelical 
lutheran Mission (germany), which covers the salaries of the staff 
and some of the programmes.
 As the centre is a TelC institution, the director consults the 
Church on all subjects. However, the centre is free to organize 
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its programmes. some activities are coordinated with the Church. 
in February this year a special programme was conducted over 
three weekends for widows from all over Tamil nadu. somehow, 
they feel that god helps them financially. A special programme for 
disabled people is being planned.

one of the centre’s events witnessed by us during our stay in 
Tranquebar was the ecumenical Christmas Celebration 2006 which 
took place on the premises of TelC and hosted some 350–400 par-
ticipants and spectators, including students from all the Christian 
educational institutions as well as the pastors from TelC, the Church 
of south india (Csi), the Roman Catholic Church and the Mother 
superior of st. Theresa’s Convent. The programme following the wel-
come address by the director of the centre, in which king street was 
referred to as an ‘ecumenical street’,3 included songs, hymns, prayers, 
dances, and sketches performed by representatives (adults as well as 
children) of the various institutions. The programme also featured a 
talk by a gentleman from nagapattinam who recalled how once he 
had come to Tranquebar as a tourist. He was a Hindu, whose younger 
brother was an Rss coordinator, but he had out of curiosity popped 
into new Jerusalem Church where a meeting was taking place. This 
encounter with Christians had eventually led to his own conversion, 
and thus, while he had once come as a stranger, he had now returned 
‘as a messenger of god to strengthen the faith of my brothers’.

hoLy rosary ChurCh (roMan CathoLiC)

As mentioned, there was already a portuguese Roman Catholic church 
in Tranquebar when the lutheran missionaries arrived in 1706. built 
in 1646 (Frendrup, 2008: 114) and located just inside the then newly 
constructed town wall and the Town gate erected by the danish au-
thorities, it had not been in use for ages. in fact, at the time of our 
interviews the remains had recently been demolished to make room 

3. st. Theresa’s Convent (RC), st. John’s primary school (RC), st. Theresa’s Higher 
secondary school for girls (RC), TelC Ziegenbalg spiritual Centre, TelC 
new Jerusalem Church, TelC Teacher Training institute for Men, and Csi 
Zion Church are all located on king street running west-east from the Town 
gate to the parade ground of Fort dansborg by the sea.
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for the expansion of st. Theresa’s Higher secondary school for girls. 
Thus Catholics in and around Tranquebar attended mass in the only 
Roman Catholic church in the area, Holy Rosary Church (1854), 
located by the east Coast Road in the hamlet of Vellipalayam on the 
western outskirts of Tranquebar (Figure 3.4).

The priest at Holy Rosary, who at the time of our interview with 
him had just begun his second year there, was responsible for a rather 
large parish consisting of no less than 23 villages, 80 percent of them 

Figure 3.4: Christian pilgrims from Chennai in front of the Roman Catholic Holy 
Rosary Church on their way to Vailankanni. (photo: peter b. Andersen)
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having chapels or churches which he would visit regularly to admin-
ister sacraments. Altogether, the parish numbered 684 families with 
6027 individuals, including the sisters at st. Theresa’s Convent and 
many of the students at st. Theresa’s Teacher Training institute for 
women. Mass was celebrated on saturday evening, sunday morning 
and Wednesday evening. The times we took part in sunday service, 
which would last little more than an hour, there were ca. 70 adults 
from Tranquebar and porayar as well as adjacent villages present, with 
a gender ratio of 50:50 and separate seating, plus ca. 30–40 young fe-
males from st. Theresa’s Teacher Training institute, which was located 
right behind Holy Rosary. in addition to these there would generally 
be a few sisters from st. Theresa’s Convent present.

in the neighbourhood of Holy Rosary Church is located a small 
chapel dedicated to st. Anthony where mass was said every Tuesday 
evening. The building was simple, not to say dilapidated, but seemed 
to hold a certain appeal for many of the sC Hindus living in the vil-
lages nearby. According to the priest:

This chapel is very powerful and it inspires great belief in the 
people who attend it. The chapel is visited mostly by Hindus 
from the local area. Around 80 percent of the visitors are 
Hindus. 
 Many miracles have taken place around st. Anthony´s Chapel. 
one of the miracles happened to a married woman who was 
left by her husband for 12 years. she was very sad and one of 
the Catholic sisters told her to attend service at the chapel for 
9 weeks. After 4 weeks her husband came back. she, however, 
after some time realised that she was better off without him 
and sent him packing. she continued to come to the chapel. 
Another miracle happened to a young Hindu student, who 
was a non-believer as far as the Catholic Church was con-
cerned. she wore a necklace with the Hindu mantra oM and 
came to pray. but one day she lost her sister’s ring and got 
terribly upset and started to cry. Her sister did not get angry 
with her, but told her to pray to st. Anthony [popular saint for 
‘lost and found’] and the next day the ring reappeared. she got 
so happy that she donated Rs. 1,000 to the congregation and 
told the story in front of everybody to officially testify about 
the miracle, even though she remained a non-believer.
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 Altogether some 300–500 persons attend Tuesday service in 
the chapel [though not at the same time]. every first Tuesday 
of the month there is Holy Communion. The sacrament, how-
ever, is not given under the symbols of Christ’s blood and body, 
but using a cross which has been touched by the remains of st. 
Anthony’s tongue. The full remains of st. Anthony’s tongue are 
in portugal. The congregation stands in a line and each one in 
turn kisses the cross.

As mentioned, the ‘congregation’ of st. Anthony’s chapel consisted 
of 80 percent Hindus who were not baptized and therefore not of-
ficially Catholics. but, as the priest saw it, faith was not a matter of 
having been baptized. it was about simple faith and indeed ‘… some-
times people who have been baptized forget the word and the true 
meaning’. The same thing happened in his former parish. Hindus and 
Muslims came to the church to listen to ‘the small services’. They just 
took off their shoes and came in to listen.

At the initiative of the lutheran pastor of new Jerusalem Church 
a new spirit of cooperation between the Church of south india (Csi), 
TelC and the Roman Catholic Church had evolved. As a manifesta-
tion of this, palm sunday 2006 had been celebrated together and an 
estimated 10,000 people from all over the parish had attended. The 
priest was confident that more such united celebrations would take 
place in the future and expressed the hope that one day there would 
be a common liturgy.

When the question of conversion came up during the interview, 
the priest again insisted that for him the important thing was not an 
official or formal conversion but a conversion of the heart. personally, 
he was not working to convert Hindus, Muslims or protestants, and 
so it did not matter who attended his services: ‘The important thing 
is how the heart is thinking and feeling.’ As an illustration he men-
tioned how two Hindu families had offered to help out with a festival 
planned for the following month, one lady offering to donate one 
of her saris to ‘our lady’. And he concluded that since the whole 
culture was a Hindu culture through and through, everybody was 
basically a Hindu: ‘i too am a Hindu!’

Whereas the priest of Holy Rosary Church appeared very liberal 
and open-minded concerning non-Christians taking part in his services 
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as well as cooperative with regard to the other established Churches, 
his attitude was less so when it came to his parishioners approaching 
the so-called independent Churches (generally pentecostal) operating 
in the area. such Churches he considered too small and furthermore 
they did not have a long history or an established liturgy. He would 
not completely rule them out but thought that the time to have a re-
lationship with them had not yet come. Also he did not want them to 
‘steal the established Churches’ congregations’. He did not care if any 
members of his own congregation participated in the services of the 
independent Churches as long as they realized that therefore ‘they were 
not welcome to attend baptisms in his church’. After all: ‘if a Hindu 
chooses to convert to Catholicism, he is not allowed to be buried in a 
Hindu cemeteries, but he can be buried in a Catholic cemetery. stand 
by your decision!’4 if any one from his congregation should choose to 
follow another way, he should fully turn his back on him, since it was 
not fair to try to get the best out of several Churches, and also it did 
not show a committed heart. should a lost sheep however return to the 
flock: ‘The door is open for forgiveness!’

 Zion ChurCh (Csi) 

The church, built by the danish authorities in 1701, was later on taken 
over by the (protestant) Church of south india (Csi).5 Although it was 
the only Csi church in the area, its actual congregation appeared very 
small compared to those of the new Jerusalem Church and the Holy 
Rosary Church. in fact, according to the catechist serving the church 
on all sundays except for the first sunday of each month, when the 
nearest Csi pastor came from karaikal to celebrate Holy Communion, 
there was only one family actually living in Tranquebar that belonged 
to the congregation. The rest of the reported 30–40 persons taking part 
in sunday service came from villages around Tranquebar, some from as 
far away as 10 km. The services we witnessed, which were all celebrated 
by the catechist and his wife, appeared very informal with ca. 20–25 

4. That Hindus are normally cremated did not seem to bother the priest, and 
it does not disturb the meaning of his statement, as it communicates the end 
result that the former Hindu can be buried in a Catholic cemetery.

5. The Church of south india is the result of a union of Anglican, Reformed, 
presbyterian, Congregational, and Methodist Churches in 1947 (see introduction).
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adults, two thirds of whom were women, and a handful of children 
present, the children playing around. practically all chairs were occu-
pied, which indicated that this was indeed ‘business as usual’, although 
according to the catechist, on major holidays like easter and Christmas 
up to 200 people would attend. 

in addition to conducting sunday service in Zion Church, the cat-
echist spent Wednesdays and Fridays on ‘evangelization’. This meant 
visiting a number of villages 5–15 kilometres from Tranquebar where 
he would simply stand in a central location and explain the gospel 
to people coming up to listen to him. on saturdays, he and his wife 
would give classes on bible study for some of these people, something 
which might eventually lead to their decision to be baptized. Thus the 
preceding year, a number of people were baptized as a result of their 
joint efforts, although some of them would continue to live as ‘secret 
Christians’. 

on certain weekdays the church functioned as a centre of voca-
tional training where women would learn how to use non-motorized 
sewing machines. 

Figure 3.5: Zion Church on king street, constructed in 1701 for the european 
residents. (photo: The Tranquebar Association)
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Zion prayer house (independent ChurCh)

As indicated, so-called independent Churches were also active in the 
Tranquebar area, although not in the town itself.6 in fact, there were 
quite a few independent Churches, most of them characterized to 
a varying degree by charismatic or pentecostal elements. generally, 
though, they were quite small both regarding the size of their con-
gregations and their premises. The exception to the rule as far as size 
was concerned was Zion prayer House located in the countryside a 
few kilometres southwest of Tranquebar. on every sunday up to 200 
persons attended service in Zion prayer House which consisted of a 
rather large hall with rows of plastic chairs and without any iconog-
raphy. According to the pastor, who as opposed to his ‘colleagues’ in 
the lutheran and Roman Catholic churches had no formal theologi-
cal education, the congregation consisted of some 400 people. We, 
however, never saw more than ca. 200 present, with roughly twice as 
many women as men. nevertheless, considering the relatively high 
number of churches in the area, Zion prayer House certainly ap-
peared to be a popular place of worship. According to the pastor and 
founder, who managed everything himself with the assistance only 
of his wife and two adult children and without any financial support 
from other institutions, many members from his congregation would 
come long distances to take part in the services, some up to 40 km.

in addition to sunday service, Zion prayer House on weekdays had 
a number of activities: ‘all-night prayer’, ‘fasting prayer’, ‘deborah 
Women’s Fellowship’, ‘daniel prayer group’, ‘sunday school’, and 
‘youth Ministry’. on top of that the priest regularly visited a large 
number of Christian households in the area. by coincidence, we one 
day happened to be the guests of a Christian family in porayar, when 
the pastor quite unexpectedly suddenly turned up. After saying a short 
prayer and blessing all present, he was soon on his way again, his visit 
clearly appreciated by all present, lutherans as well as Catholics. 

The activities in Zion prayer House included many elements com-
monly associated with charismatic or pentecostal traditions: songs and 
music in contemporary styles, witnessing by members of the con-
grega tion, healing, fits of trance, etc. like the pastor himself, practic-
6. some years prior to our visit to Tranquebar, a small congregation had met 

regularly in a private house in the town, but had since then been dissolved.
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ally all members of his congregation were ‘converted Hindus’. The 
following, based on an interview conducted after sunday service, may 
serve as an illustrative example. The informant, a middle-aged gentle-
man from a traditional caste Hindu family (Vanniyar caste), had mar-
ried a lady belonging to the pastor’s congregation (‘love marriage’). 
After two years he had come to Zion prayer House a few times to see 
what was happening and had become fascinated. Three months later 
he had bought a bible in which he could read the different passages 
as they were expounded by the pastor during the service. one sunday 
he witnessed a woman – who had paid a lot of money to doctors in 
failed attempts to be cured – being healed by the pastor. later he 
asked the pastor to pray over and bless his own son who had nausea 
and was running a temperature, and after fifteen minutes of prayer 
the boy felt better and recovered. in 2004, after six years, the gentle-
man was baptized by the pastor. now he had lost all contact with his 
original family who could not accept his conversion and new life, but 
he was very happy with his new family and in-laws.

Although, as mentioned, most of the members of the congre-
gation were converted Hindus, we also saw a number of Muslim 
women coming for the pastor’s blessings and prayers. After sunday 
service people would ask him to bless the water in the bottles they 
had brought. in fact, after sunday service people would stand in line 
waiting patiently for his personal prayers and blessings.

The impressive popularity of the pastor among Hindus especially 
was probably the reason for the alleged threats against his life issued 
by local members of the Rss. This, however, had not stopped him. 
indeed, according to the pastor the locality itself where Zion prayer 
House was located used to be haunted by demons, before god told 
him to move there from the house he had originally rented in porayar. 
people had become possessed in the area, but the demons had been 
exorcised and the people had been released. Clearly, the pastor was a 
man who surrendered neither to human nor spiritual adversaries!

st. theresa’s dispensary (roMan CathoLiC)

in addition to the schools and the hostels for girls studying in the 
schools, st. Theresa’s Convent also ran a medical clinic in Tranquebar, 
the only local alternative to the small government clinic located on 
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the outskirts of the town, which however did not have a very good 
reputation.7 located close to king street, st. Theresa’s dispensary 
had just been through comprehensive renovation at the time of our 
visit, and everything appeared immaculate. According to the nurse 
in charge, a sister of the convent, the dispensary had about 20 beds 
available, but the majority of the 15–25 patients who would daily 
contact the dispensary were so-called opds, i.e. belonging to the 
out-patients department, and thus not requiring hospitalization. The 
official opening hours of the dispensary were 8–13.30 and 16–18.30, 
but in reality patients could and did come round the clock. The staff 
consisted of one fully trained nurse assisted by three not fully trained 
nurses (also from the convent). in addition to this, a doctor would 
come from Chidambaram, some 50 km north of Tranquebar, twice a 
week from 4–6 p.m. (an arrangement similar to the one at the local 
government clinic). Consultation with the nurse and treatment was 
free of charge, but patients would have to pay for consultation with 
the doctor (Rs. 20) and for their medicine.

The most common complaints of the fishermen patients were 
diarrhoea, cough, typhoid, infections, scabies, and wounds from 
fighting or from cutting themselves on fishing equipment, or from 
being stung by fish or bitten by scorpions. According to the nurse, 
fights among the fishermen due to drunkenness and jealousy were 
an almost daily occurrence. snake-bites were referred to the govern-
ment hospital in porayar. births were also handled at the dispensary 
and would generally involve five days of hospitalization. natural 
abortions were also not uncommon, nor were problems related to 
post-natal care and provoked abortions. indeed, the nurse was rather 
pessimistic regarding the general health of the fishermen population. 
The overall problem she identified as lack of hygiene. either people 
did not have proper toilet facilities or they did not use them properly. 
even at the dispensary it could be a problem to get patients to use 
the toilets, since many preferred to use the garden or the street. one 
consequence of this, according to the nurse, would be diarrhoea and 
chickenpox. Although most vaccines were provided free of charge by 

7. The nearest government hospital proper was located in porayar, but those who 
could afford it would generally go to karaikal, where much better facilities for 
consultation were available. 
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the central or local government, the fishermen were generally very 
reluctant to spend money on vaccination and health care. While 
the fishermen spent a lot of money on ‘functions’ (i.e. celebrations) 
in connection with puberty, engagement, marriage, and imminent 
births, little time was given to teaching children about sexuality, even 
in the schools. ‘seventy-five percent don’t know about sex,’ the nurse 
observed, and added that among the fishermen, cleaners, and lorry 
drivers there was ‘plenty of HiV’. A milieu she characterized as one of 
‘drinking, gambling and low morality’. 

As far as nutrition was concerned the situation had improved after 
the tsunami. earlier, the staple fare of the fishermen had simply been 
fish, but now various kinds of fruit and vegetables were also available 
at the local market.

The nurse’s description of the general health situation in Tranquebar 
tallied well with the evaluation given by the staff of the local government 
clinic (Hastrup 2011: 113), which however had no beds (pRAXis: 34). 
According to the doctor who visited this clinic in the mornings, the 
major causes of health problems were lack of a clean, non-saline water 
supply and general ignorance of the importance of hygiene (pRAXis: 
34) – two things, one might surmise, that were interrelated. indeed, in-
sufficient access to clean water was probably the most pressing problem 
faced by the people of Tranquebar (pRAXis: 36).

hindu teMpLes and shrines of tranquebar

in addition to the Christian churches, Tranquebar also had a number 
of Hindu temples (kovils in Tamil) as well as a mosque and a dargah 
of two Muslim saints. 

The oldest of the temples was the Masillamani nathar temple, a 
shiva temple built in 1305 according to an inscription and located 
on what was now, due to centuries of erosion, the very beach itself 
(Figure 3.6). While there was not much left of the temple, its grand 
design and beautiful carvings showed that this must once have been a 
very impressive institution. There were rumours that steps were to be 
taken to save and rebuild the temple, but while we visited Tranquebar 
there were no indications of such activities. There were no personnel 
attached to the temple and no institutionalized worship was taking 
place. in 2011, however, steps were taken by the Tamil nadu govern-
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Figure 3.6: The remains of the Masillamani nathar temple (1305). over the cen-
turies the sea has gradually swallowed much of the original complex. (photo: Frida 
Hastrup)

Figure 3.7: building activities in the grounds of the Masillamani nathar temple, 
with the remains of the original temple in the background. (photo: Frida Hastrup)
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ment to turn the shrine of the Masillamani nathar temple once more 
into a popular site of devotion (Figure 3.7).8

Further north along the coastline was found the Angalamman 
temple, dedicated to the goddess Angalamman, who was thought to 
strike down people and especially children with cholera if not prop-
erly propitiated. A local and very traditional (i.e. non-brahman) cer-
emony involving the possession of the officiating specialist (samiyadi) 
took place once a year during full-moon in the month of February. 
participants and spectators generally consisted of members of the 
fishermen caste.

Turning inland one found the largest and most impressive Hindu 
temple in Tranquebar, the Renugadevi Amman temple, which was 
the main temple of the fishermen (Figure 3.8). Financed primarily by 
the fishermen panchayat this was also the place where the panchayat 
members would conduct their weekly meetings.9 located right in 
the centre of the fishermen part of the town, the square in front of the 
temple was the natural place for the fishermen families to take part 
in all public celebrations, e.g. Deepavali/Diwali (Hastrup 2011: 104), 
as well as for meeting and chatting with people. newly redecorated 
in the traditional south indian style when we visited it, its colourful 
illustrations of the goddess, Renugadevi, and her activities fittingly 
indicated the important role she played in the lives of the fishermen 
on a symbolic as well as material level. Renugadevi allegedly ensured 
health as well as wealth, and the activities which took place in and 
around the temple were intimately tied up with the functions of the 
fishermen panchayat.

8. Aditya Raj, personal communication.
9. during our stay in Tranquebar we were shown a new building on the outskirts 

of the fishermen’s part of the town, which – so we were told – was to be the 
future domicile of the fishermen panchayat. in fact, the house in question func-
tioned as a model for the new houses being built for the fishermen households 
moving further inland and away from the beach. After the new ‘tsunami village’ 
had been completed and people had moved in, the house was offered to the 
fishermen panchayat, but when its members learned that they would have to 
pay the full price for the building, the offer was declined and the panchayat 
has continued to have their meetings in the Renugadevi Amman temple (Frida 
Hastrup, personal communication).
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in the month of August, Renugadevi was commemorated during a 
highly elaborate, week-long festival (cf. Andersen 2009). during this 
week the fishermen’s part of town was ornamented with lights and 
images, and a number of popular and famous entertainers, predomi-
nantly singers and musicians, were invited to perform in the evenings 
on the stage raised on the square in front of the temple, where also 
a fun fair for children was established. on the final evening of the 
festival, dancing girls performed some rather wild and highly sexually 
suggestive dances, witnessed only by men and older boys, after which 
the images of Renugadevi and Vinayaka (i.e. Ganesha) were placed on 
chariots and transported around the fishermen’s part of the town in a 
fashion similar to traditional Hindu chariot festivals.

Figure 3.8: The Renugadevi Amman temple, the main temple of the fishermen. 
(photo: Frida Hastrup)
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Another major recurring festival, the Kanniyannal festival, which 
followed Pongal (harvesting festival) in January, also partly took place 
in front of the temple. Here women possessed by Kanni (Kanni, 
whose name means maiden or virgin, is an incarnation of Renugadevi) 
would be dancing every Friday evening since the end of Pongal some 
six weeks before, and the festival would end when boiled rice (pongal) 
was taken out to sea and given to Kanni.

Among Hindu temples or shrines in Tranquebar should be men-
tioned the stunning and newly constructed Aiyanar shrine built on 
wasteland just north of the town (Figure 3.9). Aiyanar is a traditional 
Tamil, tutelary or guardian deity whose shrine is usually found on the 
outskirts of villages.10 Aiyanar being a non-Vedic deity, his worship 
would not be led by brahmans, but usually by potters as members 
of the Velar caste. Aiyanar festivals usually take place in spring when 
offerings in the form of terracotta figures (horses, babies, elephants, 
etc.) are placed in the shrine. Aiyanar is believed to protect the village 

10. The construction of the Aiyanar shrine was financed by money collected pri-
marily among the fishermen families by the fishermen panchayat (Aditya Raj, 
personal communication).

Figure 3.9: The Aiyanar shrine funded by money collected by the fishermen pan-
chayat. (photo: peter b. Andersen)
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against flood and evil spirits (kjærholm: n.d.), but it is not known 
whether this new – and almost lavish – construction in Tranquebar 
after the tsunami of 2004 was a reaction to the many casualties of the 
tsunami or simply a reconstruction of the former and much smaller 
shrine ruined by the tsunami.

There were other Hindu temples and shrines in Tranquebar, e.g. 
the perumal temple dedicated to lord Vishnu and the Twin Vinayaka 
temple (also known as poiyatha pillayar) close to the parade ground 
of Fort dansborg, but these fairly small places of worship were mostly 
visited by devotees living in the immediate neighbourhood.

the Mosque and dargah of tranquebar

The mosque, located in the central part of Tranquebar on Mosque 
street with the dargah on one side and the Muslim elementary school 
on the other, was the centre of Muslim worship in Tranquebar (Figure 
3.10).11 besides the regular devotional activities, the most important 
event was the yearly Santhanakoodu festival celebrated in remem-
brance of the two saints buried in the dargah, which included a chariot 
procession through the town (cf. Andersen 2009). Apart from the fact 
that no images depicting living beings were being taken around on 
the cart, this part of the festival was very similar to a Hindu chariot 
festival. prior to the round of the town when the cart was pulled by 
boys and young men, the older men helping out with other practical 
matters, there was a street fair and later on music and songs from 
a stage raised in the middle of Mosque street. While genders, age 
groups, and members of the various religious denominations blended 
during the street fair part of the evening, the participants of the two 
last elements of the festival, i.e. the concert and the procession of the 
cart through the streets, consisted almost exclusively of Muslim boys 
and men. The event ended with the return of the cart and the crowd 
to the mosque and a visit to the dargah, where a substance from the 
tomb (judging from the taste and quality of the substance it consisted 
of mortar or cement dissolved in water) was distributed among and 

11. This mosque, often referred to as the new Mosque, was opened in 1992 (sultan 
2006: 51). The old mosque located behind it was no longer in use. in the dargah 
are found the tombs of the saints sheik ismail sadat Valiyullah and seiyadina 
seiyad shaib sadar Valiyullah (sultan 2006: 52).
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ingested by the believers almost as a parallel to the prasad distributed 
in Hindu temples or the Holy Communion in Christian churches.

other pLaCes of worship  
in the viCinity of tranquebar

in addition to Holy Rosary Church (RC), Zion prayer House and some 
small independent churches, there were a number of other places of 
worship located outside Tranquebar proper, which were also frequented 
by people from Tranquebar. Among these were a mosque and a number 
of Hindu temples as well as the bethlehem Church (TelC) in porayar 
and a number of small lutheran and Roman Catholic churches or 
chapels in the hamlets surrounding porayar. Furthermore, two rather 
‘alternative’ centres of worship should also be mentioned here.

The first was located west of porayar in what appeared to us as a rather 
large farmhouse or barn, and the cult was centred around a gentleman 
generally referred respectfully to as samy (i.e. swami) and described by 
some as a ‘soothsayer’, but by others in less appreciative terms. originally 
a devout Catholic with a limited education, the gentleman had taken up 

Figure 3.10: The new Mosque in the background and signs of building activities 
in the Muslim residential area. (photo: Helle Jørgensen)
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the honourable but less orthodox profession of fortune-teller and healer, 
and was at the time of our visit drawing large crowds, some even arriv-
ing in hired buses. His place of worship, healing and fortune-telling not 
only appeared like a barn from the outside. inside, where several hundred 
people were sitting in small groups on the floor among burning candles 
and Christian images, statues and tableaus, were also goats, a rooster and 
a number of chickens roaming around, and in the air and on the wooden 
beams holding the palm leaf roof were scores of pigeons. The animals 
were allegedly allowed to remain since, according to the samy, ‘the word 
of god should not be restricted to anyone’, we were told. needless to say, 
it took special care to avoid the droppings of these creatures of god, since 
before entering one of course left one’s shoes outside the building.

Figure 3.11: Christian iconography in samy’s sanctuary – the victory over evil. 
The centre of the sanctuary is constructed like the innermost centre (garbhagriha) 
of a Hindu temple. in the picture of Christ, the Madonna is the nursing mother 
who protects the sleeping Christ at her bosom. The other motifs are st. James leading 
the crusaders against the Muslims, st. Thomas who brought Christianity to india 
with the spear he was killed by, and st. george killing the dragon. (photo: peter b. 
Andersen)
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We visited the place twice, and on one occasion watched the long 
line of devotees waiting for their turn to consult the samy and to have 
the water in their bottles blessed by him. no interview was possible, 
however, since neither of our two interpreters, one lutheran and the 
other Catholic, would agree to enter the building, let alone talk to the 
samy, whom they described as a ‘witch’ and a ‘sorcerer’ and appeared 
to fear. They did tell us, however, that originally only Christians had 
come to consult him, but now he had become very famous and was 
sought by both Hindus and Muslims as well. needless to say, he was 
not very popular with the local Catholic priest.

The second of the unorthodox places of worship was a small sa-
madhi mandir located on the eastern outskirts of porayar.12 it was 
centred round a mausoleum which allegedly held the body of the 
guru, papiya siddha, who was said to have been a follower of patanjali 
(alleged second-century compiler of the famous Yoga Sutras) and who 
had supposedly attained mahasamadhi in this location sometime in 
the past. According to some devotees, papiya had also known the 
lutheran missionary, Ziegenbalg.

in the grounds were also found a small number of graves, some 
of them allegedly holding the bodies of Muslim Pirs. in the hall next 
to the mausoleum (and occasionally also outside in the open) regular 
séances took place, which included homam rituals during which offer-
ings were made into a consecrated fire. However, the most important 
events were the occasions on which papiya took over the body of a 
young man, respectfully referred to and addressed as swamiji, and 
through him helped the devotees with advice, predictions and healing. 
sometimes, swamiji would also serve as a medium for other saints, 
including one of papiya’s fellow-gurus, who would temporarily leave 
his own samadhi mandir located somewhere in the mountains, and 
a female Muslim saint. in other words, basically the same services as 
those rendered by samy mentioned above were available here, though 
the following of papiya/swamiji was more limited than that of samy. 
12. in the Hindu tradition, mahasamadhi is the great (maha) and final samadhi 

during which the guru achieves enlightenment and exits the body for good. A 
samadhi mandir is a mausoleum or temple holding the tomb of such a guru, 
who is still considered alive and thus approachable. in many respects, the activi-
ties taking place on the premises of dargahs and samadhi mandirs respectively 
appear similar. 
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When we were present the devotees never exceeded thirty people, 
females as well as men. papiya’s followers were mainly Hindus, but 
included also some Muslims. on school days, school children from 
poor families in the neighbourhood were served free lunch in the hall. 

l

The religious landscape of Tranquebar is highly composite. but while 
signs of tension between Hindus and Muslims appeared to be few and 
sporadic in nature, friction between Christians and non-Christians 
(generally Hindus) were not uncommon. partly, this could no doubt 
be explained by the concentration of an unusually large number of 
Christian institutions in a relatively small area, for which there of 
course were historical reasons. during our fieldwork we collected a 
number of stray statements presented by Christians who were un-
happy about what they perceived as encroachment on their consti-
tutional right to freedom of religion. The following statements all 
concern members of the fishermen caste as well as the fishermen pan-
chayat, something which raised the question whether they indicated a 
religious conflict or rather a caste conflict.

The Hindus think the Church is for the downtrodden [literal 
translation of ‘dalits’, i.e. sC]. The majority of the Hindus 
have their [i.e. that] kind of idea.

The fishermen caste is one of the many castes that officially belong 
to the category of backward Classes, which is ranked higher in the 
caste hierarchy than the scheduled Castes (sC, dalits). Converting 
to Christianity might thus, for those holding the misconception men-
tioned in the above quote, indicate a break of caste rules, something 
which may provoke severe repercussions.

Fishermen who convert to Christianity do not get the privi-
leges that are due to other fishermen. They are ostracised and 
excommunicated from the society. They are not allowed to 
take water from common pumps.

one reason why the fishermen have remained with their faith 
and not turned towards Christianity is because the fishermen 
panchayat is very strict about religion. Fishermen are severely 
punished with a heavy fine of Rs. 10,000 if anyone is found 
to attend the churches or to be involved in any activities of 
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the Church. Also the Rashtriya swayam sevak sangh [Rss] 
is penetrating deep into the town and are preaching to the 
people about their own religion [i.e. Hindu supremacy]. 

no fishermen belong to the Church. Though some fishermen 
are willing to come for the Church, they have a strong pan-
chayat. if anybody comes for the Church, they are severely 
fined, sometimes Rs. 50,000.

locally the fishermen panchayat has deemed high fines for 
conversion, but now some few days ago they announced that 
those who went to service were fined Rs. 50,000. one old lady 
came crying to me, and asked what to do.

it has not been possible to verify these statements involving differ-
ent fines, so they must be taken at the level of rumours, even though 
they appear quite consistent. in spite of the alleged financial sanc-
tions, some of fishermen apparently still attempted in various ways to 
circumvent the regulations of the fishermen panchayat:

in spite of 300 years mission work, only very few fishermen in 
Tranquebar have converted [to Christianity]. The fishermen keep 
to themselves and the fishermen panchayat impose sanctions on 
fishermen frequenting the churches. some fishermen approach 
the independent churches since here they will be less exposed 
[i.e. than in the churches on the centrally located king street]. 
There are ca. ten independent churches in Tranquebar/porayar 
area. some secretly go to the churches, or go to churches far 
away.

interpreting these statements as indications of either caste or reli-
gious conflict would obviously be a mistake, since religion is always 
tied up with a number of other social or cultural factors, something 
which is perhaps nowhere more obvious than in the still caste-based 
indian society. Thus a characterization of a combined caste and reli-
gious conflict might be more to the point.
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Chapter 4

Non-Religious Institutions 
 Active in Tranquebar 1

S
o far glimpses have been presented of the most important re-
ligious institutions in and around Tranquebar. but of course, 
religious institutions were not the only corporate players on 

the playing field. Although their contributions to religious, educa-
tional and economic aspects of life in Tranquebar could hardly be 
overestimated, other institutions were at least as important if not 
more in the lives of many of the locals. some of them have already 
been mentioned, e.g. relief ngos (referring here to foreign as well 
as national relief organizations active in the area after the tsunami), 
siFFs and the fishermen panchayat, and they will be the focus of the 
following section.

the fisherMen panChayat

The fishermen panchayat can loosely be described as the ‘caste coun-
cil’ of the pattinavar fishermen of Tranquebar (Figure 4.1). As an 
unofficial body it should not be confused with the official panchayati 
raj system implemented and regulated by the national government 
since 1992 and found in all states. Thus while the official town (gram) 
panchayat, the local office of which was located in porayar, was part of 
the official administration under which Tranquebar functioned, the 
fishermen panchayat was a local, independent and extra-judicial body 
that answered only to its members and the caste group it represented. 

1. Although the fishermen panchayat and the Muslim jamaat are closely affiliated 
with functions in the Renugadevi temple and the mosque respectively, in the 
following section they are primarily dealt with in their non-religious capacities.
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in other words, the fishermen panchayat had no official sanctions at 
its disposal. This, however, did not mean that the role it played in the 
lives of the local population should be overlooked. indeed, during 
our visit it came across as more powerful and influential than the 
official town (gram) panchayat in many areas of life, and for several 
reasons. Firstly, the Tranquebar fishermen panchayat represented the 
pattinavar fisher families, who made up 64 percent of the households 
of Tranquebar. secondly, it functioned as the head panchayat for no 
less than 24 local fishermen panchayats along the coast (pRAXis: 16; 
18 local panchayats according to other sources). Thirdly, after the tsu-
nami of 2004 the Tranquebar fishermen panchayat and not the town 
(gram) panchayat was chosen by the Tamil nadu government to be its 
local partner, with the dual function on the one hand of channelling 
demographic information in relation to the disaster on to the local 
as well as national authorities and on the other of distributing vari-
ous kinds of publicly funded relief to those afflicted locally (Hastrup, 

Figure 4.1: A meeting of the fishermen panchayat taking place inside the Renugadevi 
Amman Temple. Members of the panchayat are seated on the floor with their backs to 
the sanctuary, facing the attending crowd. (photo: Frida Hastrup)
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2011: 82–97). A consequence of this was that the fishermen panchay-
at became also the natural choice of the many ngos in search of a 
local partner through which to function locally, something which ‘for 
a while transformed the village temple into storage for relief materi-
als’ (Hastrup, 2011: 85). While it was difficult to get a clear picture 
of the total amount of money paid to the victims – in cash and kind 
(food, building materials, boats, fishing equipment etc.) – the sum 
must have been very large. in fact, the many ngos that after the 
disaster flooded the area with their presence and materials were some-
times referred to as ‘the second tsunami’.2 one might safely conclude 

2. According to Snapshot II published by ngo Coordination and Resource Centre, 
nagapattinam, Tamil nadu (an initiative by siFFs, sneHA and undp sup-
ported by the district Administration; no year), more than 130 ngos were 
active in nagapattinam district (http://www.ncrc.in/publications/nCRC/
ngosnapshot.pdf). included in the list, however, are also local players as e.g. 
The Tamil evangelical lutheran Church (TelC) and the Church of south india 
(Csi).

Figure 4.2: After the 2004 tsunami the development towards modern fibre-glass 
boats has increased and at the present most fishermen go to sea in such boats. 
(photo: The Tranquebar Association)
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that all activities of this kind in one way or another were mediated 
through the fishermen panchayat, something which of course further 
augmented its influence.

There was conflicting information concerning the actual number 
of members constituting the fishermen panchayat, but apparently ad-
ditional members were added to cope with the growing number of 
tasks in the wake of the tsunami, bringing the total number of the 
post-tsunami panchayat to 30–35 members elected for a period of 
two years from men of mature age and of good standing among the 
fishermen (pRAXis: 47; Hastrup, 2011: 91). Contrary to the official 
panchayati raj system, where provisions exist to ensure the representa-
tion also of women, the thought of women becoming members of 
the fishermen panchayat evoked first laughter and then utter dismissal 
from a former member interviewed during our fieldwork (cf. also 
Hastrup, 2011: 93). 

As for the activities of the fishermen panchayat, which under nor-
mal circumstances met on a weekly basis in the Renugadevi Amman 
temple but much more frequently in the wake of the tsunami, they 
touched on practically all aspects of life among the fisher families: 
all fishing activities (including sales which was to a large degree the 
domain of the women), social conflicts, marriages, marital problems, 
crimes, burials, accidents, temple festivals. When a marriage had been 
decided upon, something which would also involve the panchayat, 
the officiating brahman and the drummer were hired and paid for by 
the family involved but through the panchayat. if a crime appeared to 
have taken place, the police station in porayar was contacted by the 
panchayat, but only if the panchayat itself could not handle the situa-
tion, something which apparently was rarely the case: 

Actually we are never going to the police for solving any prob-
lem. We will solve everything in the panchayat when ever a 
problem would occur between any one person [sic]. And if a 
person voluntarily goes to the police station, the police also 
call the panchayat. They will call the people and ask them to 
go and solve the problem within the panchayat itself, because 
it is a typical form of fishermen community. This is a very big 
village and we are having other surrounding 18 villages for the 
head village, Tranquebar. That means the 18 villages they are 
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having as a fishermen village in that sense that for the fisher-
men people we are the head one. in that sense the police are 
treating our village people with more respect, the panchayat 
person with more respect. (interview with former member of 
the panchayat)3

The funds financing the many activities of the fishermen panchay-
at, which included also financial support for families hit by accidents, 
e.g. a fire, came from taxes paid by the fisher households, from fines 
collected from fisher families or individuals transgressing the rules 
imposed by the panchayat, from tolls paid by outsiders doing business 
locally and from rentals of local shops including the local liquor store 
(i.e. before the tsunami) (pRAXis: 47; Hastrup, 2011: 99).4

While the power of the fishermen panchayat, on a local level, 
appeared almost to exceed that of the local official authorities and 
seemed practically unchallengeable, it was nevertheless often ques-
tioned, albeit usually in an indirect or hushed way. in her book, Frida 
Hastrup has presented a number of instances of locals complaining 
about the corruption of the panchayat in general as well as specifi-
cally in connection with its handling of the post-tsunami relief. The 
allegations included the keeping among the panchayat members of a 
certain percentage of the aid to be distributed, exaggerating the costs 
of replacing destroyed fishing boats and equipment, giving incorrect 
information about missing persons and thereby unrightfully collect-
ing public compensation from the government. As Hastrup observes, 
in the present context what was important was not so much the actual 
veracity of these allegations, but rather the fact of them being voiced 
at all (Hastrup, 2011: 104). indeed, so ambiguous was the status of 
the fishermen panchayat that sometimes men would be unwilling to 
stand for election in order to avoid becoming targets of accusations of 
corruption and bribery (Hastrup, 2011: 92).

As far as the allegations against the fishermen panchayat of punish-
ing members of their caste for converting to Christianity were con-

3. in fact, the role of the fishermen panchayat reflected the pervasive influence of 
local caste panchayats all over rural india.

4. ‘liquor shop required to pay Rs. 40,000 per month before the tsunami. in 
addition the panchayat members or those who are sent by them get free alcohol’ 
(pRAXis: 42).
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cerned, they were confirmed by several informants including a family 
who consequently had been forced to leave the part of Tranquebar 
dominated by the fishermen and move to a desolate place on the 
southern outskirts of the town. on top of that, other fishermen fami-
lies were forbidden any contact with the family and the man of the 
family was allowed neither to work on any of the fishing boats nor to 
hire men to work on his own boat. Fortunately for the family, as it 
turned out, the influence of the fishermen panchayat was not as far-
reaching as might be expected, or – as Hastrup acutely observes – the 
panchayat to some extent tacitly accepted its rulings being somewhat 
subverted. in any case, the new neighbours of the family did not to-
tally refrain from contact with the family just as the breadwinner of 
the family eventually succeeded in hiring a crew for his own boat 
(Hastrup, 2011: 95). 

but there were also well-educated non-Christian informants who 
criticized the influence of the fishermen panchayat. one young man, 
of fishermen background but not working as a fisherman, with a col-
lege degree but unable to find a job fitting his level of education lo-
cally, observed:

The way the panchayat controls us is not good. if you do any 
wrong here, you’re controlled by panchayat. Panchayat rules in 
this village. All people are controlled by them. The educated 
are also controlled by panchayat. so the educated people move 
away. i’m educated, and i’m also controlled by the panchayat. i 
go to advise the people about their children: ‘please send your 
child to school, get a high education, get a good job, and don’t 
send them fishing!’ They are not listening. They will do it their 
way. Then what can you do? (bønnelycke, 2009: 21)

south indian federation  
of fisherMen soCieties (siffs)

The presence of siFFs in Tranquebar was a relatively recent phenom-
enon. it was created in kerala in the 1970s as a network of fishermen 
who with the help of diocesan social workers and ngos attempted to 
circumvent a marketing system controlled by merchants and middle-
men and perceived as exploitative by the fishermen. over time, siFFs 
had grown into an organization providing a variety of services for the 
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more than 9,000 fishermen who were members of one of the 153 local 
societies (2009): marketing of fish and fish products, boat building and 
repair services, credit programmes, support for fisherwomen, advocacy 
and lobbying. in 2001 the organization decided to build its first boat 
yard on the east coast with the hope of capturing the local market and 
this had been operating by the uppanar River just south of Tranquebar 
since.5 According to one informant (a Christian), the local fishermen 
panchayat initially was not very keen on cooperating with an organiza-
tion of Christian origins and wanted ‘to expel it from the town’. siFFs’s 
decision to focus on the production of a special fibreglass-decked boat 
preferred by the local fishermen may have helped to soften them up 
(siFFs Annual Report 2001–2002) (Figure 4.2). The big change how-
ever came, according to the informant, when siFFs was chosen by the 
government of Tamil nadu to be in charge of building more than 1,000 
new houses for the tsunami victims of Thagangambadi and the nearby 
village of Chinnankudi.6 since then the two organizations (siFFs and 
the panchayat) had been cooperating, ‘just not for the betterment of the 
people’, our informant ironically concluded.7 

in June 2007 the first 450 new houses built on waste land west 
of the fishermen’s part of the town and gradually to become known 
as the ‘tsunami village’ were handed over to the beneficiaries, much 
later than originally planned. but as described in the siFFs report 
(cf. n.5), there were many problems encountered and solved along 
the way. What is also described is the involvement of the local fish-
ermen panchayats of Chinnankudi and Tranquebar all along and in 
all aspects of the process, not least those concerned with deciding 
which family was to receive which house and when: ‘Finalising the 

5. siFFs Annual Report 2001–2002 (http://www.siffs.org/books/annualreport2001 
-02.pdf )

6. Cf. Rebuilding Habitats: process document siFFs’ Tsunami Habitat Recon-
struction project nagapattinam, Tamil nadu, 2009, p. 8 (http://www.siffs.org/
siffsarchives.html).

7. According to Hastrup, however: ‘At the time of the tsunami, siFFs already had a 
strong footing in Tharangambadi and was generally seen by the fishing commu-
nity as a trustworthy organisation, even if it had never been engaged in housing 
projects before’ (Hastrup, 2011: 46). According to siFFs’s ‘Rebuilding Habitats’ 
p. 8, the fishermen of Tranquebar had formed a local siFFs society prior to the 
tsunami.
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list of beneficiaries of the habitat reconstruction project turned out to 
be a long drawn process in which traditional panchayats, the critical 
decision making forum for the fishing villages, played a major role.’ 
(Rebuilding Habitats, p. 19); 

the MusLiM JaMaat (CounCiL)

The Muslim jamaat played much the same kind of role in the lives of 
the ca. 116 Muslim households of Tranquebar (7 percent) as that of 
the fishermen panchayat in the lives of the fishermen households. The 
jamaat consisted of five (male) members, elected for a period of five 
years from and by the adult (male) members of the Muslim commu-
nity of Tranquebar, and met in the mosque to discuss current affairs. 
its activities were financed by taxes collected from adult members of 
the community, by contributions from immigrant workers and by 
fees for conducting circumcision.

According to the president of the jamaat there had been no prob-
lems concerning religion in the area: ‘everybody takes part in the 
festivals of each other.’ Furthermore, 

The Hindu fishermen are always helpful to the Muslims. 
similarly, immediately after the tsunami a number of people, 
including the fishermen whose homes had been destroyed, 
were allowed to take shelter in the dargah next to the mosque. 
The Muslims, living further inland, suffered less than the 
fishermen, but those who were hit subsequently received a lot 
of help from the Mother superior of st. Theresa’s Convent, 
something for which the whole Muslim community is grateful. 

the tsunaMi ngos

More than 130 ngos – national as well as international, local as well 
as non-local – were active in nagapattinam district and Tranquebar 
for longer or shorter periods after the tsunami struck on 26 december 
2004. While much could be said – and much has been said – about 
relief work and its organization and effects on the local community, 
the case of Tranquebar in many respects lived up to present ideals at 
least as far as involving and empowering the local community were 
concerned (cf. Hastrup, 2009: 131–159). The explanation of course 
was the presence and availability of the fishermen panchayat and its 
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strong influence on and authority over the part of the population 
most badly hit: the fishermen community. The fact that almost all aid 
was channelled through the panchayat meant that the actual receivers, 
individuals or families, had little factual knowledge (or interest) as to 
the identity of the actual donors. Although names and logos of the 
ngos where everywhere, e.g. on the fishing boats or street signs and 
posters, when asked about the provenance of the aid, the beneficiaries 
would ‘… simply remark that the item had been donated to them by 
the fisherman panchayat’ (Hastrup, 2011: 85). Hence arose the inter-
esting paradox, observed by Hastrup, that while the relief work of the 
tsunami ngos in Tranquebar scored high on the involvement and 
empowerment of the local community, it failed miserably regarding 
transparency and accountability, since the actual empowerment pri-
marily concerned the fishermen panchayat which, as illustrated above, 
was far from transparent and accountable in its activities.

Another unintended consequence of the overwhelming number 
of non-local ngos and the flow of donations was the temporary 
overshadowing of the local ngos, some of which had been active 

Figure 4.3: packing fish on ice. (photo: Frida Hastrup)
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in the area for more than a decade prior to the tsunami. one such 
ngo, Rural organization for social Action (RosA), which worked 
primarily on the empowerment of women, in fact decided to cancel 
its traditional celebrations of international Women’s day in March 
2005, in the wake of the tsunami. its director simply felt that the 
many foreign ngos active in the area ‘left no room for her activities’. 
indeed, in her view, one consequence of the flow of donations had 
been to instil an attitude of passivity in the beneficiaries: ‘Right now 
is not the time to advocate self-reliance. it is not in high demand at 
the moment’ (Hastrup, 2011: 89).

the heritage industry

in addition to the ‘tsunami ngo’s’, a number of other ngos were 
also active in Tranquebar. some of them focused primarily on various 
kinds of heritage activities. The most conspicuous of them were the 
(danish) Tranquebar Association, the bestseller Fund and the indian 
national Trust for Art and Cultural Heritage (inTACH), with all 
three involved in separate as well as joint activities of restoration and 
preservation.8 While it may appear somewhat misleading to refer to 
these ngos as part of the heritage industry since they are all non-
profit organizations, their activities in Tranquebar nevertheless had 
various socio-economic consequences and would eventually, depend-
ing on their success, feed into and form the basis of various commer-
cial endeavours. For example, the stated dual purpose of the bestseller 
Fund, established in 1995 by the danish clothing company bestseller 
(today employing more than 41,000 people worldwide) and by far 
the most economically powerful of the ngos mentioned here, was 
to secure a sustainable and socially equitable economic development 
and to preserve and revive the cultural heritage of developing coun-
tries. nevertheless, the activities of the fund primarily took place in 
‘those parts of the world where bestseller has suppliers producing its 

8. The role of inTACH was basically that of consultant in restoration and archi-
tectural matters. A local office had been established in one of the traditional her-
itage houses along with a Tranquebar Crafts and Resource Centre, all financed 
by the bestseller Fund. Another partner of the bestseller Fund was the south 
indian Christian ngo, st. Joseph’s development Trust.
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clothes and accessories under the various brands’.9 Thus the activities 
of the bestseller Fund could justifiably also be characterized as part of 
the corporate social responsibility (CsR) programme of the bestseller 
company, one function of which was – one would suppose – to secure 
local benevolence and eventually higher profits, i.e. to identify com-
mercial potential (cf. also Jørgensen, 2010: 279, n. 150). 

in addition to various other projects in neighbouring villages, 
e.g. rebuilding and enlarging a village school, the bestseller Fund 
had been working closely together with inTACH as well as with the 
Tranquebar Association. The latter was formed in 2002 (i.e. before 
the tsunami) with the stated purpose to conserve local danish herit-
age from the colonial period and to disseminate information on the 

9. see http:/www.bestseller.com/about/pages/about.aspx and http:/www.bestseller 
fund.com/about/pages/ourhistory.aspx.

Figure 4.4: The danish shop, formerly the danish bakery (in bazaar street, seen 
from the west). its owner, Mr sultan, has worked for the promotion of Tranquebar 
tourism for decades. (photo: Helle Jørgensen)
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Figure 4.5: The upscale heritage hotel, bungalow on the beach, seen from the 
parade ground, i.e. from the south-east. (photo: nils Finn Munch-petersen)

Figure 4.6: The danish governor’s bungalow in 2011 after renovation, seen from 
the south-east. note the difference in colours between the bungalow and the newly 
renovated Twin Vinayaka temple next to it (cf. p. 146). (photo: esther Fihl)
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importance of Tranquebar to denmark and to danish–indian rela-
tions.10 With the Tranquebar Association, bestseller had constructed 
various coastal protection facilities, and together with inTACH 
pondicherry, the bestseller Fund had bought and restored a number 
of traditional south indian houses. some of these were now being 
used by tourists and were administered by the prestigious heritage ho-
tel group, neemrana Hotels, which in addition to these was running 
two other heritage hotels in Tranquebar. in other words, in a broader 
perspective the distinction between commercial and non-commercial 
activities in the so-called ‘heritage industry’ is not always clear.11 The 
danish Tranquebar Association, however, is a straightforward non-
commercial association consisting of private members. The sums ex-
pended in Tranquebar by the association stemmed from members as 
well as from various donors, including the danish Royal House (and 
the bestseller Fund).

There was little doubt that the overall effects of the activities of 
these ngos, which involved training and hiring local manpower 
(male as well as female) as well as micro-credit initiatives, would 

10. see http://www.foreningen-trankebar.dk/45933991.
11. on 12 november 2011 the concluded restoration of the dilapidated governor’s 

bungalow as a joint project of inTACH Chennai, inTACH pondicherry and 
the danish national Museum (funding provided by an anonymous danish 
fund) was celebrated by the people of Tranquebar and invited dignitaries in-
cluding the danish Ambassador to india. in future the building will function as 
a cultural centre of Tranquebar, the expenses of the first five years to be covered 
by the bestseller Fund. plans are to move the local public library, functioning 
mainly as a modest reading room, to these new premises, although the local 
librarian has certain doubts as to who will be allowed to use the new facilities 
(http://www.foreningen-trankebar.dk/45933981, accessed 4 december 2011). 
Further activities of the bestseller Fund include the restoration of a heritage 
house on king street to be used as a micro credit bank (http://www.foreningen-
trankebar.dk/45933981). For a short period this building has been used as 
the premises for the Tranquebar Maritime Museum (recently founded by the 
Tranquebar Association), which however has since moved to a temporary shed. 
one of the earliest activities of the Tranquebar Association in Tranquebar was 
the restoration of Fort dansborg and various projects of solid waste manage-
ment, an activity now continued by the bestseller Fund in cooperation with 
the gram panchayat and inTACH. As of december 2009, the bestseller Fund 
started publishing the ‘Tranquebar post’, a newsletter in Tamil and english in-
forming on the various activities of the fund. Two issues have appeared so far.
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benefit the local population. no doubt, the upgrading of Tranquebar 
to a heritage tourism resort would eventually bring about a locally 
increased cash flow and a potentially higher standard of living for 
some at least. However, as demonstrated by Helle Jørgensen, some of 
these initiatives created certain tensions in the town. For one thing, 
the views of the locals and the heritage agents did not always coin-
cide with regard to how buildings should be restored or maintained. 
one example was the Twin Vinayaka Temple (also known as Poiyatha 
Pillayar), a small place of worship located directly across the street 
from the magnificently restored colonial style ‘bungalow on the 
beach’, originally said to be the residence of the british Collector 
and now an upscale hotel of neemrana Hotels. in connection with 
the Vinayaka Chaturthi festival (the celebration of the birthday of 
the elephant-headed god, Vinayaka or Ganesha), the temple’s trustees 
had the temple repainted, with money provided by local devotees and 
a non-resident indian (nRi), in the bright multi-coloured way so 
characteristic of south indian temples. The restoration also included 
the compound wall which ‘now sported bright yellow and neon green 
coats of paint with quotations from the Hindu classic the Bhagavad 
Gita’ (Jørgensen, 2010: 179, n. 96). This far from pleased the owners 
of the bungalow on the beach, which was painted in white or ivory in 
the colonial tradition. The offer of inTACH to provide white paint 
for free had been turned down by the temple trustees: ‘our village 
people did not accept this matter. every temple in Tamil nadu or 
india has all colours put up. This is the matter. (…) The village peo-
ple wanted multicolour!’ (ibid.) A similar case had arisen concern-
ing the Masilamani Nathar temple during the field studies of Helle 
Jørgensen, when local craftsmen for local money had repaired the 
dilapidated entrance wall by putting up porcelain tiles in white and 
blue, much to the dismay of the representatives of inTACH and the 
neemrana Hotels (Jørgensen, 2010: 187).12 

12. inTACH would certainly prefer to take charge of a full – and very much 
needed – restoration of the original temple, something which, however, at the 
time of our visits awaited the involvement of the Tamil nadu government rep-
resented by the Hindu Religious and Charitable endowments Administration 
department overseeing more than 38,000 temples and institutions including 
the Masilamani nathar Temple. (Jørgensen, 2010: 189, n. 102 and http://www.
hrce.tn.nic.in/). see however Figure 3.7.
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Another situation of ‘negotiations or clashes between aesthetic re-
gimes’ (Jørgensen, 2010: 177) existed between the ‘heritage ngos’ 
and the Tamil evangelical lutheran Church (TelC), which was the 
proprietor of a number of significant and very conspicuous build-
ings, all dating from the danish colonial period: the new Jerusalem 
Church, the Ziegenbalg spiritual Centre, and the dilapidated danish 
Commander’s residence. All of them were located on king street in 
the very heart of the heritage precinct, the first two fulfilling central 
functions in the activities of the TelC. Recently the TelC as part 
of maintenance had the buildings of the Ziegenbalg Centre painted a 
bright apple green to match with the then colour of the new Jerusalem 
Church opposite to it. This was not taken lightly by the Tranquebar 
Association, which considered paying for a repainting in white or ivory 
to match the other heritage buildings. in a restoration plan for king 
street drawn up by inTACH, the centre appears in white and ivory, 
and of the ornamental bible quotations on the walls of the Centre as 
well as on those of the other TelC institutions on king street (cf. the 
Bhagavad Gita quotations of the Vinayaka temple mentioned above), 
there is no trace (Jørgensen, 2010: 178). similarly, plans of the TelC 
to add a concrete (a material abhorred by restoration experts in con-
nection with the restoration of traditional architecture) belfry to the 
new Jerusalem Church were thwarted by the Tranquebar Association 
through vigorous protests to the district Collector and inTACH 
among others (Jørgensen, 2010: 137).13 indeed, both the TelC and 
st. Theresa’s Convent were often criticised by the heritage ngos for 
their insensitive restoration or even the obliteration of colonial style 
buildings on their property. For example, st. Theresa’s Convent had 
13. on an earlier occasion, in connection with building activities and in spite of pro-

tests by the Tran quebar Association, TelC had decided to tear down an old gate 
to the TelC Teacher Training institute next to the parade ground (Jørgensen, 
2010: 182). For quite some time the Tranquebar Association attempted to per-
suade the TelC to sell or lease what remained of the danish Commander’s resi-
dence to the Association, which would then restore the building and use it for 
cultural purposes. However, after lengthy and demanding negotiations, which 
would have involved monetary payments and other forms of ‘compensation’ 
such as the building of a new boarding house for the students of the TelC-
owned Teacher Training institute for men, by the end of 2010 the Association 
appeared to have given up on the project (http://www.foreningen-trankebar.
dk/45933981). 
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recently torn down both a stately colonial mansion and an old church 
to make room for new and modern buildings (in concrete!) needed 
for the Convent’s educational activities. 

A similar conflict between local and non-local views, in this case rep-
resented by the TelC and the department of Archaeology of the Tamil 
nadu government, had recently taken place concerning the use of the 
parade ground in front of Fort dansborg, which was being adminis-
tered by the department of Archaeology in Chennai. Centrally located 
by the beach at the end of king street and in between Fort dansborg 
and the bungalow on the beach heritage hotel, the parade ground for 
decades had served a number of purposes: a cricket or soccer ground 
for the young boys after school or at weekends; a parking space for 
local tourists flocking to Tranquebar in connection with festivals, e.g. 
Pongal or the Vinayaka Chaturthi festival; a location for transportable 
snack and ice-cream stalls on holidays. every year on 9 July the TelC 
congregation would walk in procession to a small monument there in 
commemoration of the landing of the first two lutheran missionar-
ies on that day in 1706 (Figure 4.7). on centenaries these processions 

Figure 4.7: parade ground with Fort dansborg and lutheran Mission Monument 
(left lower corner) during Pongal celebrations. (photo: nils Finn Munch-petersen)
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would number several hundred participants. Thus when a representa-
tive of the department of Archaeology wanted to prevent the tradi-
tional use of the ground as well as to stop the TelC from maintaining 
the cross of the monument, erected in 1906, on the grounds that the 
area was under the jurisdiction of the department, the TelC protested 
vehemently with the result that things were allowed to continue as be-
fore. nevertheless, a replay of this conflict between the department of 
Archaeology and the local population concerning the right to use the 
parade ground for various purposes not sanctioned by the department 
took place a few years later, when without warning initial measures to 
build a fence surrounding the ground were taken. However, once again 
the department was persuaded, this time by inTACH, to postpone 
any such measures until the state government had decided whether 
or not to accept and fund the integrated heritage town development 
scheme drawn up by inTACH (Jørgensen, 2010: 147–151).14

These examples of conflicting views concerning the restoration 
and use of so-called heritage land and buildings illustrated the am-
biguous role which a national ngo like inTACH might play under 
certain circumstances. The case of the heritage houses in goldsmith 
street was another such illustration. Running east–west from the 
beach to the mosque, the end nearest the beach was severely hit by 
the tsunami. While located somewhat to the north of the colonial 
(i.e. european) heritage precinct as such and although no goldsmiths 
had lived in this street since the 1970s, it was nevertheless one of the 
major streets of Tranquebar with several houses built in the tradi-
tional south indian style. Five of these located nearest to the beach 
had been badly damaged by the tsunami and were subsequently 
bought and restored by the bestseller Fund, assisted by inTACH. 

14. As for the residents of the area bordering on Fort dansborg and the parade 
ground, ‘[t]hey now believe that the government’s plans to restore the “parade 
grounds” outside the Fort’s entrance include the destruction of their houses, and 
conversion of the area into gardens and walking paths for tourists. The ostensi-
ble reason for relocation provided by officials is “safety” but residents question 
how the hotel [i.e. bungalow on the beach] and its “rich people” are safe “close 
as they are to the sea” while the government “and its friends” are so concerned 
about them.’ (swamy, 2009: 209) in 2010 measures were taken to transform 
the parade ground into a more ‘civilized’ recreational park-like facility with 
walled-in flower-beds, lamp-posts and trees (see below n. 16). 
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subsequently, they were turned into the abovementioned inTACH 
office and a Tranquebar Crafts and Resource Centre, the remaining 
two functioning as tourist bungalows, administered by the bungalow 
on the beach. no doubt, the original owners of these houses had 
initially considered themselves lucky to be able to sell their more or 
less destroyed houses at all. but seeing their former homes in their 
new restored glory and witnessing the rising prices of similar houses 
further west along the street, which was now protected against future 
tsunamis by the coastal protection measures provided by among oth-
ers the bestseller Fund and the Tranquebar Association, had given rise 
to a certain bitterness. Watching their former neighbours negotiate 
the ever-rising prices with estate agents of potential buyers, foreigners 
as well as non-resident indians, some of them felt cheated, not to 
say exploited (Jørgensen, 2010: 215–222).15 This example illustrates 
how a proper analysis of a case of complex social interaction in addi-
tion to distinguishing between e.g. foreign and national agents, local 

15. goldsmith street, originally a dirt road, was paved in 2011 (http://www.
foreningen-trankebar.dk/45933981).

Figure 4.8: Renovation of goldsmith street with the new Mosque in the background. 
(photo: The Tranquebar Association)
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and non-local agents, commercial and non-commercial interests, will 
have to include also the factor of time, which might eventually chal-
lenge the initial premises of the analysis.

interestingly, while an increased access to funds for the heritage 
organizations would generally result in an increase in restoration and 
conservation activities, the opposite effect would often be the outcome 
of increasing wealth among the local population (see the building ac-
tivities of the TelC and sMMi mentioned above). The same pattern 
was found among the individual households in Tranquebar, most con-
spicuously among the Muslim families, whose male members would 
often go overseas (to the gulf, Malaysia or singapore) as immigrant 
labourers and return home with the means to build new and – in their 
view – better homes for their families. These new houses replacing the 
original ones would invariably be built of concrete. in fact, a concrete 
family house was generally associated with Muslims, modernity and 
wealth (Jørgensen, 2010: 163, 201), an association apparently justified 
by the comparatively many new concrete houses in Mosque street. The 
reasons given for preferring new houses of concrete to the traditional 
houses were that the former were “big and roomy” and less demanding 
in terms of manpower as far as both construction and maintenance 
were concerned (ibid). 

Tranquebar was formally declared a heritage town by the Tamil 
nadu government in 1980, but not until 1999 did the responsible 
government agency, the directorate of Town and Country planning, 
decide to prepare a heritage town development plan for the town 
(Jørgensen, 2010: 82). Although the plan was supported by the local 
town (gram) panchayat, the district Administration and the Tamil 
nadu Tourism department, it took almost another ten years for the 
plans to materialize, first, in the form of getting a substantial sum of 
money for the project, not from the Tamil nadu government but 
from the union Tourism Ministry, and second, in actual physical 
on-the-spot activity.16 still, so far the vast majority of the heritage 
16. of the sum allocated, 80% was to be spent on ‘landscaping, lighting, signage, 

planting of saplings, including ornamental plants, and development of the 
parade ground opposite the governor’s bungalow’ (http://www.thehindu.com/ 
2008/09/26/stories/2008092655480500.htm), and in May 2010 the district 
Collector visited Tranquebar to inspect the work in progress (http://www.the-
hindu.com/2010/05/29/stories/2010052951040600.htm).
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projects had been initiated and financed by the heritage ngos men-
tioned above, the official agencies lagging far behind.

The general economic situation of Tharangamadi appeared to have 
changed dramatically after the tsunami. before the tsunami, one had to 
go to porayar or karaikal to buy even simple and ordinary household 
goods. indeed, the characterization made by the district Collector in 
2008 – ‘This has been a traditionally backward district (…) and there 
has not been much industrial development’ (Jørgensen, 2010: 80) – 
might best be described as something of an understatement. After the 
tsunami, shops multiplied, roads were improved, hotels were opened, 
unskilled labourers were trained, streets were cleared of solid waste and 
rebuilt, various vocational training programmes were conducted, and 
more and more heritage buildings were restored, attracting tourists in 
increasing numbers. but as indicated above, the overall increased ac-
cess to funds might increase tensions and conflicts with respect to the 
future development of Tranquebar. in the words of one of the founding 
members of the Tranquebar Association:

local trade has picked up (…) after the tsunami (…) clearly 
there is more money available amongst people. That has then 
also meant that you should take a lot of care about buildings, 
not just [the] danish but also the indian ones, which are in 
danger of getting pulled down (…) so you risk that you initi-
ate a development which all of a sudden removes some of the 
original stuff that you found exciting. (Jørgensen, 2010: 126)

Furthermore, restoration projects occasionally meant the eviction of 
people who ingeniously had built their shops or homes in or around 
remnants of the colonial buildings, such as the town wall or the Town 
gate. When the Archaeological survey of india (Asi) in 2002 restored 
the Town gate, three families were forced to move elsewhere and a shop 
was relocated (Jørgensen 2010:227).17 likewise, when the neemrana 

17. A similar situation occurred in June 2010 when the decision to tear down two 
houses by the Town gate led to a demonstration with more than 100 participants 
(http://www.foreningen-trankebar.dk/45933981). enforced relocation of squat-
ters or squatter colonies took place on a massive scale in many major cities of 
india as part of so-called ‘beautification’ programmes during the emergency in 
the 1970s and is still a regular occurrence in e.g. Chennai (Jørgensen 2010:233 
n. 215). 
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Hotels started to restore a mansion which was to become their third 
heritage hotel in Tharangamabadi called ‘The gatehouse’, the family 
who had lived on the grounds for fifteen years were relocated, since 
their small house had been built on ‘government land’, presumably 
without permission (Jørgensen, 2010: 232). Furthermore, not every-
one benefited to the same extent from the activities of the ngos and 
the generally improved economic development. said a middle-aged 
Catholic woman inhabiting a modest house in the southern and least 
affected part of Tranquebar: ‘no one took care of this street after the 
tsunami because it is on the edge of Tranquebar. The fishermen got a 
lot of help. We only got a little from some ngos.’ (Jørgensen, 2010: 
228) The same was also true for many of the sC households in general.
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Chapter 5

Other Aspects of Life in 
Tranquebar

the poLitiCaL sCene of tranquebar

U
nfortunately, the time spent in the town did not allow us to 
go into any detail concerning party politics in Tranquebar. 
However, the information we did obtain clearly indicated 

that in elections to the Tamil nadu legislative Assembly in Chennai, 
the vast majority would vote for one of the two large dravidian1 par-
ties which for the last five decades have been taking turns in running 
the state, the dravida Munnetra kazhagam (dMk) and the All-india 
Anna dravida Munnetra kazhagam (AiAdMk).2 both parties go 
back to the anti-brahman Justice party, which was formed in 1917 
in the Madras presidency of british india and the dravida kazhagam 
formed in 1944, and both have taken turns in enlisting the support 
of the national Congress party in a local context. Apparently, the 
fishermen generally voted for the AiAdMk.3

in contrast to many of the other towns of the area such as porayar, 
where we witnessed e.g. the Communist party of india (Marxist) – 
generally referred to as Cpi(M) – conducting mass meetings, this did 
not happen during our stay in Tranquebar, though we did see political 
symbols painted on several walls (e.g. the hammer and sickle of the 
1. The word ‘dravidian’ refers to a family of languages and the people speaking 

them in south india (cf. introduction).
2. see introduction.
3. The fishermen segment traditionally preferred the AiAdMk. When it became 

known that a number of fishermen families had voted for dMk in the Tamil 
nadu legislative Assembly elections in May 2011, members of these families 
were allegedly severely harassed (Frida Hastrup, personal communication).
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Cpi(M), the hand of the national Congress party, the lotus of the 
bharatiya Janata party (bJp), the rising sun of the dMk, and the two 
leaves of the AiAdMk).

According to some informants, the reduced need for agricultural 
labourers (80–90 percent belong to sC) caused by the decrease of water 
from the Cauvery river and the Metthur dam since the mid-nineties, 
on which irrigation and agriculture in porayar and Tranquebar was 
wholly dependent, had temporarily increased local support for the 
communist parties, Cpi and Cpi(M). but over time and as jobs were 
found in other sectors, most of these voters had returned to dMk 
and AiAdMk.

on the average, the local turnout at elections was estimated as high 
as 65–70 percent. As far as caste communalism was concerned, this 
did not – according to our informant – play any significant part in 
party politics, since none of the major political parties were dominated 
by any caste group.4 Thus even the dalit panthers of india (dpi) (or 
Viduthalai Siruthaigal in Tamil) formed in 1972 and appealing mainly 
to sC, had only very sporadic support in Tranquebar, the local sC vo-
ters irrespective of actual caste generally preferring dMk or AiAdMk 
(lillelund 2009a 4).

CoMMunaLisM and Caste 
 disCriMination in tranquebar

The caste system and the countless atrocities committed in the name 
of caste remain one of the darkest chapters in the history of the 
indian subcontinent. still today, reports of crimes committed by caste 
Hindus against sC and sT all over india are regularly recurring news 
items, and the state of Tamil nadu is certainly no exception.5 in spite 
of preventive legislation by the national parliament, various kinds 

4. one exception was the Patali Makkal Katchi (pMk), i.e. Working people’s party, 
which was fully dominated by Vanniyars (see also lillelund, 2009: 38).

5. The term ‘caste Hindu’ is commonly used to describe those not belonging to the 
scheduled Castes (sC) or scheduled Tribes (sT), the latter referring to the many 
tribal peoples of india, none of whom were found in Tranquebar (pRAXis:17). 
The number of sC and sT in india are 16 percent sC and 8 percent sT of 
india’s 1.18 billion people (April 2010 estimate) http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/
demographics_of_india. While generally regarded as one of the more progres-
sive states in various areas, e.g. education, the Tamil nadu state Administration
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of violations ranging from homicide and mutilation to non-violent 
forms of discrimination are a daily occurrence in thousands of villages 
and towns of the subcontinent. Among the latter are the banning of 
sC from temples illegally reserved for caste Hindus, enforced ritual 
activities in connection with deaths, removal and skinning of dead 
cattle, discrimination in health centres, so-called fair price shops, 
schools, sanitary complexes, barber shops and hair dressers cater-
ing only to caste Hindus, and prevented access to neighbourhoods, 
roads and wells illegally reserved for caste Hindus.6 perhaps the most 
common form of discrimination in south india is the so-called 
‘two-tumbler’ system found in countless teashops, where sC and sT 
customers are served in special cups in order to avoid serving caste 
Hindus in cups previously used by the former, which the latter would 
consider contaminating. Attempts to protest against such violations 
of national and state laws, including reports to the local police, often 
result in severe reprisals against those protesting.

during the time we spent in Tamil nadu, a number of such cases 
were reported in the english language dailies published in the state, 
but none of them concerned Tranquebar or its neighbouring towns 
and villages. indeed, we did not come across any cases of blatant dis-

6. 

6. examples and references are legion. A quick search on google under ‘caste dis-
crimination india’ in seconds will result in more than 2 million hits, but see the 
review ‘dalit situation in Tamil nadu’ by professor k. nagaraj, Madras institute 
of development (http://www.countercurrents.org/dalit-nagaraj230805.htm).

  under Chief Minister karunanidhi (dMk) was nevertheless sharply critizised 
in 2010 by the national Commission for scheduled Castes for ‘inadeque-
cies’ in enforcing the scheduled Castes and scheduled Tribes (prevention of ) 
Atrocities Act, 1989, and for ‘not implementing various welfare measures aimed 
at empowering dalits’. Among the points of critique was ‘the lack of political 
will to end manual scavenging [i.e. removal of human excrement] and a very 
low rate of conviction in cases of atrocities against sC/dalits’ (Frontline, 26 
March 2010, ‘Facing flak’ by s. dorairaj, pp. 38–40). indeed, Tamil nadu is 
often mentioned as one of the states in which ‘crimes against Harijans’ occur 
most often: ‘From the mid-1980s to the late 1990s, accounts of such attacks 
remained a prominent feature of home affairs press coverage in many states 
including Tamilnadu, up [uttar pradesh], Maharashtra and gujarat.’ (bayly, 
susan, Caste, Society and Politics in India from the Eighteenth Century to the 
Modern Age, The New Cambridge History of India, iV.3, Cambridge university 
press, Cambridge, 1999: 345).
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crimination against local sC, which however did not mean that more 
subtle forms were not found.7

Today, the paraiyars in Tranquebar are not usually openly dis-
criminated against. The paraiyars drink tea in the same teashops 
and eat in the same eateries as others, and are free to walk in 
whichever street in the town they please and to sit in the buses 
wherever they like. Compared to paraiyar communities living 
further inland, where agriculture is still profitable and they 
mainly work as agricultural labourers, the paraiyars are signifi-
cantly less troubled by prejudice, marginalisation, and discrimi-
nation. However, they are still subject to subtle discrimination, 
particularly from the fishermen community, for whom many of 
them still work [e.g. carrying heavy loads of fish from the beach 
to the bus stop]. (lillelund, 2009b: 255)

besides the strict hierarchy, which is part and parcel of the caste 
system, another characteristic is the traditional occupations associated 
with the various castes, with jobs considered most demeaning del-
egated to the castes lowest in the hierarchy, i.e. the scheduled Castes. 
such work as the announcement of deaths or the clearing of latrines 
is among the traditional duties of the caste at the very bottom of the 
sC, which in south india is the caste of the Paraiyars. in 1993 the un-
ion government passed the employment of Manual scavengers and 
Construction of dry latrines (prohibition) Act, which declares illegal 
the employment of so-called manual scavengers, in Tamil nadu ge-
nerally called Tothis, as well as the construction of dry (i.e. non-flush) 
latrines. still, the majority of villages of india do not have a proper 
flush sewerage system and in 2002–3 ‘… the union Ministry of 
social Justice and empowerment admitted the existence of 6.76 lakh 
[676,000] people who lift human excreta for a living and the pre-
sence of 92 lakh [9,200,000] dry latrines, spread across 21 states and 
union Territories’.8 some of them were found in Tranquebar, which 
also had no public sewerage facilities. However, since most of the men 
7. Thus, as late as around 1990 the number of local instances of discrimination 

against sC led to the formation of an association of sC farmers which eventually 
became a politically influential federation of sC panchayats of the Tharangambadi 
taluk (revenue unit) (pRAXis: 24).

8. see ‘india’s shame’ by Annie Zaidi in Frontline, september 2006, excerpt re-
printed in Frontline, 15 January 2010.
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of the pattinavar fishing community used the beach as a latrine and 
the women patches of bush and scrub (as did the men and women 
of the sC living on the outskirts of the town), the problems of ma-
nual scavenging was less pressing.9 still, seven dry latrines, regularly 
cleaned by a family belonging to a sC caste named Kattunaiyakar, 
were found in Tranquebar (lillelund, 2009a: 10). While there were 
no indications that this work was in anyway forced upon the family 
in question as part of a caste tradition, one wonders if this family as 
well as the bands of sanitation workers, predominantly women, and 
locally referred to as Tothis, cleaning the streets of Tranquebar and 
the streets and open sewers of porayar, would not all have preferred 
better paid and more hygienic jobs had they been available and had 
they themselves possessed the necessary qualifications? A similar case 
concerned those persons functioning as so-called Kudipillai, of which 
there were four in Tranquebar (pRAXis: 28). Fulfilling the function 
of paid messengers for the fishermen panchayat, including the stigma-
tizing announcements of deaths, these individuals traditionally come 
from the lowest ranking sC, i.e. the Paraiyars. usually the position of 
Kudipillai is hereditary, passing from father to son, and while a certain 
stable income, no matter how small, would always be welcome, the 
price paid in terms of social stigmatization was high. still, balanc-
ing the pros and cons, including the slim chances of social climbing 
through education and a better paid job, it was understandable that a 

9. ‘before the tsunami, a large number of female residents of Tharangambadi, ex-
cept for the better off Muslim and Christian households, used the bushes located 
around the village for defecation, while males used the open places closer to shore. 
but, post-tsunami, all the bushes were destroyed to construct the temporary shel-
ters. This resulted in lack of place for defecation. Today, people use a small place 
near the temporary shelters for defecation, causing an increase in the number of 
flies and mosquitoes in the village. during village-level interactions [i.e. 2005 
interviews for the pRAXis report], many people emphasized upon the need and 
importance of toilet in the proposed new houses.’ (pRAXis: 37) The tradition of 
men and women defecating respectively on the beach and on patches of wasteland 
is common in pattinavar-dominated villages along the coast of the nagapattinam 
district (www.archidev.org/iMg/doc/nayakarkuppam-profile.doc & www.iids.
in/pdf/swiss_red_cross_water_sanitation_baseline_final_edited.pdf). As was to 
be expected, the use of the beach and open areas for a latrine was not appreciated 
by the heritage ngos. 
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young man would agree to take over the job held by his father, when 
it was eventually offered to him. 

To describe this situation as a case of discrimination against those 
belonging to sC would perhaps be somewhat misleading. still, one 
would have to recognize that tradition in a negative sense played an 
important part, although in many respects the situation could per-
haps best be likened to that of the poor and uneducated or little-
educated millions of people in other parts of the world.10 And indeed, 
many members of the lower castes in Tranquebar did consider their 
living conditions to have improved substantially during recent years 
(lillelund, 2009a: 10).

Traditionally in Tamil nadu, sC households live in their own settle-
ments, referred to as a cheri, on the fringes of villages.11 in Tranquebar 
prior to the tsunami, the 208 households belonging to sC lived in 
hamlets west of Tranquebar proper (Vellipalayam, puduppalayam, 
kesavanpalayam and karan street).12 The location some 500–1,000 
m from the sea meant that, contrary to the situation of the pattinavar 
fishermen, relatively few lives were lost here during the tsunami. still 
many individual sC families sustained severe losses. one sC inform-
ant living in one of the hamlets and present when the tsunami hit the 
coast explained how, although no one in the family had been killed, 
the family had lost almost everything else. Their thatched house was 
totally destroyed; they lost their goat, paddy, utensils and documents. 
Afterwards they lived in a tent for some time, until the informant’s 
father who was an agricultural worker (coolie) himself built a new 
house on a small piece of land that belonged to the family. Apart from 
the Rs. 4,000 everybody received from the government immediately 

10. According to Caroline lillelund’s research on the material aspects of the lives of 
the sC of Tranquebar, there was very little to distinguish these from low-income 
families of the higher castes (lillelund 2009a).

11. in porayar, the Tothis lived in a semi-segregated part of town. in Tranquebar 
‘… the paraiyars generally consider their settlements to be separate villages, 
rather than parts of the Tranquebar village, even when some of these settle-
ments lie immediately next to streets of the Vanniyar or the pattinavar caste.’ 
(lillelund, 2009b: 255).

12. Whereas only sC families lived in kesavanpalayam and karan street, there were 
also households belonging to other backward Classes (obC) in Vellipalayam 
and puduppalayam (pRAXis: 23).
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after the tsunami, the family had received no help whatsoever. As far 
as the informant was aware, no Paraiyars received any additional help.

According to one report ‘… standing crops with investments 
worth over Rs. 130,000 were destroyed by the tsunami, which hit the 
fields just 10 days before the scheduled harvest. However, no com-
pensation has been paid to any of the affected dalit [sC] farmers for 
their agricultural losses due to the tsunami’ (pRAXis: 23). only one 
fourth of the sC households who had lost their livestock received any 
compensation.13

The case of the hamlet of Vellipalayam, practically but not formally 
part of Tranquebar, may serve to further illustrate the post-tsunami 
situation of the local sC families:

Velli pAlAyAM – HAMleT oF dAliTs – A CAse oF 
eXClusion FRoM TsunAMi RelieF
Velli palayam is located 100 meters away from Tranquebar towards 
the southwest side. This village is divided into two parts. dalits 
(114 families) are living in one part (among the dalits, 60 families 
have embraced Christianity) while caste Hindus (71 families) in-
cluding Vanniyar, Chettiyar, nadar, barber, pillai and Christians 
(converted from caste Hindus) inhabit another part of the village. 
There were no deaths due to the tsunami in this hamlet. Therefore, 
it was not included in the list of hamlets affected by the tsunami. 
discussions with dalits indicated that the youths of this village 
played a major role in saving the lives of many elderly people. 
According to Mrs.g. Janarthanam, gram panchayat member, 
Ward no. 4, around 40 huts were fully damaged and around 10 
families lost goats. However, according to the government criteria, 
none of the villagers were eligible to receive the relief amount of 
Rs. 4,000 distributed by the state government. They had to visit 
various offices of the government and make many representations 
to the VAo, Tahsildar [revenue officer] and block development 
officer to get the relief amount. After that, only once they received 
relief amount of Rs. 1,000. subsequently, the village panchayat 

13. Among those families that did receive compensation for lost livestock were 
family members of the members of the sC caste panchayat mentioned above: 
‘This has caused a grouse amongst dalits [sC] of the village [kesavanpalayam], 
who allege favouritism in the allotment and are thinking of replacing some of 
the existing caste panchayat members’ pRAXis: 24)
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[i.e. caste panchayat] of the dalits made a representation to collec-
tor [i.e. the district Collector] and threatened to block the road 
in Tharangambadi, but they were severely warned by the collec-
tor against making any trouble. Their attempt to put up a board 
reading ‘tsunami affected village’ at the entrance of their hamlet, 
aimed at informing ngos that dalits living in Velli palayam were 
affected by the tsunami, was opposed by people from other castes. 
However, a Christian individual from spain assisted the families 
living in damaged huts. each of them were provided with 2,000 
bricks, four packs of cement, 400 coconut thatch and 10 bamboo 
poles. The villagers had to bear the expenditure towards repairing 
and construction of houses. (pRAXis: 53)

one informant explained:
There were also instances of how some communities initially 
managed to mislead the relief towards themselves: The dalit 
[sC] village karan street, where 22 families lived, was com-
pletely washed away, and 6 to 8 people died there, but the 
fishermen diverted relief from them. They [i.e. the fishermen] 
simply went to the trucks bringing relief and told ‘we are fish-
ermen, we are the ones who were hit’, and managed to direct 
the relief towards themselves. At the end karan street has got 
its relief and there are planned new houses for the families 
of karan street which are to be built besides the green pastel 
coloured houses built for the fishermen along the east Coast 
Road [1.5–2 km from the beach].

one might add that the new houses for the sC households were 
the last to be built. Whereas the affected households of the pattinavar 
fishermen received from the government and various ngos full com-
pensation, if not more, for their material losses (houses, boats, fishing 
equipment etc.) in the tsunami, this was apparently not the case for 
the affected sC households. As practically all relief was distributed 
through the fishermen panchayat and siFFs, this was perhaps to be 
expected, and while the overall picture was far from clear it was dif-
ficult not to see the result as a case of discrimination against the sC 
population of Tranquebar. According to lillelund:

The fishermen community’s continued discrimination and dis-
like of the paraiyars became particularly evident immediately af-
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ter the tsunami (december 2004), when many of the paraiyars 
found that the fishermen actively tried to prevent the ngos 
from helping the many paraiyar families who had been seri-
ously affected by the tsunami. These families, who had sought 
shelter from the tsunami in schools and community centres in 
the inland hinterland, were in the first chaotic days after the ca-
tastrophe driven out by fishermen families, who refused to stay 
under the same roof as the paraiyars. (lillelund, 2009b: 255f)14

but perhaps caste and caste discrimination were not the only things 
involved.

Conversion

being the starting point of the protestant mission to india in 1706, con-
version to Christianity was hardly a new phenomenon in Tranquebar. 
but while the TelC in 2006 might boast more than 100,000 mem-
bers, the impact it had had on the local population of its home town 
in terms of conversions was, in spite of the many lutheran institutions 
there, almost negligible. despite the evangelizing efforts of TelC insti-
tutions (e.g. the Ziegenbalg spiritual Centre) and various independent 
Churches directed especially at members of the fishermen community, 
an overwhelming majority had chosen to remain Hindus. no doubt, 
one reason for this had been the considerable, at times even fierce, op-
position of the pattinavar fishermen panchayat.

in a pan-indian context, conversion is a highly sensitive phenom-
enon regularly leading to acrimonious conflicts, and several state gov-
ernments have from time to time introduced various forms of legisla-
tion to prevent conversion. While such legislation has not formally 
targeted any particular religion, the religion in mind appears gener-
ally to have been Christianity. one might surmise that one reason for 
this would be the relatively more aggressive mission endeavours of the 
various Christian Churches compared to e.g. the Muslim, buddhist 
or sikh communities. 

14. The pRAXis report, which makes it quite clear that the sC population of 
Tranquebar had not received its fair part of the relief funds distributed after 
the tsunami and were victims of discrimination by the fishermen, was allegedly 
produced with the full cooperation and support of siFFs and the fishermen 
panchayat.
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in 2002, the AiAdMk government of Tamil nadu under chief 
minister Jayalalitha and with the support of the Hindu nationalist 
bJp passed the Tamil nadu prohibition of Forcible Conversion of 
Religion Act, stating that ‘no person shall convert or attempt to con-
vert directly or otherwise any person from one religion to another 
either by use of force or by allurement or by any fraudulent means.’ 
This led to a number of demonstrations and protests by various groups, 
not least Christians, in various other parts of Tamil nadu, and the 
Act was later repealed (2004) and eventually fully annulled in 2006 
(Andersen & schönbeck, 2009: 24). To fully appreciate the potential 
significance of such legislation, one needs to be aware of the defini-
tions of such terms as ‘force or by allurement or by any fraudulent 
means’. Thus in this particular case ‘allurement’ was defined as ‘offer 
of any temptation in the form of any gift or gratification either in cash 
or kind; grant of any material benefit, either monetary or otherwise’; 
‘force’ included ‘a show of force or a threat of injury or any kind 
including threat of divine displeasure or social ex-communication’.15 
such formulations had the consequence that the characterization in 
the pRAXis report of conversions to Christianity in Tranquebar – 
had they taken place during the years the anti-conversion act was in 
effect -– would certainly have indicated ‘criminal’ activities: ‘Many 
of the dalits have converted to Christianity due to the benefits they 
get from the church for conversion to this religion.’ (pRAXis: 29) be 
that as it may, the fact remained that practically all converts belonged 
to sC households, i.e. not to the pattinavar fishermen caste. 

The potential consequences for pattinavars converting to Christianity 
have already been mentioned, but what were the consequences for sC 
converting to Christianity? For one thing it meant losing the privileges 
involved in the various reservation and positive discrimination acts of 

15. Furthermore any person responsible for legally acceptable conversions was 
placed under certain restrictions: ‘Whoever converts any person from one 
religion to another either by performing any ceremony by himself for such 
conversion as a religious priest or by taking part directly or indirectly in such 
ceremony shall, within such period as may be prescribed, send an intimation 
to the district Magistrate of the district in which the ceremony has taken place 
of the fact of such conversion in such form as may be prescribed.’ For the full 
text of the ordinance later becoming law, see http://indianchristians.in/news/
content/view/1509/.
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the union legislation, which clearly states that ‘no person who professes 
a religion different from the Hindu or the sikh or the buddhist religion 
shall be deemed to be a member of a scheduled Caste’.16 As Christian 
converts they would be classified as belonging to the other backward 
Classes (obC), which do not enjoy similar reservation privileges 
as sC. on the other hand, theoretically at least conversion might 
provide easier access to Christian institutions, including educational 
institutions, and thus an opportunity for upward social mobility. 
indeed, due to the large number of TelC institutions in Tranquebar, 
the presence of well-educated Christian middle-class employees, most 
of whom had sC backgrounds, was quite conspicuous. Although all 
of them originated from other parts of Tami nadu and stayed only for 
a limited period of time, they would nevertheless serve as examples 
of the potential involved in converting to Christianity. However, the 
degree to which the presence itself of this group actually did inspire 
anyone to convert was difficult to assess. For most local Christian 
converts, the saying ‘you can change your religion but not your caste’ 
would probably hold true (lillelund, 2009: 12). This was certainly 
also illustrated by the internal caste conflicts of the TelC which for 
decades had been haunting the Church almost to the degree of para-
lyzing it. While for many caste Hindus, Christians in india are almost 
synonymous with sC and sT due to the fact that a certain amount 
of evangelization efforts have been targeted at these – in all senses 
– marginal groups of society, in fact all castes are represented, to a 
smaller or lesser degree, in the various Churches. As for the TelC, 
its first non-european bishop (bishop Manikam 1956–1967) was a 
caste Hindu of the Vellala caste, and for many years caste Hindus 
dominated the Church. The situation, however, changed during the 
1980s when sC members won the majority in its governing bod-
ies. Communal conflicts, nevertheless, continued and led to frequent 

16. The Constitution (schedules Castes) order 1950 (1987 Amendment). in April 
2010 Tamil nadu chief minister karunanidhi (dMk) approached the union 
prime Minister to have the paragraph deleted altogether (http://expressbuzz.
com/states/tamilnadu/karunanidhi-for-christian-converts-in-sc-list/161985.
html)
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civil court cases and even to a period with two bishops, both claiming 
to be the only legitimate one.17 

hindutva and rashtriya swayaMsevak sangh (rss) 

The presence in Tranquebar and the surrounding area of the Hindu 
nationalist organization Rashtriya Swayamsevak Sangh (Rss, national 
Volunteer organization) has already been alluded to above.18 However, 
the anxiety of most of the informants who touched on its activities 
kept us from asking too probing questions on the subject unless it 
was brought up by the informants themselves. Thus an employee of 
one of the Churches, after explaining how many ‘secret Christians’ 
in the area – even after they had been baptized – continued to take 
part in Hindu rituals out of fear of their fellow villagers, added that 
though locally few in number, Rss as an organization was still very 
‘powerful’. While not using physical violence ‘they’ continued to ‘scare 
people from becoming Christians’. This informant had personally 
been verbally abused for preaching and singing Christian hymns, 
the arguments being that in spite of its more than a thousand years’ 
presence in india (cf. introduction) Christianity was a ‘non-indian 
religion’ and that ‘Jesus was not born in india’. other informants 
agreed that a few members of Rss had been active in and around 
Tranquebar since the tsunami. 

17. The early history of the lutheran mission in south india abounds in examples of 
caste discrimination (e.g. segregation in churches and cemeteries, cf. schönbeck 
2009). The same may be said of the Roman Catholic Church where separate 
churches were used, and it is allegedly still difficult to find sC clergy represented 
among the higher hierarchy. 

18. Rss may be described as the main proponent of the concept of Hindutva 
(‘Hindu-ness’) – a term claimed to be ‘all-inclusive’, but as the following quote 
from a speech delivered in 2009 on the eighty-fourth anniversary of Rss re-
veals, its use is highly ambiguous: ‘The basic nature of Hindu society is tol-
erant because ‘Hindutva’ accepts everybody and opposes none. However the 
culture that teaches ultimate inclusiveness, non violence and love, its deities 
and traditions are assaulted and chastised by monotheists and fanatics. efforts 
are on to fragment and weaken Hindu society – which shields national and 
humanitarian values – by way of guile, deceit, force and enticement.” speech by 
parampoojya sarasangachalak Mananiya Mohanji bhagwat on 27 september 
2009.(http://rssonnet.org/index.php?option=com_content&task=view&id=11
2&itemid=26).
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This was as far as we got in our, admittedly very limited and dis-
creet, inquiries concerning the presence and activities of Rss. We had 
no evidence that members or sympathizers of the Rss were involved 
in the small ‘poster war’ on the wall of the TelC Teacher Training 
institute on king street on 6 december 2006.19 Two sets of posters, 
one set describing the day as ‘a sweet day for Hindus’ and calling for 
a celebration of the anniversary of the demolition of the babri Masjid 
Mosque in Ayodhya on 6 december 1992, and the other set encour-
aging Muslims to unite and to demand the immediate prosecution of 
those responsible for the demolition. one poster of each set had been 
partly torn down, and a few days later the two remaining and intact 
posters, one of each, had also been torn down. either proponents of 
the two views had torn down the posters of the opposing view, or a 
third party – perhaps intent on securing the continued prevalence 
of peaceful relations – had torn down both sets of posters. We could 
only guess.

Another occasion on which the tension between Hindus and Muslims 
in india was intensified was Vinayaka Chaturthi, the celebration of the 
birthday of Ganesha, which takes place in August/september. After ten 
days of celebration in the temples and homes of Hindus, large figures 
of the elephant-headed deity are taken in procession to be immersed 
in water (e.g. a temple tank, a river, the sea). originally celebrated in 
private homes, this festival in south india particularly has grown into 
an important public event engaging huge crowds. in Tamil nadu the 
festival has been used as a platform for propagating Hindutva agendas 
by the radical Hindu Munnani (i.e.‘Hindu Front’) formed in 1980. on 
occasions this has led to violent confrontations between Hindus and 
Muslims as well as between radical and non-radical Hindu factions.20 

19. on 6 december 1992, large crowds of Hindutva supporters tore down the babri 
Masjid mosque, allegedly built in the grounds of a Hindu temple in the state 
of uttar pradesh on what is considered the birth-place of the Hindu god Ram 
(Vishnu). The incident was followed by numerous clashes between Hindus and 
Muslims in major cities, including Mumbai and delhi, during which several 
thousand people lost their lives (cf. introduction).

20. The self-proclaimed goal of the organization, collaborating with Rss and bJp 
as well as other Hindutva organizations, is ‘to counter and defeat the anti-Hindu 
propaganda, prevent religious conversions and to propagate the glory of our 
Hindu religion and culture’ (http://hindumunnani.org/abouthm.asp)
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The immersion of the images on the beach of Tranquebar on 16 
september 2007 appeared largely to be a joyous event with crowds of 
happy people sprinkling each other with rose-coloured water. still, 
the attempt of the procession to pass through the Muslim part of 
porayar on its way to the beach of Tranquebar had not been without 
confrontation necessitating police intervention. According to one 
informant (a Christian) from a neighbouring village, three Muslims 
had been attacked here during the passing of the procession, some-
thing the informant attributed to the involvement of Rss members. 
no doubt, the shouting of slogans like ‘india is for Hindus’ by par-
ticipants in the procession, heard by one Christian sC informant in 
Vellipalayam as the procession passed on the nearby east Coast Road, 

Figure 5.1: Vinayaka Chaturthi. At the end of the celebration of Vinayaka/ganesha’s 
birthday his statues are brought down to the coast and submerged in the water at 
Tranquebar. (photo: peter b. Andersen)
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could only create feelings of apprehension in those not considered 
proper ‘Hindus’. 

reLigious festivaLs

The Hindu year is characterized by a large number of religious celebra-
tions and festivals; some are local while others are national, and indeed 
international, in character. some have already been mentioned, e.g. 
Diwali and Vinayaka Chaturthi, but no month is without one, and 
in addition most Hindu families have a favourite deity who is wor-

Figure 5.2: Renugadevi Amman’s temple illuminated during her festival. (photo: 
peter b. Andersen)
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shipped at regular intervals (Figure 5.1).21 similarly, the Christians and 
the Muslims have their festivals, and while such celebrations may serve 
to emphasize differences and alienate communities vis-à-vis each other, 
they may also bring people together. Thus one Christian family (sC) 
explained how they would take part in the yearly three-week Muslim 
chariot procession festival, whereas they would not join in the fisher-
men’s Renugadevi festival, and added, ‘not even in the secular enter-
tainment of music and dance, since it is celebrated in the evening and 
the fishermen tend to drink alcohol. Furthermore, the fishermen are 
Hindus, and the family prefers the Muslims who also have faith in the 
old Testament’ (Figures 5.2 and 5.3).

The most famous place of worship in nagapattinam district, in 
which both Tranquebar and porayar are located, is Vailankanni some 
45 km south of Tranquebar and the location of the basilica of our 

21. e.g. one family interviewed described how on every full-moon night they would 
go together to the local temple to worship saraswati, the goddess of knowledge, 
music and the arts.

Figure 5.3: Annual bull cart race taking place on the east Coast Road between 
Thirukadayur and Tranquebar during the festival of Pongal. (photo: Aditya Raj)
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lady of good Health (Figure 5.4). known as the ‘lourdes of the 
east’ it attracts hundreds of thousands of pilgrims round the year, es-
pecially in connection with the feast of our lady of good Health on 
september 8 and at Christmas. While it is basically a Roman Catholic 
shrine it is nevertheless also visited by many protestant Christians as 
well as Hindus and Muslims, who come to pray or offer thanksgiv-
ing for various kinds of healing or good fortune attributed to lady 
Vailankanni (cf. Andersen 2009). From Tranquebar and surrounding 
villages, friends and families, not to mention the nuns of st. Theresa’s 
Convent, would go together as well as individually to worship and 
witness the spectacular event of the image of our lady being car-
ried on a palanquin through the crowds gathered around the basilica 
every day of the festival. indeed, for weeks prior to the festival, fervent 
devotees will start from various places in south india and walk to the 
shrine, dressed in saffron similar to traditional Hindu devotees (san-
yasins and sadhus), at times pulling a chariot with devotional images 
and sometimes also loudspeakers, from which hymns and devotional 

Figure 5.4: The basilica of our lady of good Health of Vailankanni. (photo: peter 
b. Andersen)
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songs will engulf them and their surroundings. We had the opportu-
nity to interview one such group of devotees, 20–25 men and 5–6 
women pulling their cart from Chennai 350 km away, as they rested 
in the grounds of Holy Rosary Church under a baldachin raised for 
the occasion (Figure 3.4). Their day, which started very early and 
ended late, was divided into sections of prayer and singing of hymns 
as well as listening to Holy Mass from a tape recorder, as they walked 
under the glaring sun. on earlier occasions, they explained, before 
they brought along a cart with images of our lady, loudspeakers and 
blinking lights, the people they passed along the way would often 
confuse them with Hindu pilgrims – this was one reason why they 
had decided to build the cart. now they faced other problems, as we 
witnessed when the group passed a small hamlet of Pallars (sC) just 
south of Tranquebar, where children shouted abusive words at them, 
something which happened from time to time, we were told. 

it has already been mentioned that since 2006 the three Churches 
– TelC, Csi and the Roman Catholic – had celebrated palm sunday 
together. Although there were no indications that either Hindus or 
Muslims participated in this ecumenical event, both Muslims and 
Hindus had joined the procession of some 2,500 people marking the 
death of pope John paul ii in April 2005. one prominent citizen 
and member of the Muslim jamaat was regularly invited to and par-
ticipated in the Christmas celebrations at the TelC Teacher Training 
institute and in various other social events hosted by the TelC. The 
gentleman in question had together with a pastor and an employee 
of the TelC founded a Hindu-Muslim-Christian Association which 
over time had taken various local initiatives. one consisted of plant-
ing in Tranquebar a number of seedlings which were planned eventu-
ally to become trees providing shade and contributing to the quality 
of the air. unfortunately, they in fact succumbed to the climate and 
the scarcity of water or had been eaten by the free-roaming goats 
and cows. since 1999 the Hindu-Muslim-Christian Association 
had repeatedly appealed to the Tamil nadu government to provide 
full coastal protection to prevent the sea from eroding the coast line 
(sultan 2006: 12), but it took a tsunami, hundreds of lost lives and 
the contributions of foreign ngos (the bestseller Fund and the 
Tranquebar Association) for this to materialize.
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the woMen of tranquebar

it remains a sad fact that the brunt of the disadvantages of poverty and 
lack of education in developing countries is born by women, and in this 
respect Tranquebar was no exception. For the vast majority of women 
here life was hard, in spite of the presence of a number of self Help 
groups and development agencies providing vocational training and 
micro credit facilities for women. in the words of the head of one local 
development agency, Rural organization for social Action (RosA):

Many women here live tough lives. They work so hard and 
worry all the time – about their children, husbands and parents, 
and about money and their future. They are in a constant act 
of balancing between different expectations. social control is 
strong here; rumours and allegations against women flourish 
easily. (Hastrup, 2011: 87)22

22. The ngo RosA was started in the early 1990s with the financial help of the 
danish international development Agency (dAnidA).

Figure 5.5: Female fish vendor in Tranquebar (photo: Julie bønnelycke)
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According to pRAXis some 500 women of the fishermen house-
holds worked as fish vendors (Figure 5.5).23 This meant getting up 
around four in the morning, collecting water from the nearest pump, 
preparing breakfast for the children and sending them off to school 
etc., before going to the beach around nine a.m. when the fisher-
men returned with their catch. Following the daily auction, which 
took place on the beach, the women would set out to reach their 
markets, on foot or by bus, some of which might be located up to 30 
km away (e.g. sirkali or Mayavaram). Returning home around four 
p.m., again they had to collect water, prepare dinner and handle all 
the other activities necessary for a family to function. The financial 
transactions of a pattinavar fishing household was traditionally the 
domain of women, and the pRAXis report quotes the following as a 
representative example:

Jothi, wife of Chitravel, earns between Rs. 2,500–3,000 per 
month by selling fish. she spends nearly the whole amount every 
month to take care of her household of four members, and her 
key payouts include expenses on wheat (Rs. 100/-), rice (Rs. 
450/-), other grains or flour (Rs. 350/-), sugar (Rs. 100/-), fish 
(Rs. 300/), meat (Rs. 200/-), other foods (Rs. 150/-), alcoholic 
beverages for the man (Rs. 1,500/-), public transportation (Rs. 
100/-), communication (Rs. 50/-), personal care (Rs. 100/-), 
products for use in the house (detergents, etc.), entertainment 
(Rs. 100/-), water (Rs. 100/-), lighting (Rs. 60/-), cooking fu-
els (Rs. 160/-). in addition, she has to spend an additional Rs. 
10,000 – every year on items like footwear (Rs. 500/-), cloth-
ing (up to Rs. 5,000/-), linens (Rs. 600/-), cooking and eating 
utensils (house furnishings) (between Rs. 1,000–2,000), house 
maintenance and repair (between Rs. 1,500–3,000), taxes (up to 
Rs. 500). (pRAXis 42)24

A striking item on the budget is the amount of money spent on 
the alcohol consumption of Jothi’s husband amounting to no less 

23. generally women above the age of 35 years, whereas the younger women had 
other ways of contributing to the income of their families (pRAXis:17 and 28). 

24. The income from sale of fish consisted of the earnings from the catch of Jothi’s 
husband.
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than 50 percent of the family’s income.25 it is a general experience 
that alcohol and domestic violence often go hand in hand, and in 
such cases the fishermen panchayat would be the natural place to turn 
to for a woman were it not for the fact that ‘… a long track record of 
panchayat rulings going against female members of the fishing com-
munity in various domestic disputes could be provided by any local 
woman as if on cue’ (Hastrup, 2011: 93).26 

As for the women of the sC households their everyday life was 
certainly no less demanding than that of their sisters from the fisher-
men community. Most of them, in addition to taking care of the 
home and feeding the family, were working part time as e.g. construc-
tion workers, in brick kilns, or as domestic helpers in the better-off 

25. According to the owner of a small liquor store just across the border to karai-
kal, his income after the tsunami had grown from Rs. 8,000 to Rs. 80,000 per 
month! A telling indication of gender roles and of the increased access to money 
after the tsunami.

26. in 2005 the legislative assembly of Tamil nadu passed The Protection of Women 
from Domestic Violence Act.

Figure 5.6: A truck with drinking water for free distribution among the women. 
The water under Tranquebar is saline and problematic, sometimes impossible, to 
drink and the municipality distributes drinking water from its own truck as well as 
from a truck donated by the bestseller Fund. (photo: peter b. Andersen)
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households of the Muslim community or as agricultural workers in 
the villages around Tranquebar (pRAXis: 21f ). often they would 
leave home at seven a.m. not to return till late afternoon. 

life as a widow in india can be and very often is extremely hard. 
Many of the pre-tsunami widows made a meagre living by selling fish 
or engaging in petty trade, thereby just managing to make enough 
for them and their children to survive. For many widows this delicate 
balance was shattered by the tsunami, since the Rs. 4,000 paid by the 
government immediately after the catastrophe and the subsequent 
three payments of Rs. 1,000 by no means covered the actual costs of 
the devastation. 

As elsewhere in india, extended families here were increasingly giv-
ing way to nuclear families, forcing the elderly to support themselves. 
According to an oxfam survey (2006–2007) of Tamil nadu coastal 
districts, including napattinam district:

When relief was routed through the traditional Panchayats [i.e. 
caste panchayats], it often did not reach or partially reached 
single and elderly women and men, even within their own 
community. Traditional Panchayats often operated under the 
(often false) assumption that single and elderly women do 
not require much rations for their survival, since other family 
members will care for them. some were turned away by the 
public distribution system on the grounds that they receive 
old-age pensions and therefore do not require additional post-
tsuanmis rations. This sociocultural exclusion forced single 
and elderly women (both widows and those living with their 
spouses) to resume work to fend for themselves and support 
their spouses. The traditional Panchayats also favoured fami-
lies with men going to sea for fishing as they paid tax to the 
Panchayats. (Woman kind, 2005).27

sadly, cases of elderly widows and widowers whose compensation 
for losses paid by the government had been illegally appropriated by 
their sons were not unheard of in Tranquebar (pRAXis: 25&28).

27. Understanding Gender Differential Impacts of Tsunami & Gender Mainstreaming 
Strategies in Tsunami Response, in Tamilnadu, India (http://www.gdnonline.org/
resources/gender_mainstreaming_pincha_etal.pdf )
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To compensate for the material losses and to solve the problem of 
the many broken-up families due to lives lost in the tsunami, where 
three times as many women as men were killed, the Tamil nadu gov-
ernment took a number of measures, which unfortunately had some 

Figure 5.7: A woman fetching fresh water in Tranquebar. (photo: Julie bønnelycke)
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undesired consequences. substantial amounts of money – in addition 
to the sums paid out immediately after the catastrophe for material 
losses (Rs. 4,000 and another three instalments of Rs. 1,000 each) 
– for example Rs. 100,000 for a lost spouse or Rs. 40,000 for the 
remarriage of a widow or widower, were paid out during the months 
following the disaster.28 one undesired consequence of this sudden 
flow of money into traditionally low-income communities was the 
so-called ‘tsunami marriages’. Widowers, irrespective of age, suddenly 
due to received compensation became very attractive spouses, and 
so many families were tempted to marry off their daughters even 
though they had not reached the age of 18, which is the minimum 
age for girls to marry in india. Cases of girls down to 15 years or even 
younger marrying men in their forties or older were not unheard of, 
the young brides occasionally thereby becoming the ‘mother’ of their 
spouses’ children not much younger than themselves. in the district 
of nagapattinam, ‘… 32 villages saw 210 marriages of girls below 18 
years, within 2–3 months after Tsunami’.29 Tranquebar was no excep-
tion and, according to one informant, two sixteen-year-old girls had 
subsequently committed suicide.

‘aLL reLigions Merge in tranquebar’

it has already been mentioned that to some extent members of the 
different religious communities in Tranquebar would join the reli-
gious festivals of each other. Religious festivals, however, were not 
the only collective manifestations of shared identity, various public 
holidays being another occasion. Thus on independence day – cele-
brated by all indians by wearing a small paper version of the indian 
flag (Figure 2.2) – students from the various educational institutions 
would march through the town. For example, on the morning of 15 
August in 2007, the 60th jubilee of independence from the british, 
students of TelC Teacher Training institute for men – in white shirts 
and white trousers with creases – were lined up, listening to speeches 
by local dignitaries, saluting the flag, reciting the national pledge and 
singing the national anthem before marching through the town to the 

28. see e.g. http://www.timesonline.co.uk/tol/news/world/article530343.ece.
29. Understanding Gender Differential Impacts of Tsunami & Gender Mainstreaming 

Strategies in Tsunami Response, in Tamilnadu, India, p. 42 (see note 27 on p. 177).
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location of the newly finished (some of them at least) 1,000 houses 
of the ‘tsunami village’ built by siFFs. Along the way the column of 
marching students (carrying posters encouraging people to be aware 
of Aids and to live a healthy life) passed the Hope Foundation 
Matriculation school where a group of children and adults joined 
in. The march ended at the ‘tsunami village’, which was officially 
inaugurated by representatives of siFFs, Hope and the fishermen 
panchayat.

Another manifestation, this time on the occasion of international 
World Aids day on 1 december 2006, again involved uniformed 
students of the TelC Teacher Training institute for men and pupils 
of the Hope Foundation Matriculation school. The event was in 
fact a combination of two awareness programmes: the fight against 
Aids and the fight for a clean and healthy environment – the lack of 
the latter being the most conspicuous health hazard of Tranquebar, 
according to the nurses working in the government clinic (Hastrup, 
2011: 113). The two processions, coming from opposite directions, 
met on the main shopping street, where Mission Zero garbage was 
to take place. Here, on a vacant lot where piles of garbage had col-
lected over the years, rubber gloves and gas masks were distributed to 
the TelC students who – in their striking white uniforms – started 
to remove the various kinds of rubbish and place it in containers. 
The principal of the TelC Teacher Training institute also appeared 
briefly to have his picture taken as he was holding a shovel but with-
out stooping to actually pick up any litter.

  A third collective manifestation was the memorial ceremony 
which took place on 26 december 2006, marking the second anni-
versary of the tsunami. The following is an edited version of research 
assistant R. Menaka’s account of the event:

The atmosphere was filled with grief and there was unusual silence 
in Tranquebar. posters in black and white with obituary of a cou-
ple and a small child were put up all across the walls. These had 
been put up by family members. There was also a poster in colour 
with two trees, one withered and the other green, which described 
how the tsunami had uprooted life and that new tender leaves 
representing life would now bloom. This was signed by ‘the fisher-
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men panchayat’ and ‘the general public’. There was a poem written 
by an individual (a Christian name) on a small poster mentioning 
the tsunami and the loss of life and signed by Hindu, Muslim and 
Christian names. The shops were closed. some of them opened 
during the later part of the day. 
 The event began at about 8 a.m. There was a mass ritual of 
shraddha (Hindu ritual performed for ‘ancestors’) being performed 
by about 150 people in the auction hall on the beach. There were 
two sisters from the convent representing the Christians. The pres-
ident, the vice president and other members of the Muslim jamaat 
were present. There was a brahman priest to administer the rituals 
and during the homam oblations were poured into the sacrificial 
fire. later he was joined by two other brahman priests. The people 
were seated in four rows. There were small kids, young men and 
older men taking part in the ritual. The men had to take their 
shirts off as they came to take seats. The holy ashes were given to 
them to be smeared on their foreheads. Two strands of the sacred 
grass called darbh (kush in Hindi) were placed before everyone. A 
kind of ring was made from the grass and the persons participating 
in the ritual wore it on the ring finger of their right hand. There 
were four women who subsequently joined the prayer. After some 
shlokas (sanskrit verses) had been recited, sesame seeds were given 
to the persons seated. Water was poured onto it. They had to keep 
this in front of them on the grass. While the priest kept reciting 
shlokas, some men distributed rice to the mourners. They were 
asked to remember their deceased relatives and to keep the rice in 
front of them. Again sesame seeds were distributed and they were 
asked to place it on the rice. The priest then lighted the camphor 
and performed the puja (the general ritual). The relatives of the 
deceased took the rice and walked to the sea and took a dip. They 
returned back and were given a mark of turmeric with rice on their 
foreheads by the priest. 
 After this they all sat down. Two sisters from st. Theresa’st 
Convent walked to the front where one of them, the headmistress 
of st. John’s primary school, recited a prayer. The substance of it 
was: ‘oh lord, let the dead come to you. let there be light. We 
pray for all those who came to you, the people of Tharangambadi 
who came to you on this day two years ago, due to the tsunami. 
death is change of life, we understand this. lord, take these 
people who have come to you into your hands. let them be in 
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your heaven. show them your love and the great light. Wipe the 
tears of the people who remember them. please give them all the 
blessings.’ The other sister from the convent then recited another 
prayer: ‘This day is one we shall never forget. The same nature 
which gives us life has taken the life. let there be peace for the 
relatives of those people who were taken by the sea. Forgive the 
sins of those people and take them in your hands and bless them. 
We pray for the tiny tots of our school who came to you on this 
day two years back. let the sea not harm us again. let there be 
no more natural calamities on the earth. We hand over ourselves 
to you. save us all. let us all be protected from bad thoughts. We 
remember all those with a heavy heart, those people who left us 
within seconds. We, the people of Tharangambadi submit ourselves 
at your feet.’
 Following this a member of the Muslim community recited a 
prayer in a quiet voice. 
 Then the people all together started walking towards the memo-
rial recently raised by the fishermen’s panchayat.30 The rally began 
at the auction hall on the beach and walked through Chetty kadai 
street and king street to reach the memorial in kamaraj salai, on 
the way growing to a crowd of some 600 people. Two boys walked 
in front holding a banner which described the occasion as the tear-
ful obituary of the second memorial day of the tsunami. All the 
people followed. After a very brief inauguration ceremony at the 
memorial, the group started walking towards the mass grave on the 
wasteland on the outskirts of Tranquebar where the railway station 
used to be. A large number of people walked towards the mass 
grave marked by a modest tombstone. once everyone reached 
there, people came in line to place their offerings on the grave. 
some had brought flower garlands, camphor, agarbathis (incense 
sticks), candles, etc. people had also brought some eatables to be 
placed there. These were probably the eatables which the deceased 
liked. one wreath was from the auto and van drivers association of 
Tharangambadi. Women sat in groups and sang in between crying 

30. on the memorial are inscribed the names of the 314 individuals from the 
fishermen’s community who lost their lives during the tsunami. ‘The monu-
ment was financed by a foreign ngo (…) However, only victims from the 
fishermen caste were listed in the monument, while the names of the about 
twenty victims from the paraiyar caste [sC] did not appear on it.’ (lillelund, 
2009b: 256)
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and crying. Men were standing alone by themselves, mourning. 
The sisters from the convent and two girls from the st. Theresa’s 
Teacher’s Training institute helped people to place their offerings. 
some members of the fishermen’s panchayat were also regulating 
the flow of people. They would ask them to stand in line and take 
their offerings and place them on the grave. some families also sat 
in groups a little distance away from the grave and lighted candles 
and offered prayers.

A truly sad day! but this collective manifestation of grief also 
served to underline – as did the two other events mentioned – the 
shared history and challenges of the people of Tranquebar. And like 
the processions in connection with religious or secular festivals, where 
representatives of the various communities occasionally mingled, the 
long walk from the auction hall first to the memorial and then to the 
mass grave added a spatial dimension to the historical embeddedness 
and thus to the identity of the participants. instead of taking the 
direct route from the auction hall to the memorial, the procession 
moved slowly to the southern part of the town – the heritage pre-
cinct – then turned west and eventually north to the memorial only 
to continue south again to reach the mass grave thereby practically 
circumscribing the whole town in a way very similar to the religious 
processions mentioned earlier. besides giving people unable take part 
in the procession a chance to see it, it was almost a statement: ‘We 
are here, our lives are tied up with this place, we live our lives here for 
better or for worse and we die here. This is our place.’
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Chapter 6

Concluding Remarks

O
n the preceding pages various aspects of life in Tranquebar 
during the first decade of the 21st century have been pre-
sented and discussed. After centuries of a virtual stand-still 

in terms of economic and cultural development – occasionally de-
scribed as a sleeping beauty by lutheran missionaries – two momen-
tous events appear to have changed the fate of the town: the tsunami 
and the subsequent arrival of ngos, sometimes referred to as ‘the 
second tsunami’. The fact that Tranquebar had been declared a herit-
age town as early as 1980 for decades had not made any real differ-
ence, although it might originally have inspired neemrana Hotels 
to buy the alleged residence of the british Collector and turn it into 
a heritage hotel. The disaster of the tsunami and the subsequent ar-
rival of relief ngos, the unprecedented flow of money – from the 
union and state governments as well as from the ngos – and finally 
the investments of the heritage ngos willing to spend considerable 
sums on coastal protection measures as well as on the restoration of 
heritage buildings, colonial as well as traditional style, appeared to 
have made a real and tangible difference. or perhaps it is even more 
true to say that it was the combined effect of the cultural and material 
heritage of Tranquebar, the tsunami, and the presence of the various 
ngos which appeared to snowball Tranquebar into unprecedented 
development. but as we have seen, this development came with a 
price. not everyone benefited equally from the increased wealth 
and not everyone was in favour of a growing tourism which might 
eventually turn the beaches of Tranquebar into a new goa, where 
tourists would consume alcohol and go swimming practically naked, 
something which worried some informants (cf. Jørgensen, 2010: 146, 
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n. 76). indeed, in spite of the small Tranquebar Maritime Museum 
(see note 67), there was a lot to say for R. swamy’s observation that 
‘the relationship between the growth of tourism and the displacement 
of the fishing community is centered on a process of silencing [of 
the important past and present role of the fishing community] that 
is central to the hegemonic production of place in Tharangambadi’ 
(swamy 2009: 197).

Thus, views on the development and use of public space differed, 
the representatives of the tourism industry and the private estate and 
house owners (many of whom were fishermen) did not always see eye 
to eye, and authority appeared to be distributed over a number of in-
stitutional players: the various caste panchayats (mainly the fishermen 
panchayat and the Muslim jamaat), the town (gram) panchayat, the 
district Collector in nagapattinam, and of course the government 
agencies in Chennai. still, the overall impression of a town character-
ized by a remarkable degree of social cohesion remained in spite of 
innumerable small-scale conflicts and tensions surfacing from time 
to time.1

it might not be strictly accurate to say that ‘all religions merge 
in Tranquebar’, as one student had written on her contribution to a 
drawing contest held at st. Theresa’s girls’ Higher secondary school 
(at the initiative of the Hope Foundation school). but it nevertheless 
appeared to be the case that in spite of their individual agendas, the 

1. see, however, the view of R. swamy: ‘While the religious heterogeneity of the area 
appears remarkable to outsiders, and government officials are quick to point to the 
close proximity of Hindus, Muslims and Christians as a symbol of coexistence, 
no such significance is attached to the presence of such a large number of fisher 
households in the area.’ (swamy 2009: 210) According to a radio programme 
(‘panorama’, p1) broadcast by the danish national radio (10 April 2011), a dem-
onstration took place in Tranquebar on 17 July 2010, against the foreign engage-
ments, whose agents allegedly wanted the local people evicted and the town re-
served for foreigners. bestseller representatives were described as ‘spies’, and there 
were alleged threats against the life of the inTACH representative. Furthermore, 
Fort dansborg should be demolished, some demonstrators demanded, as many of 
the native town-dwellers of former times had been imprisoned there. probably as 
a result of the demonstration, the Tranquebar Association subsequently published 
a notice in local papers and a pamphlet in Tamil, english and danish informing 
about the activities and intentions of the association (Trankebar, nr. 18, June 
2011). 
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various religious and educational institutions considered it in their 
own interest to contribute to the maintenance of a state of social equi-
librium. no doubt, the agenda of the constitution and the national 
government in delhi of promoting a common all-indian identity as 
reflected in text-books also played a part.2

other explanations for the apparent peaceful coexistence of 
Hindus, Muslims and Christians in Tranquebar (in contrast to nearby 
porayar) were suggested by one informant (Christian): that many 
families (Hindus, Muslims and Christians) had lived in the town for 
generations; they did not live separated in different parts of the town 
but next door to each other, knew each other, socialized and had no 
wish for conflicts; they did not compete for jobs, since Muslims owned 
shops, Hindus were predominantly fishermen, and Christians were 
employed as teachers and administrators by the educational institu-
tions. Finally, the informant considered it a contributing factor that 
the local sC (i.e. those working predominantly as hired labourers and 
not to be confused with the educated sC employed by e.g. TelC) 
lived by themselves in hamlets on the periphery of Tranquebar. There 
was a flawed logic of some of these views: the Muslims, Hindus and 
Christians in fact tended to live in separate parts of the town; physical 
proximity improves relations between some locals but not others (i.e. 
sC vs. non-sC); the majority of the educated Christians were not of 
local origin and only stayed in Tranquebar for a limited period. but 
nevertheless these views seemed to confirm the existence of a delicate 
balance of power among the various interest groups.3 While they all 
certainly did not profit equally from the situation – least of all the 
poorest sC communities – they all contributed their share, directly 
or indirectly, to maintaining the balance. To single out any one player, 
be it the various caste panchayats and the jamaat, the Churches and 
the educational institutions, the ngos and the representatives of the 

2. For further examples of the ‘unity in diversity’ agenda, see the more extensive 
summaries of the moral instruction and social science textbooks in appendices 
A and b.

3. When asked why so few fishermen had converted to Christianity, the inform-
ant replied that they tended to keep to themselves in their own neighbourhood 
outside ‘Tranquebar old town’ and were under the authority of the fishermen 
panchayat. However, there were many ‘secret Christians’, the informant added.
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heritage industry, the local official authorities or the Hindu-Muslim-
Christian Association, as deserving credit for the perhaps unique de-
gree of peaceful coexistence characterizing Tranquebar would be just 
as unfair and incorrect as crediting any one individual. Rather, one 
would have to conclude that the uniqueness of Tranquebar in this 
sense might best be attributed to the unique history of the town itself 
with its centuries’ old tradition of multi-religious and multi-ethnic 
coexistence, which no wave of rationalization, nationalization, mod-
ernization or neo-liberalization had so far been able to tumble. in 
other words, to a unique combination of historical and social factors.

Reports from Tranquebar as these lines are being written indicate 
that the promising developments initiated by the tsunami of 2004 
continues. The new ‘tsunami village’ of the fishermen with much im-
proved access to drinking water is flourishing, wealth is increasing, 
the streets of the town have all been renovated, the number of shops 
has increased and the flow of tourists is growing steadily.4 ironically, 
the priest of Holy Rosary Church appears to have hit the right nail 
on the head when describing this new aspect of the tragedy of the 
tsunami he referred to it as ‘the blessed tsunami’. Time will prove 
its affect on the continued coexistence of Hindus, Christians and 
Muslims in Tranquebar.

4. Also the new-built ‘colony’ for the sC from karan street, located a slight dis-
tance away from the new ‘tsunami-village’ of the fishermen households, ap-
pears to be thriving (Frida Hastrup, personal communication). Tranquebar 
town itself, however, still lacks proper toilet facilities and a sufficient fresh water 
supply. The large fresh water tank constructed high above the ground next to 
Fort dansborg by an ngo soon after the tsunami in 2004 still remains empty 
(Trankebar, nr. 18, June 2011: 11).
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appendix a

Social Science Textbook  
Used by Class X

The following text was translated from Tamil and summarized by R. 
Menaka. This is Growing Youth, the good discipline series published 
by Vaigarai publishers, beski College, dindigul–624001, 2001. edited 
by Cyril. 

Contents (prose texts, practice questions, introspection)

Human values
Meaning of human life
let’s plan clearly
blooming youth
let’s grow in relationship
let’s bloom in feelings
let’s obtain individuality
don’t forget to work hard
don’t get frustrated
let’s enhance our memory
let’s make time ours 
exams are not a burden, they are a pleasure

There are 12 lessons in the book. each lesson is broken up into 
several sub-topics and these topics are explained in the prose text. 
Following every lesson, there are practice questions, most of which 
are check questions based on the text, and there is a section under the 
title, ‘self introspection’.
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Lesson 1: human values

The lesson has topics like: a) What are values b) Characteristics of val-
ues c) effects if values are not followed d) To respect the values e) To 
follow the values f ) urging others to follow g) The story of Malathi 
and Mala (one of them with good values: responsible, clean, helping, 
encouraging others, and the other with bad qualities jealous, talking 
ill of others, etc., h) of the two whom do you like? Why?

Lesson 2: Meaning of human life

Topics: a) life is a boon b) The principle of life c) life should be use-
ful d) What should life be spent on? e) life is to be spent happily f ) 
What is the meaning of a good life? g) life is made perpetual h) What 
is the meaning of perpetual life? i) To live as a society j) The couple 
who gave meaning to life (story in which Mr. kalyanasundaram and 
his Mrs. geetha Rani donate the eyes of their son Vasant, who died 
13 months after birth)

Lesson 3: Let’s plan clearly

Four steps: 1) put your goals into words in a sentence 2) Make a time 
frame to attain the goals 3) undertake a sWoT Analysis (strength, 
Weakness, opportunity, Trap [often called Threat];.e. a common tool 
in personality development Workshops in schools, colleges, institu-
tions etc.) with respect to your goals 4) break up your plan for a year, 
month, week etc.

Lesson 4: blooming youth

Topics: a) speciality of youth b) youth is a sweet experience c) youth 
is a preparatory state for the next state d) developmental changes of 
youth (physical, feelings, relationship, social (self-reliance, individu-
ality, love, and self-reflection)

Lesson 5: Let’s grow in relationship

statements of four mothers are given and on that basis four types of 
people are identified:
a) she and people associated with her are good and the rest are fit 

for nothing.
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b) others are great individuals, while she and her son are not so 
important people.

c) she is fit for nothing and the others are bad.
d) All are born equal in the world, each one should help the others 

and live in society.
other topics: a good society; everyone is born to live; how are you? 

The place you live in reflects the way you are.

Lesson 6: Let’s bloom in feelings

Topics: Feelings: inferiority complex (meaning, manifestations, and ways 
to come out of it); Fear (meaning, manifestations, and ways to come out 
of it); Feelings of guilt (meaning, manifestations, and ways to come out 
of it); Anger (meaning, manifestations, and ways to come out of it)

page 35: lines from the Tamil poet bharathiyar (poet who wrote 
poems and songs on the national freedom movement, women em-
powerment and some Hindu devotional songs) emphasizing that one 
should not be afraid unnecessarily. 

Lesson 7: Let’s obtain individuality

Topics: be natural; value of individual; clarity
page 42: story of a village, where there was a well. people drew 

water from it for drinking. A saint warned the people that in three 
weeks time any one who drank water from it would become mad. no 
one believed it except Jo (Christian name). He did not drink water 
from the well. except for him everyone became mad. He was left all 
alone. He thought he would drink the water from the well, become 
mad and would live like other people. He approached the saint for 
advice. The saint replied, ‘it is better to die than to become mad and 
live with others, like others.’ 

Lesson 8: don’t forget to work hard

opening lines of a popular Tamil film song which says, ‘everyone has 
to work, give to the society, dance and sing, and develop love among 
people.’ Topics: Work is a value; Work hard; Work immediately; do 
not become lazy. The man who does not work has no right to eat, says 
the bible. gandhiji said that one who does not work is a thief.
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page 44: story told by swami Mithrananda: A mason worked with 
a building contractor for a long time and one day decided to retire. 
The contractor told him that he could retire after he built a house in 
the place in front of the mason’s own hut. The mason did not want to 
build this house. He did not work sincerely. He completed the work 
for the sake of it. When he handed over the keys to the contractor and 
asked him to set him free, the contractor said that the house was for 
him and gave him back the keys. Had he known that the house was 
for him, he would have put his heart into the work. one should work 
without expecting benefits and then the work itself will be a benefit! 

page 47: A wood-cutter went to the forest to cut wood. He was not 
happy about his situation. He kept criticizing god. Just then he saw 
a lame fox. He thought about how god would save this fox. A tiger 
came with a deer and dropped the leftover for the fox. seeing this, 
he thought that if god can take care of a fox he can take care of me 
also. He dropped his axe and waited for god to send him food. He 
waited for a week, and then asked god angrily, ‘you kept me starving. 
i learnt a lesson from the fox.’ Then god replied, ‘Man! you should 
have learnt a lesson from the tiger and not the fox.’

Lesson 9: don’t get frustrated!

Topics: Meaning of frustration. Complex situations that students face 
(self-critique beyond a limit; fear of failure; fear of success (peer rejec-
tion); fear of being rejected; false beliefs; worrying too much; not 
working hard. good advice on how to avoid frustrations (caused by 
above). exercises to avoid frustration: sleep, physical exercises, breath-
ing exercises, meditation (dhyana); how to do meditation; benefits of 
doing meditation.

page 55: in Maharishi schools, meditation is a compulsory sub-
ject. Dhyana (meditation) is the biggest contribution of india and 
China to the world. The indian meditation techniques are welcomed 
by western countries today. 

Lesson 10: Let’s develop our memory

Topics: Memory: description of memory, how to remember by 
relation (connecting facts as a narrative/relating ideas). learning: 
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When to study? Memory; long term memory; short term memory; 
forgetfulness; how to develop memory power. 

Lesson 11: Let’s make time ours

Topics: planning; Time management; Time and personality; Time 
and country; Time and others; Making others wait.

Lesson 12: exams are not a burden…they are a pleasure!

Topics: i + you + He = self confidence (i.e. being successful). That 
is, you yourself should work hard, others may help you, and god 
may bless you. only when these three come together can you easily 
get the fruits of success. This is true self-confidence. exams are like 
surgery: before exams, during exams and after exams. before surgery 
is performed, the necessary instruments have to be made ready. The 
operation theatre should be prepared and the patient has to be made 
ready. similarly, before an exam the students have to prepare the les-
son and keep their writing instruments and other things required for 
the exam ready. They should eat properly and sleep well the night 
before the exam. At the next stage, surgery is performed. With ut-
most care, attention is given to the operation, and the surgery is done 
with sincerity. similarly, the exam has to be written with full sincerity. 
After the surgery is over, the patient is reviewed by the doctor. He 
examines whether the surgery has been done properly and whether 
the patient is progressing in health. likewise after the exams are over 
and the papers are evaluated by the teacher, the students have to go 
through the papers and find out what went wrong with their papers. 
They should consult their teachers and find out more about what they 
should do to progress.
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appendix B

Social Science Textbook Used by 
the Teacher Training Institute

The following text is an edited version of a translation from Tamil and 
a resumé by R. Menaka. This is Social Science Textbook, published by 
shanta publishers, Chennai (no year & no author), used by TelC 
Teacher Training institute.

The contents of the book are divided into 10 units, each consisting 
of a few chapters. At the end of the chapters, there is a model les-
son plan for history and geography. There is a list of books attached. 
There is a plan for the evaluation of students.

unit 1: social science: Meaning, nature, scope

Chapter 1: Social Science: Meaning, Nature, Scope
introduction; what is social science; wrong opinion of social science; 
nature of social science; aims of learning social science; aims of learn-
ing social science in the primary stages; scope of social science.

unit 2: Man and society

Chapter 2: Method of Forming the Study Contents in History
introduction; social science studies in Arts education; aims of social 
science; unity in development of social science.

Chapter 3: Family and Society
india is a family; family and social life; responsibilities of the indi-
vidual in society; social service; social incidents and responsibilities 
of the individual.
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Chapter 4: National Unity
dependent life; cooperation between the states; national unity.

unit 3: natural resources yesterday and today

Chapter 5: Development of Agriculture in India
india after independence; five year plans; irrigation facilities; new 
methods in agriculture; rural development programmes; problems 
faced by india today.

Chapter 6: Indian Agriculture
Time period; location of land; soil nutrients; social factors; types and 
methods of agriculture; methods of agriculture in tropical climate; 
methods of agriculture in temperate climate; animal husbandry; 
mixed farming; india-crops; plantation crops; rearing of cattle and 
dairy farms; fisheries and aquaculture.

Chapter 7: Industries and Their Uses
development of industries; factors in the location of industries: raw 
materials, fuel and energy; transport and facilities of communica-
tion; market, labour, capital; basic industries, cotton industries, jute, 
silk production, sugar, paper, pharmaceuticals, fertilizers and petro-
chemicals, automobiles, iron and steel, small scale industries. 

Chapter 8: India towards Self Sufficiency
science and technology, policy and management; department of sci-
ence and technology; indian meteorological research department; 
survey of india; atomic energy; indian space programme; electronics; 
Antarctica research programme; communication (internet). 

Chapter 9: Natural Resources and Their Uses
Renewable resources: forests, fisheries and cattle. non-renewable re-
sources: oil and natural gas, soil, water.

Chapter 10: Environmental Pollution; Conservation of Forests and Progress
environmental pollution: air pollution, water pollution, soil pollu-
tion; conservation of natural resources; threatening factors.
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unit 4: development of indian society

Chapter 11: Development of Indian Society
prehistoric times; society of the indus valley civilization; society dur-
ing the Vedic times; ancient times; the middle ages; indian national 
freedom movement; india after independence. 

Chapter 12: Indian Culture
indian culture: Classical; india witnessing secularism; indian archi-
tecture and memorials; indian languages; literature and writers; festi-
vals; handicrafts; social reformers; indian scientists. 

Chapter 13: National Unity and Integration
national integration; factors destroying national unity; educational 
activities which develop national integration; secularism; importance 
of secularism.

Chapter 14: Life Style of Indians
life styles of people living in different parts of india; food habits; 
dress; handicrafts; the manners of seeing unity in diversity.

unit 5: human resource development

Chapter 15: Human Resource Development
Changes that take place due to human resource development; im-
portance of human resources: planning; management; education 
and human resource management: aims of education; education and 
economic development; investment in education; human resource 
development and capacity; standards and human resource develop-
ment; human resource development and health. 

unit 6: international organizations and world peace

Chapter 16: United Nations Organization
organs of un: general Assembly, security Council, economic and 
social council, trusteeship council, international court of justice, sec-
retariat, uniCeF, unesCo, WHo, World bank, achievements of 
un.
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Chapter 17: Cordial Relations in the World; Creating a Peaceful World 
Humanity: interdependence and co-operation among countries for 
world economic development.

unit 7: human rights; today’s social, economic and Cultural 
Changes

Chapter 18: Human Rights
Human rights; fundamental rights guaranteed by the indian constitu-
tion; our duties and responsibilities; women’s rights; children’s rights; 
disturbances in achieving rights; equal opportunities; right to vote.

Chapter 19: Today’s Social, Economic and Cultural Changes
social changes: Factors in social changes; recent social changes. economic 
changes: mixed economic policy; five year plans; agriculture; industries; 
science and technology; communication. Cultural changes.

unit 8: supplementary instruments of social science

Chapter 20: Supplementary Instruments of Social Science
importance of audio/visual instruments; pictures; charts; models: 
globe, maps, atlas; research institutes; libraries; museums and exhibi-
tions; civics; educational trips; radio and television.

unit 9: various Methods of teaching social science

Chapter 21: Various Methods of Teaching Social Science
play-way method; description method; story telling method; life 
sketch method; drama method; debates; problem solving method; ac-
tion plan method; text book method; publishing what one has learnt 
in social relations; team work; ‘chapterisation’ method; relations with 
other subjects; utilizing social resources; class observation.

unit 10: the role of evaluation in social science

Chapter 22: The Role of Evaluation in Social Science
Meaning of evaluation; aims of evaluation; aims of evaluation in so-
cial science; types of evaluation: formative, summative, continuous 
evaluation; different types of learning: teaching operations, extensive 
evaluation; different methods of evaluation: oral examination, essay 
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type, short answer type, rapid fire questions, talent search exam, map 
drawing test, mental ability test, situation test; other methods: obser-
vation, check lists.

page 31:

india is our motherland. We all are indians. Though we are 
differentiated by language, religion, customs etc., it is a matter 
of pride that we live united as a family. 

page 111:

our culture is known for its unity in diversity.

page 112:

special qualities of our culture: accepting new facts, tolerance, 
spirituality, unity in diversity. 

india witnesses secularism. in our country, in religious places 
we can see people worshipping irrespective of their religion. 
The scene of Hindus worshipping in the nagore Dargah of the 
Muslims and Vailankanni of the Christians can be seen only 
in this land and nowhere else. Throughout india we can see 
that the Muslims and Christians convey their wishes to their 
Hindu brothers during festivals. 

page 113:

under the title ‘indian architecture and memorials’ a detailed descrip-
tion of the various Hindu, Muslim and buddhist temples and monu-
ments is given [note however the absence of e.g. Christian buildings 
and monuments]. There is a statement which says that the art symbols 
in india have a religious impact. 

page 119:

under the title ‘Festivals’, three types of festivals are identified: local, 
family and national festivals. in our country people following dif-
ferent religions like Hindus, Christians, Muslims, sikhs, buddhists, 
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Jains etc. live. A brief description of the following festivals is given: 
deepawali, pongal, ramzan (ramadan), Christmas, onam (traditional 
– originally a Hindu – festival in kerala), mahavir jayanthi (the 
birthday of the 24th Jain tirthankar, Mahavir), Mysore dussherra (ten 
day Hindu festival with Ramlila), independence day, Republic day. 
[note the apparent non-distinction between religious and secular 
holidays.]

page 127:

National integration.

‘national integration is not something which can be built by 
bricks and cement, not something which can be sculpted by 
instruments. it is a feeling which has to be developed step 
by step deep in the hearts of the people and stabilized in the 
thought streams.’ (dr. s. Radhakrishnan, the second president 
of independent india). in india people following Hinduism, 
Christianity, islam, Jainism and buddhism live. still we each 
and all have the feeling of being an indian. This quality is ap-
preciated by all as unity in diversity. 

page 128:

Religious Terrorism.

sometimes narrow-minded religious affiliation has resulted in 
riots in our country. All religions teach love and brotherhood. 
in this case, is religious terrorism necessary? our national gov-
ernment respects all religions equally, gives equal protection 
to all. We have to develop the spirit of respecting all religions 
equally right from childhood. 

page 132:

Some methods through which national unity can be enhanced.

Taking the national pledge every day in school, hoisting the 
national flag on the first day of the week, singing the national 
anthem together, celebrating independence day, Republic 
day and gandhi jayanthi (birthday), enacting dramas depict-
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ing the brave stories of our ancestors and customs, conducting 
group inspirational classes on the life stories of freedom fight-
ers, conducting programmes on secularism, doing service for 
the uplifting of the life of the socially depressed classes.

 page 132–133:

Secularism.

There are some countries in the world which are religious. in 
those countries, the religion followed by the majority of the 
people is the religion of the government. The other minority 
groups do not enjoy many rights. They don’t have religious 
rights. They are not eligible for high posts in the government. 
our indian government adopts the policy of secularism. This 
does not mean that religious ideas are rejected. it means equal 
respect to all religions, equal rights to worship, and security for 
all. All citizens have the right to practise the religion of their 
choice and its customs. but these should not hurt the feelings 
of people of other religions and should be acceptable to public 
life. We should develop secularism in our schools. We can un-
dertake many steps towards this. We can sing the songs of all 
religions in the weekly prayer meetings. The teachings of vari-
ous religious leaders can be included in textbooks and taught 
to children. We can develop secularism by explaining the fact 
that the truths propounded by all religions are the same. 

page 133–134:

see how people of different religions live united in our country. 
but sometimes there are tensions in the name of religion. This 
is due to the religious fanaticism of a few people. now there 
is greater awareness among people of different denominations. 
We should remember the fact that our country was divided 
into two parts in 1947 as a result of this type of feeling. The 
politicians, educationalists and spiritual leaders in our country 
should follow a non-discriminatory policy on religion and 
caste. We should make use of debates and public meetings to 
develop secularism. The government should take stern action 
against those who instigate hatred or violence based on reli-
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gious or caste feelings. All religions place emphasis on love and 
brotherhood. swami Ramakrishna paramahamsa (the guru of 
swami Vivekananda) said that service to mankind is service to 
god. our father of the nation, gandhiji, won independence 
for our country using satya (truth), dharma (righteousness) 
and ahimsa (non-violence).

Box item:

love thy neighbour as thyself (bible). Consider everyone your 
brother. give what you have to others and make them also 
live (koran). Just as a tortoise draws its limbs and body within 
its shell, we should also control our feelings (bhagavad gita).
 The europeans who came to india for trade, while spread-
ing Christianity in our country preached that all people are 
the children of god and hence each one should love the other. 
Also, patience and forgiveness should prevail among people, is 
what religions preach. To protect the independence which was 
won after properly understanding these values, to implement 
the values of the father of the nation, gandhiji, we indians 
should live with secularism and we should take a vow that 
india will be successful in all fields. 

page 143:

There are different climatic conditions in different parts of india. 
There are very hot deserts and very cold places. Coastal regions, 
mountains, plains and deserts are seen in our country. From state 
to state, from place to place, the life style and habits of people, 
language, costumes, food habits and profession differ. Though 
there are caste and religious differences, geographically and politi-
cally india is one country. 

page 145:

Box item:

‘if we are united, there is life; if our unity is taken, it is doom 
for everyone.’ (bharatiyar, a renowned Tamil poet).
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see also basilica of our lady of 
good Health; sewers

heritage
agents 54, 146
development plan 149, 151
hotels/bungalows 145, 150, 153, 

183. See also ‘bungalow on 
the beach’

industry 142–153 passim, 186
ngos 147–152 passim, 159, 

183. See also bestseller Fund; 
inTACH; ngos

tensions regarding 146–151
tourism 145, 146, 152. See also 

tourism

town, Tranquebar’s status as. See 
Tranquebar: heritage town

Hindi
anti-Hindi agitation 24, 39, 41, 

43, 44. See also Justice party; 
self-Respect Movement; 
dravidians: separatism; Tamil 
nadu: politics

compulsory education in 39
language 24; as official ~ 24, 43. 

See also urdu
Hindu

Chettiar ~s 5
community in Tranquebar. See 

Tranquebar: Hindu commu-
nity

conversion to Christianity 12–
15. See also scheduled Castes: 
conversion to Christianity

faith. See Hinduism
festivals. See festivals: Hindu
–Muslim relations 24–27, 49–

50, 53, 105, 130, 140, 167, 
168, 197. See also Muslim; re-
ligious: coexistence; religious: 
conflict; Rss

nationalism. See Hindu national-
ism

pilgrims 172
Hindu nationalism

demolition of Ayodhya mosque 
49, 167

Hindu Munnani 167
Hindutva 166, 167
see also bJp; Rss

Hindu-Muslim-Christian Associa-
tion 101, 172, 186

Hinduism 51, 94, 198
Acharyas 94
british policy 28
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Catholic accommodation with. 
See Catholic Church: accomo-
datio

deities 26, 81, 166. See also Aiyanar; 
Angalamman; ganesha; kanni; 
Mahadevi; Ram; Renugadevi; 
Vinayaka; Vishnu

homam ritual 129, 180
places of worship. See samadhi 

mandir; shrines; temples
see also brahman; caste; Hindu 

nationalism
HiV 121. See also health
Holy Rosary Church 97, 98, 99, 

112–116, 127, 172, 186. See 
also Catholic Church; Tranque-
bar: churches

Home Rule 23, 31–33; ~ league 
31. See also All-india Muslim 
league; besant, Annie; british: 
resistance to ~ rule; gandhi; 
indian national Congress

Hope Foundation 82, 90
balwadi centre 83–84
Matriculation school 78, 82–87, 

91, 102, 179, 184
see also ngos

Hyderabad xii, 22

imperial Civil service. See british 
india: administration of

independence. See india: indepen-
dence

independence day 74, 103, 178, 
198

independent Churches 116, 118, 
127, 131, 163. See also Zion 
prayer House

india
british. See british india

civil service. See indian Civil 
service

constitution 33, 42, 50, 96, 102, 
103, 104, 130, 185, 196

economy 46–48
independence 14, 27, 29, 39, 42, 

71, 103, 178, 194, 195, 200. 
See also Home Rule; indepen-
dence day

local administration 29, 33, 54. 
See also district Collector; 
gram panchayat

national unity 103, 194, 195, 
198. See also unity in diversity

partition of. See british india: 
partition of

population, religious composi-
tion 6, 17

indian Civil service 29
indian Constitution. See india: 

constitution
indian Home Rule. See Home Rule
indian Mutiny. See indian Revolt
indian national Congress 29–44 

passim. See also besant, Annie; 
Congress party; gandhi; Home 
Rule

indian national Trust for Art and 
Cultural Heritage. See inTACH

indian Revolt 21. See also british: 
resistance to ~ rule

inTACH (indian national Trust 
for Art and Cultural Heritage) 
142–150 passim, 184. See also 
heritage: ngos; ngos 

islam
centres of worship. See dargah; 

mosque
conversion to 18, 20–21, 51, 

167; forced ~ 18, 24
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demolition of Ayodhya mosque 
49, 167

fatwa 22
fiqh, Hanafi and shafi’i 17–18
hierarchy 20–21; Sayyids and 

Shayks in ~ 20. See also caste
islamization 25–27
jihad movements 20. See also 

delhi: reformers; lashkar-e-
Taiba

Mecca and Medina 20, 21, 22
sufism. See sufi
sunni 17, 18
Wahhabi 20
waqf 19
see also caliphate; Mughal em-

pire; Muslim

Jahangir, emperor 8. See also Mu-
ghal empire

Jains 49, 81, 103, 198
Jallianwala bagh massacre. See Am-

ritsar
jamaat. See Muslim: jamaat
Jayalalitha, J. 45, 46, 164. See also 

AiAdMk; MgR; Tamil nadu: 
politics

Jesuits 4, 5, 8, 28. See also Catho-
lic Church: missionary work; 
Xavier, Francis

Jews 3, 18, 49
Jilani, Abdul kadar 26. See also 

islam
Jinnah, Muhammed Ali 41. See also 

All-india Muslim league
Justice (newspaper) 32, 36
Justice party 32–42 passim, 46, 

155. see also brahman; Drav-
ida Kazhagam; Home Rule; 
Madras presidency; periyar; 

self-Respect Movement; Tamil 
nadu: politics

kanni 125. See also Hinduism: dei-
ties

Kanniyannal 125. See also festivals: 
Hindu

karaikal xii, 8, 17, 59, 96, 105, 
116, 120, 152, 175. See also 
Hindu: –Muslim relations; reli-
gious: conflict

karan street 64, 67, 160, 162, 186. 
See also scheduled Castes; tsu-
nami: death toll

karnataka 47, 60, 70
karunanidhi, M. 44–45, 157, 

165. See also Annadurai, C.n.; 
dMk; dravidian: movement; 
gMR; Tamil nadu: politics

kattunaiyakar 159. See also caste: 
groups; scheduled Castes

kiernander, John 10. See also mis-
sionaries: swedish

kerala 2, 17, 40, 43, 70, 138, 198. 
See also Madras state: partition; 
siFFs; st. Thomas; Travancore

kesavanpalayam 64, 160, 161. See 
also scheduled Castes; tsunami: 
death toll

khadi (or khaddar) 36. See also 
gandhi

Khariboli dialect. See Hindi; urdu
khilafat movement 23–24, 36, 94; 

~ Manifesto 23. See also british: 
resistance to; gandhi

kindernothilfe (knF) 87. See also 
TelC: funding

king street 54, 55, 62, 70, 73, 91, 
99, 108, 110, 112, 117, 120, 
131, 148, 181
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as ‘ecumenical street’ 112
restoration work in 145, 147
see also Tranquebar: streets

kolkata. See Calcutta
kshatriyas 14, 22; Nayar/Nair ~ 22, 

23, 25. See also caste: groups; 
Mappila rebellion

Kudipillai 159–160. See also caste: 
occupations and; paraiyars

kurichya Rebellion 22. See also 
british: resistance to

labour disputes 37
lashkar-e-Taiba 50. See also islam: 

jihad movements
leipzig evangelische lutherische 

Mission (lelM) 107. See also 
TelC: early period

leipzig Missionary society (lMs) 
11, 16. See also danish: Halle 
Mission; missionaries: luther-
an; ~ : swedish; Tranquebar: 
Mission

liquor. See alcohol
london 8, 11, 13, 29
lucknow pact 34. See also Home 

Rule
lutheran

Church. See TelC
mission 10, 11, 16, 53, 99, 109, 

166; ~ tercentenary celebrated 
ix, 68, 108. See also mission-
aries: lutheran; Tranquebar: 
Mission

schools 9, 80; ~ in Tranquebar 
54, 55, 69, 70, 99. See also 
TelC: schools

Mission 9–11, 15, 54; heritage 
of ~ 53, 109. See also dan-
ish: Halle Mission; leipzig 

Missionary society; plütchau, 
Heinrich; schultze, benjamin; 
schwartz, Christian Friederich; 
Ziegenbalg, bartholomäus

lutheran dresden Mission society 
16. See also leipzig Missionary 
society

lutheran Mission Monument 148, 
149

Machilipatnam. See Masulipatnam
Madras (Chennai) xii, 8, 10, 13, 

14, 25–27, 33, 36, 43. See also 
Chennai; Fort st. george

Madras dravidian Association. See 
dravidian: movement

Madras legislative Council
Madras Mahajana sabha 29. See 

also Home Rule; indian na-
tional Congress

Madras native Association 29
Madras presidency 22, 27, 29, 33, 

37, 46
becomes Madras state 42
Chief Minister 39
elections 38; 1920 ~ 35–36; 

1923 ~ 38; 1937 ~ 39; 
independence called for 41. See 

also dravidian: separatism; 
periyar

Justice party dominant 38. See 
also Justice party

opposition to Home Rule 27, 
31–39. See also Tamil nadu: 
politics

disproportionate brahman influ-
ence 28–29, 30, 31

missionaries in 16
population, caste composition 

28, 30, 31, 33
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Madras presidency Association 33, 
39

Madras state
assembly elections 41, 43, 44, 45
birth 42
Chief Minister 43, 44
established 42
opposition to Hindi. See Hindi
partition 25, 43

Madras university 38
madrasa. See Muslim: education
Madurai xii, 10, 17, 18; ~ sultan-

ate 18
Mahadevi 7. See also Hinduism: 

deities
mahasamadhi 129. See also Hindu-

ism
maktab. See Muslim: education
Malabar

Coast xii, 3–7, 18, 22, 23, 25
district 4, 22–24, 25, 36, 43. See 

also kerala; Madras state; Map-
pila rebellion

Mappila rebellion 18, 22–24, 25, 
36. see also Muslim: Mappila

Maratha confederation xii, 22
Masillamani nathar (temple) 55, 

121–123. See also temples; 
Tranquebar: temples and 
shrines

Masulipatnam (Machilipatnam) 7
Mayavaram (Mayiladuthurai) xii, 

60, 87, 174
Merchant street. See goldsmith 
street
MgR (g. Ramachandran) 44–45. 

See also AiAdMk; Jayalalitha, 
J.; karuananidhi, M.; Ramach-
andran, Janaki; Tamil nadu: 
politics

micro-credit 139, 145, 173. See also 
women

Middleton, T.F., bishop 13. See also 
Anglican Church

missionaries
attitude of companies to 8, 

10–14
british. See Church Missionary 

society; spCk; serampore 
Mission and press

Catholic. See Catholic Church: 
missionary work; ~ : early 
portuguese (below)

early portuguese 4–7, 15. See also 
Xavier, Francis

French. See Capuchin mission
lutheran ix, 9–12, 15–16. See 

also danish: Halle Mission; 
leipzig Missionary society; 
Tranquebar: Mission

swedish 12, 16–17, 54, 107. See 
also kiernander, John; leipzig 
Missionary society; ~ : lutheran 
(above); spCk; svenska kyrkans 
Mission

see also Christianity: conversion 
to; evangelization

Montagu, edwin 32–34
Morley-Minto Reforms 29–30. See 

also Home Rule
mosque 1, 18, 73

babri Masjid ~, demolition of. 
See Hindu nationalism; islam

in Tranquebar 126, 127. See also 
new Mosque

Mosque street 126. See also 
Tranquebar: streets
Mudaliar (caste) 45. See also caste: 

groups
Mughal empire 8, 18, 19, 21, 22
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emperors. See Akbar; Jahangir
viceroys in south india 18, 22

Muhammedan Anglo-oriental 
College 21. See also Muslim: 
education

Muslim
Chulia ~s 5
community in Tranquebar. See 

Tranquebar: Muslim com-
munity

education 19–22; traditional 
funding of ~ 19; ~ in Tranque-
bar. See Muslim elementary 
school

festivals. See festivals: Muslim
–Hindu relations. See Hindu: 

–Muslim relations; religious: 
conflict

indo-Muslim culture 19–22
jamaat 68, 78, 86, 101, 133, 

140, 172, 180, 184, 185. 
See also Muslim elementary 
school

league. See All-india Muslim 
league

Mappila (or Moplah) ~s 18, 22–
23. See also Mappila rebellion

Marikkar (or Marakkar) ~s 17
saints 18, 26, 62, 121, 126, 129. 

See also dargah; pir; sufi
sunni ~s 17
traders 17, 25
see also Arabs; islam

Muslim elementary school 54, 
55, 78, 80–82, 126. See also 
Muslim: jamaat; Tranquebar: 
schools

Mylapore 3, 4, 5
Mysore xii, 18, 22, 23, 198. See also 

Haidar Ali; Tipu sultan

nagapattinam 82, 112, 184
district 2, 7, 47, 57, 103, 159, 

170; ngos in ~ 135, 140; 
Tranquebar/Tharangambadi 
part of ~ 1, 53

town xii, 5, 17, 50, 53, 59
tsunami and 64, 65, 178
see also basilica of our lady; 

nagore: Dargah of; Thiruka-
daiyur Temple; Vailankanni

nagari (or devanagari) script 24, 
43. See also Hindi

nagore
Dargah of 16, 18, 103, 105, 197
town 17, 18

national Cadet Corps 71
nationalism

dravidian. See dravidian: sepa-
ratism

Hindu. See Hindu nationalism
indian. See Home Rule; indian 

national Congress
nawab. See Mughal empire: vice-

roys
neemrana Hotels 145, 146, 

152–153, 183. See also heritage: 
tourism

nestorians. See Thomas Christians
new Jerusalem Church 54, 55, 62, 

90, 99, 107–109, 110, 112, 
115, 116, 147. See also TelC; 
Tranquebar: churches

new Justice party 45. See also Jus-
tice party

new Mosque 55, 62, 121, 126, 
133, 140, 149, 150. See also 
Tranquebar: Muslim commu-
nity

ngos 111, 138, 153, 183, 185
Christian 89, 90, 142. See also 
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Hope Foundation; st. Jo-
seph’s development Trust

heritage. See heritage: ngos
international 82, 105, 133, 135, 

140–142, 172, 181, 183; ~ 
partnership with fishermen 
panchayat 135. See also pan-
chayat, fishermen

local 105, 133, 140–142. See also 
RosA; siFFs

relief 54, 133
tsunami, huge influx after 135, 

140, 183; ~ aid given. See tsu-
nami: ngos

nizam. See Mughal empire: viceroys
de nobili, Roberto 7, 15, 28. see 

also Catholic Church: accomo-
datio with Hinduism; ~ mis-
sionary work

non-brahman movement. See dra-
vidian: movement

non-cooperation movement 35, 36, 
38, 39. See also gandhi

non-violent resistance. See gandhi

obC. See other backward Classes
orissa 19
orphans 9, 10, 66, 83
other backward Classes (obC) 

160, 165. See also caste: groups; 
Christian: converts; scheduled 
Castes

ottoman
empire 23, 35, 94
sultan 21, 94. See also Caliphate

outcastes. See scheduled Castes
 
paddy 60, 160
Padroado Real (‘Royal patronage’) 

5. See also Catholic Church: 

missionary work
pallars 45, 58, 152. See also caste: 

groups
panchamas. See scheduled Castes
panchayat, fishermen 54, 68, 133–

138, 159, 179–182, 185
discrimination against sC tsuna-

mi victims 161–163; ~ against 
women 136, 175, 176

education, involvement in 
83–84, 91

financial support for Hindu in-
stitutions 123, 125

leading role in post-tsunami re-
lief work 134–136, 139–140, 
141, 162–163, 179; corrup-
tion allegations about ~ 137

meetings 123, 136. See also 
Renugadevi Amman temple

partnerships with ngos 135, 
141

powerful local position of 133–
134, 137, 138, 140–141, 182, 
184, 185

relationship with siFFs 139
role and activities 136–137
sanctions against converts 89, 

91, 130–131, 137–138, 163, 
185. See also fishermen: atti-
tude to […] Christianity

see also caste; fishermen; gram 
panchayat

panchayati raj 133, 136. See also 
gram panchayat; india: local 
administration

parade ground 55, 60, 61, 112, 
126, 144, 147, 148, 149, 151

paraiyars 15, 58, 158–163 passim, 
181. See also caste: groups; 
scheduled Castes; Tothis
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paravars 5, 6, 9. See also Christian-
ity: conversion to; fishermen; 
Xavier, Francis

pariah. See paraiyars
Pariah Panchamas Sabha 34
parsis 49
pattinavars 58, 59, 62, 76, 79, 133, 

134, 159, 160, 162, 163, 164, 
174. See also caste: groups; fish-
ermen

periyar (e.V. Ramasamy)
atheism 41
fights for dravidian indepen-

dence 41–42
founds self-Respect Movement 39
opposition to brahmans 39, 41

persian 19, 20, 24. See also Hindi; 
urdu

perumal (temple) 126. See also 
temples; Tranquebar: temples 
and shrines

pir 18–19, 129. See also dargah; 
Muslim: saints; sufi

plassey, battle of 11, 19. See also 
east india Company: british; 
british: expansion and domi-
nance in india

plütschau, Heinrich 9, 69
plutschau elementary school 55, 

65–66, 78–80, 92
poiyatha pillayar. See Twin Vinaya-

ka temple
polo, Marco 4
pondicherry (puducherry) xii, 1, 

8, 15, 50, 145. See east india 
Company: French; missionar-
ies: French; puducherry

Pongal 125, 148, 170, 198. See also 
festivals: Hindu

poompuhar 87, 111

porayar 55, 57, 60, 82, 83, 84, 87, 
96, 97, 98, 101, 109, 114, 118, 
119, 120, 127, 129, 131, 133, 
136, 152, 155, 156, 159, 160, 
168, 170, 185

portuguese
arrival in india 4–7
merchants 4, 7, 8
missionary activities 4–7. See also 

Catholic Church: missionary 
work; missionaries: early por-
tuguese; Xavier, Francis

in Tranquebar 56, 108, 112
prasad 127. See also Hinduism
presbyterian Church 17, 116. See 

also Church of south india
presidency of bengal. See british 

india: bengal presidency
presidency of bombay. See british 

india: bombay presidency
presidency of Fort William (Calcut-

ta) 12, 13, 20. See also bengal
presidency of Madras. See Madras 

presidency
press Act (1914) 21
protestant

Christians 171
Churches 17, 56. See also 

Church of south india; TelC
mission societies 8–13. See also 

Church Missionary society; 
missionaries; spCk; svenska 
kyrkans Mission

puducherry xii, 1, 59, 96. See also 
karaikal; pondicherry

puduppalayan 64, 160
pulicat (pazhaverkadu) 7
punjab 35, 94
purdah 25, 96. See also women: 

Muslim
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queen street 55. See also Tranque-
bar: streets

quran 21, 23, 25

Rajagopalachari, C. 39, 40. See also 
Congress party; Hindi; Tamil 
nadu: politics

Ram 49, 167. See also Hinduism: 
deities

Ramachandran, g. See MgR
Ramachandran, Janaki 45. See also 

AiAdMk; MgR; Tamil nadu: 
politics

Ramadan (Ramzan) 23, 198. See 
also festivals: Muslim

Ramasamy naicker, e.V. (periyar or 
e.V.R.). See periyar

Ramlila. See also festivals: Hindu
Rashtriya swayamsevak sangh. See 

Rss
Reformed Church 17, 116. See also 

Church of south india
religious

coexistence 49–51, 105, 184; ~ 
in Tranquebar 1, 51, 53, 105, 
106, 184–186

conflict 1, 24–25, 46, 49, 50, 
70, 105, 163, 165, 167; ~ in 
Tranquebar 130–131, 167–
169, 184, 185. See also com-
munal riots; Mappila rebellion

institutions 1, 50; ~ in Tran-
quebar 54, 68–153 passim, 
163, 165, 185. see also caste: 
groups; churches; dargah; 
Muslim: jamaat; mosque; 
panchayat, fishermen; schools; 
shrines; temples 

processions 4, 6, 26, 126, 148–
149, 167–168, 170, 172, 182

Renugadevi 123–124, 125; ~ fes-
tival 124, 170. See also Hindu-
ism: deities

Renugadevi Amman temple 55, 62, 
123–124, 133, 169

financed by fishermen panchayat 
123

site for panchayat meetings 123, 
133, 134, 136

see also temples; Tranquebar: 
temples and shrines

Roman Catholics. See Catholic 
Church

RosA (Rural organization for so-
cial Action) 142, 173. See also 
ngos: local

Rowlatt Act 35, 94. See also non-
cooperation movement

Rss (Rashtriya swayamsevak 
sangh) 105, 112, 166; ~ in 
Tranquebar 105, 119, 131, 
166–168. See also bJp; Hindu 
nationalism

Rural organization for social Ac-
tion. See RosA

salt production 60
samadhi mandir 129–130
samy’s sanctuary 127–129. See also 

Catholic Church
sanskrit 24, 28, 38, 42, 180. See 

also Hindi; Hinduism
são Thomé. See Mylapore
scheduled Castes (sC) 14, 44, 46, 

54, 55, 58, 67, 80, 165
vs ‘caste Hindu’ 46, 156
conversion to Christianity 14–

15, 58, 130, 163–165
discrimination against 62, 156–

163 passim, 166
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occupations. See caste: and oc-
cupations

ranking 130
tsunami and 153, 160; resettle-

ment after ~ 67, 149, 162–163
see also caste

scheduled Tribes 49, 54, 156, 157
schools 9, 10, 12, 198, 199

primary 21, 69, 78, 97
secondary 39, 69, 82
syllabus 21, 82, 83, 84, 98, 100
in Tranquebar. See Catholic 

Church: schools in Tranque-
bar; fishermen: schooling; 
lutheran: schools; Tranque-
bar: schools

see also education; gender: ratio; 
Muslim: education; TelC: 
schools

schultze, benjamin 9, 10, 28. See 
also spCk; Tranquebar: Mis-
sion

schwartz, Christian Friederich 9, 
10. See also spCk; Tanjore; 
Tinnevelly; Tranquebar: Mis-
sion; Trichinopoly

scripture union 89
secularism 103; ~ as basis of indian 

state 50, 96, 104; ~ in schools 
96, 104, 195, 197, 199–200

self-Respect Movement 39–41, 42
anti-brahman agenda 41, 44
promotes inter-caste love mar-

riages 42, 44
see also dravidian: separatism; 

Hindi; Justice party; periyar
sepoy Mutiny. See indian Revolt
serampore Mission and press 12. 

See also baptists; Carey, Wil-
liam; missionaries

sewers 158–159. See also health
shrines 103, 123, 125, 126, 171. 

See also Aiyanar; basilica of 
our lady; dargah; Tranquebar: 
temples and shrines

shudras 14, 15, 28. See also caste: 
groups

siFFs 59, 138–140
boat-building 139. See also fish-

ing boats
establishment and goals 138
fish marketing 59, 139. See also 

fishing: vendors
post-tsunami relief work 133, 

139–140, 162; concerns about 
~ 162–163; ~ construction of 
‘tsunami village’ 139, 179. See 
also tsunami

power of 105, 106
relationship with fishermen pan-

chayat 139
see also ngos: local

sikhs 49, 50, 103, 163, 165, 197. 
See also festivals; religious: con-
flict

skM. See svenska kyrkans Mission
society for promoting Christian 

knowledge. See spCk
society for the propagation of the 

gospel in Foreign parts 11
society of Jesus. See Jesuits
south india

caste system 156–157; braham 
dominance 28–29, 30, 31; 
discrimination 157–158; strict 
adherence to 62

Christians in 2–17
Church of. See Church of south 

india
colonized by Aryans 28
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Muslims in 17–27, 38
population 28; ~ caste composi-

tion 28, 29
see also Madras presidency

south indian liberal Federation. 
See Justice party

spCk (society for promoting 
Christian knowledge) 10–13. 
See also missionaries; schultze, 
b.; schwartz, C.F.

spice trade 4, 7, 8
sri lanka 7, 63, 64. See also Ceylon
st. Anthony 71, 114, 115
st. Anthony’s Chapel 114–115. See 

also Catholic Church
st. John’s primary school 55, 70–

80, 90, 91, 92, 97, 99, 180. See 
also Catholic Church

st. Joseph’s development Trust 
142. See also ngos: Christian

st. Theresa’s Convent 70, 72, 73, 
76, 91, 98, 99, 112, 114, 119, 
140, 147, 171, 180. See also 
Catholic Church

st. Theresa’s dispensary 119–121. 
See also Catholic Church; health

st. Theresa’s girls’ Higher second-
ary school 55, 75, 82, 83, 
91–97, 99, 113, 184. See also 
Catholic Church

st. Theresa’s Teacher Training insti-
tute for Women 97–99, 114, 
182. See also Catholic Church

st. Thomas (or Apostle) 2–3, 4, 
128. See also Thomas Christians

sufi 18, 25, 26; ~ qadiri order 18, 
26. See also Muslim

sunni Muslims. See islam: sunni
surat xii, 8. See also east india 

Company: british

svenska kyrkans Mission (skM) 
107. See also missionaries: 
swedish; TelC: early period

Swaraj. See Home Rule
swedish mission. See missionaries: 

swedish; svenska kyrkans Mis-
sion

syrian Christians. See Thomas 
Christians

Tamil
Christian converts 7, 10, 54
culture 25, 28
language 25, 27, 28, 44, 70, 77; 

~ tensions 42, 44, 46. See also 
Hindi; Tamilnad; Telagu

Tamil evangelical lutheran 
Church. See TelC

Tamil nadu xii
Chief Minister 44, 45, 46, 157, 

164, 165
department of Archaeology 148, 

149
directorate of Town and Coun-

try planning 151
economy 46–48
politics 27–46, 155–156. See also 

AiAdMk; Annadurai, C.n.; 
dMk; dravidians: separatism; 
perivar; self-Respect Movement

population 47, 48; ~ religious 
composition 17, 27

Tourism department 151. See 
also tourism

Tamilnad 27, 30. See also dravid-
ian: separatism; Tamil: language

Tanjore
city (Thanjavur) xii, 10, 16
missionaries in 10, 16. See also 

schwartz, C.F.
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Nayak of xii, 7, 8, 10, 54
district 10, 16, 47

teachers. See Tranquebar: teachers
TelC (Tamil evangelical lutheran 

Church) ix, 17, 62, 65, 147–
149, 163

early period 17, 54, 107
cooperation with other churches 

112, 115, 172
churches 54, 127. See also new 

Jerusalem Church
funding 87, 111
hostels 87–88, 90, 109. See also 

Ziegenbalg boys’ Hostel; 
Ziegenbalg Home for boys

internal caste conflicts 165–166
as property owner 54; ~ tension 

with heritage ngos 147
schools 78, 97. See also plutschau 

elementary school; TelC 
boys’ High school; TelC 
Teacher Training institute

TelC boys’ High school 55, 73, 
82, 87–91

TelC Teacher Training institute 
for Men 55, 73, 99–104, 147, 
167, 172, 178, 179

TelC Ziegenbalg spiritual Centre 
55, 101, 109–112, 147, 163

Telugu
language 27, 30, 42–43
university 38, 42

temples (Hindu)
endowment of 5, 38, 146
see also Tranquebar: temples and 

shrines
Thanjavur. See Tanjore
Tharangambadi xii, 58

local name for Tranquebar. See 
Tranquebar: name

population 57
local administration 57. See also 

gram panchayat
Thirukadaiyur Temple 2. See also 

nagapattinam: district; tem-
ples;

Thomas Christians
allegiance to patriarch in baby-

lon 4, 6
 ‘indigenization’ of 3–4
origins 2–3
relationship with portuguese 4–6

Tinnevelly (Tirunelveli) xii, 10, 30. 
See also schwartz, C.F.

Tipu sultan 18, 22, 23. See also 
Haidar Ali; Mysore

Tiruchirappali. See Trichinopoly
Tirunelveli. See Tinnevelly
Tothis 158, 159, 160. See also parai-

yars; scheduled Castes; sewers
tourism 47, 48, 63, 112, 143, 148, 

149, 152, 183–184, 186. See 
also heritage: tourism; Tamil 
nadu: Tourism department; 
union Tourism Ministry

Tranquebar
administration 133, 151. See also 

~ : council (below); india: lo-
cal administration

areas, colonial 56; ~ heritage 
precinct 64, 147, 149, 182

british period 11, 53, 54
caste discrimination. See caste: 

discrimination
Christian community 5, 58, 100
churches  73, 107–121 passim, 

127, 128, 130. See also Holy 
Rosary Church; new Jeru-
salem Church; st. Anthony’s 
Chapel; st. Theresa’s Convent; 
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Zion Church; Zion prayer 
House

coexistence between religious 
groups 51, 105, 184–186. See 
also religious: coexistence

colonial heritage buildings 53, 
108, 147, 149; conserving/re-
storing ~ 108, 143, 145, 151, 
152, 183. See also ~ : churches 
(above); danish Commander’s 
residence; Fort dansborg; 
governor’s bungalow; heri-
tage: industry; ~ : schools (be-
low); ~ : Town gate (below); 
Tranquebar Association

council: fishermen’s ~ . see pan-
chayat, fishermen; Muslim ~ . 
See Muslim: jamaat; town ~ . 
See gram panchayat

cultural heritage 105, 106, 183
Crafts and Resource Centre 142, 

150
danish period 7–8, 9, 11, 53, 

54, 62, 69, 112, 116, 147; ~ 
heritage 53, 143. See also ~ 
: colonial heritage buildings 
(above); ~ : cultural heritage 
(above); heritage: tourism; ~ : 
heritage precinct (below) ; ~ : 
heritage town (below)

fort. See Fort dansborg
health situation. See health
heritage town, status of 151, 

183; ~ precinct. See ~ : areas 
(above)

Hindu community 53, 56, 58, 
60, 105, 130. See also fisher-
men

Mission 9–11, 15, 54; heritage 
of ~ 53, 109. See also dan-

ish: Halle Mission; leipzig 
Missionary society; plütchau, 
Heinrich; schultze, benja-
min; schwartz, Christian 
Friederich; Ziegenbalg, bar-
tholomäus

Muslim community 58, 62, 80, 
86, 100, 130, 140

name ix, 1, 8, 53
pastorate 109
population ix, 53, 57, 134
religious harmony, relatively 

higher 131, 185. See also reli-
gious: coexistence

schools 54, 69–106 passim, 165; 
~ as management ~s 78, 83, 
89; primary ~ 55, 69, 70, 78, 
97. See also Hope Founda-
tion Matriculation school; 
Muslim elementary school; 
plutschau elementary school; 
st. John’s primary school; st. 
Theresa’s girls’ Higher sec-
ondary school; st. Theresa’s 
Teacher Training institute for 
Women; ~ : students (below); 
~ : teachers (below); TelC 
boys’ High school; TelC 
Teacher Training institute for 
Men

streets 120, 141, 153, 158, 179. 
see also bazaar street; gold-
smith street; karan street; 
king street; Mosque street; 
queen street

students 66, 70, 78, 99, 102, 104, 
112, 178–179; Christian ~ 71, 
73, 87, 97, 100; mainly Hindu 
75, 79, 80, 84, 87, 91, 97, 
100; Muslim ~ 80, 87, 100
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teachers 62; Christian ~ 75, 84, 
89, 91; Hindu ~ 75, 84, 91; 
Muslim ~ 81, 91

temples and shrines 69, 73, 
103, 121. See also Aiyanar; 
Angalamman; Masillamani 
nathar; perumal; Renugadevi 
Amman; Twin Vinayaka

tourists 52, 112, 145, 148, 149, 
152, 186. See also heritage: 
tourism; tourism

Town gate 52, 53, 54, 55, 62, 
108, 112, 152

and tsunami 57, 60, 62–68. See 
also tsunami

Tranquebar Association x, 142
formation and purpose 143, 145
funding and membership 145
renovation and restoration work 

54, 145, 150, 172
tension with locals 147–148, 

150, 152, 184
see also heritage; ngos; tourism; 

Tranquebar: colonial heritage 
buildings

Travancore xii, 22, 40
tribal population 14, 49, 156. See 

also scheduled Tribes
Trichinopoly/Trichy (Tiruchirap-

pali) xii, 10, 16, 83
tsunami

aftermath 67–68, 111, 140, 159
death toll 63, 64–65; ~ in Tran-

quebar 57, 66, 160
economic effects 60, 85, 89, 152, 

176, 183–184, 186
initial impact 63–67, 149
ngos 67, 82, 89, 105, 133, 

135, 140–142, 183, 186. See 
also ngos

post- ~ relief 67, 72, 82, 86, 
89, 111, 135, 137, 139, 153, 
160–163, 172, 177–178; role 
of fishermen’s panchayat in ~ . 
see panchayat

remembering 179–182
resettlement of survivors. See 

fishermen: tsunami and; 
scheduled Castes: tsunami and

Twin Vinayaka temple 126, 144, 
146. See also temples; Tranque-
bar: temples and shrines

uniCeF 72
union Tourism Ministry 151. See 

also tourism
‘unity in diversity’ 103, 185, 195, 

197, 198. See also india: nation-
al unity; religious: coexistence

untouchables. See scheduled Castes
urbanization 26, 27
urdu 20, 21, 24, 25. See also Hindi

Vaikom 40. See also periyar
Vailankanni 72, 103, 113, 170–

171, 197. See also basilica of 
our lady

Vaishyas 14. See also caste: groups
Vanniars 45. See also caste: groups
varna. See caste: groups
varnashrama dharma. See caste: 

groups
Velar 125. See also Aiyanar; caste: 

groups
Vellala 165. See also caste: groups
Vellipalayam 64, 113, 160–162, 

168. See also scheduled Castes; 
tsunami: death toll

Vellore Mutiny 22. See also british: 
resistance to
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Vereenigde oost-indische Compag-
nie. See east india Company: 
dutch

viceroys
british. See british india: gover-

nor-general
Mughal ~ in south india 18, 22

Viduthalai Siruthaigal. See dalit 
panthers of india

Vinayaka 124. See also ganesha; 
Hindism: deities

Vinayaka Chaturthi 146, 148, 167, 
168, 169. See also festivals: 
Hindu

Virgin Mary 5, 7
Vishnu 126. See also Hindism: dei-

ties
Vivekananda, swami 81, 200

wards. See gram panchayat; Tharan-
gambadi: local administration

Wellesley, lord 13. See also baptists; 
east india Company: british

Wilson, bishop daniel 14, 15. See 
also caste: casteism

women 173–178
domestic violence 96, 175. See 

also alcohol
enfranchised (1921) 39
female education, changed atti-

tude to 96–97
fishing ~ 96; ~ as fish vendors 

59, 136, 139, 173, 174, 176; 
~ inferior position in commu-
nity 175, 176

churches: ~ empowerment activi-
ties 102, 110, 117; ~ majority 
of congregations 109, 117, 118

Muslim 25, 96
representation: reserved seats on 

gram panchayat 54; ~ no place 
on fishermen panchayat 136

tsunami 176–178; ~ main victims 
of 57, 66; ‘tsunami marriages’ 
178

see also gender
World War i 16, 23, 33, 35, 46, 

71, 94
World War ii 39

Xavier, Francis 5, 6, 9. See also Cath-
olic Church: missionary work; 
Jesuits; missionaries: early por-
tuguese; paravars; portuguese: 
missionary activities

zamindars 19, 44
Ziegenbalg, bartholomäus 9, 28, 

69, 87, 108, 129. See also lu-
theran mission

Ziegenbalg boys’ Hostel 87, 90
Ziegenbalg Home for boys 88, 109
Ziegenbalg spiritual Centre 55, 

101, 109–112, 147, 163
Zion Church 55, 62, 108, 110, 112, 

116–117. See also Church of south 
india; Tranquebar: churches

Zion prayer House 118–119, 127. 
See also independent Churches; 
Tranquebar: churches

Zoroastrians 49
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